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Feb. 24, 2022
Russia's Putin authorizes 'special military operation' against Ukraine
MOSCOW, Feb 24 (Reuters) - President Vladimir Putin authorised "a
special military operation" against Ukraine on Thursday morning to
eliminate what he called a serious threat, saying his aim was to
demilitarise Russia's southern neighbour.
In an early morning address on state television, Putin said he had been
left with no choice but to launch the operation, the scope of which was
not immediately clear but appeared to go well beyond helping Russianbacked separatists in eastern Ukraine.
"I have decided to conduct a special military operation," said Putin,
seated at a desk in the Kremlin next to a battery of telephones, with the
Russian flag behind him.
"Its goal is to protect people who have been subjected to bullying and
genocide... for the last eight years. And for this we will strive for the
demilitarisation and denazification of Ukraine.
"And to bring to court those who committed numerous bloody crimes
against civilians, including against citizens of the Russian Federation.”
Ukraine dismisses as invented Russian accusations of genocide against
people living in parts of its east seized by Russian-backed separatists in
2014. Kyiv has said Putin was looking for an artificial pretext to attack it.
read more
The Kremlin chief's announcement followed an appeal from the Russianbacked separatists in eastern Ukraine for military help against what they
said was growing Ukrainian aggression.
Kyiv has denied any such aggression.
Putin told the Ukrainian military to lay down its weapons and go home.
"I urge you to immediately lay down your weapons and go home. All

servicemen of the Ukrainian army who fulfil this demand will be able to
freely leave the combat zone and return to their families," said Putin who
spoke with anger in his voice at times.
A Reuters reporter in Kyiv, the Ukrainian capital, heard explosions
that sounded like artillery shelling in the distance minutes after
Putin finished speaking.
"Russia cannot feel safe, develop, and exist with a constant threat
emanating from the territory of modern Ukraine," Putin said.
Russia would respond instantly if any external force tried to interfere
with its actions, he added.
“Whoever tries to hinder us, and even more so, to create threats to
our country, to our people, should know that Russia's response
will be immediate. And it will lead you to such consequences that
you have never encountered in your history."
"We are ready for any development of events. All the necessary
decisions have been made in this regard. I hope that I will be heard."
Putin's comments come after the United States said Russia had
stationed nearly 150,000 troops near Ukraine's borders.
Putin repeated past complaints about the failure of NATO and the United
States to satisfy Russia's security demands.
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https://www.forbes.com/sites/siladityaray/2022/02/25/photos-show-devastating-impact-of-rocket-strikes-and-shelling-on-kyiv/?sh=14eaf36d6b94
Select live link for more photos

Feb. 25, 2022
Photos show devastating impact of rocket strikes and shelling on Kyiv
Ukraine’s capital city, Kyiv, witnessed multiple explosions and what
government officials called “horrific rocket strikes” early on Friday as
Russian forces continued to press deeper into the country in an attempt
to capture the city, home to nearly 3 million people.

Natali Sevriukova reacts next to her house following a rocket attack
the city of Kyiv, Ukraine, ... [+] ASSOCIATED PRESS

Firefighters work at a damaged residential building at Koshytsa
Street, a suburb of the Ukrainian ... [+] AFP VIA GETTY
IMAGES

A car drives
past the
remains of a
rocket in a
residential
area in the
Ukrainian
capital of Kyiv.
AFP VIA
GETTY
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Feb. 26, 2022
Elon Musk activates Starlink in Ukraine after vice prime minister’s plea
Starlink is now active in Ukraine, Elon Musk announced after
Ukraine’s vice prime minister on Saturday requested the
SpaceX billionaire help the embattled country with
communication satellites.
“Starlink service is now active in Ukraine,” Musk tweeted
about 10 hours after the call for help. “More terminals en
route.”
The response came after Ukrainian Vice Prime Minister
Mykhailo Fedorov asked for the controversial business
magnate for Starlink stations.
“@elonmusk, while you try to colonize Mars — Russia try to
occupy Ukraine! While your rockets successfully land from
space — Russian rockets attack Ukrainian civil people!”
Fedorov, also the country’s Ministry of Digital
Transformation, tweeted “We ask you to provide Ukraine with
Starlink stations and to address sane Russians to stand.”
Musk’s response also came as Ukraine faced a third day of
assaults from Russia and troops continued their assault on
Kyiv.
Musk has via SpaceX launched thousands of Starlink
satellites into Earth’s orbit, increasing broadband service in
parts of the world. The satellites help carry large amounts of
information rapidly to any point on Earth, avoiding the need

for fiber-optic cables.
The satellites could provide data links to areas of Ukraine
that have lost internet access during the war. Russia’s
assaults on cities across Ukraine have left parts of the
country with internet outages.
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Feb. 27, 2022
Putin puts nuclear forces in a
‘Special Mode of Combat Duty’
Russian President Vladimir Putin ordered his defense
minister and chief of the general staff “to transfer the
Russian army’s deterrence forces to a special
mode of combat duty.”
Mr. Putin cited the threat of Western sanctions and
what he described as aggressive statements from
North Atlantic Treaty Organization officials.
The move would place Russia’s network of nuclear
missiles, which is usually disconnected, into a
state where it can be used if necessary—one step
away from an actual missile launch, said Pavel
Podvig, a Geneva-based expert on Russia’s nuclear
forces.
“This is not necessarily preparation for a strike,” Mr.
Podvig said. “The whole system is built to be able to
respond. This prepares it to act quickly if needed.”
He added, “I’ve not seen anything to suggest this
has been done before.”
An intercontinental ballistic missile lifts off from a silo somewhere in Russia in an
undated photo./ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Feb. 28, 2022
Satellite images show a 40 mile
Russian column travelling toward Kyiv
In northern Ukraine, satellite imagery shows a
Russian military convoy as long as 40 miles (67 km)
still making its way toward the capital. The sheer
quantity of vehicles sent down Ukraine’s relatively
narrow highways has caused traffic jams that make
it difficult for fuel trucks, bridging equipment to
traverse blown up bridges and even anti-aircraft
systems to get through.
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Feb. 28, 2022
Ukraine and Russia hold third round of talks
Negotiators from Ukraine and Russia convened for a third round of talks
on Monday, with the Ukrainian delegation saying there was potential
progress on ensuring humanitarian corridors.
Although an overall deal has not been reached, Ukraine's lead
negotiator, Mykhailo Podolyak, said on Twitter after the talks that "there
were some small positive shifts regarding logistics of humanitarian
corridors.”
Podolyak did not elaborate on any details, but Russia's lead negotiator,
Vladimir Medinsky, said he expects the humanitarian corridors will start
functioning Tuesday.
On the potential for a political settlement on securing a cease-fire,
Medinsky said that Russia's "expectations from the talks have failed."
He added that he expects more talks to take place.
"We hope that we will be able to make a more significant step forward
next time,'' he told Russian media.
Both Russian and Ukrainian delegations arrived on Monday at the
meeting place close to the border with Poland, the same site as the
previous round of talks.
The previous meetings failed to end the conflict, with each side blaming
the other for the failure to find a suitable agreement. Russia has blamed
Kyiv for the previous failures to implement the cease-fire.

several cities lasted only hours and left thousands still trapped without
access to food, water or electricity.
Ukraine rejected a third attempt on Monday, ahead of the talks, after
Moscow offered safe passage from several cities that would take the
civilians into Russia.
The first round of talks took place inside Ukraine, close to the border
with Belarus. Ukrainian negotiators had rejected Moscow's proposal to
meet in Belarus, a close Russian ally that has allowed Russian troops
to use its territory as a launchpad for invading Ukraine. Subsequent
negotiations have taken place in Belarus, close to the Polish border.
What are Russia's demands?
Over the course of the discussions, Kyiv has expressed a
willingness to accept one of Moscow's demands, namely to
guarantee its status as a neutral country and rule out the option of
joining NATO.
But Russian President Vladimir Putin has vowed to continue the
conflict until all his demands are met.
These include Ukraine ceasing military action, changing its
constitution to enshrine neutrality, acknowledging Crimea as
Russian territory and recognizing the separatist republics of
Donetsk and Luhansk as independent territories, Kremlin spokesman
Dmitry Peskov told the Reuters news agency.

What happened in previous Ukraine-Russia talks?
The second round of talks, which took place last Thursday, ended with
the two sides agreeing to set up humanitarian corridors for the
evacuation of civilians in cities under siege.
But attempts on both Saturday and Sunday to maintain a cease-fire in

Russia began its invasion of Ukraine on February 24, setting off the
worst refugee crisis in Europe since World War II.
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Mar. 1, 2022
Deadly blast at Kyiv TV tower as Russia warns Ukrainian capital
At least five people have been killed after Russian forces fired at
the main television tower in Kyiv and the city’s main Holocaust
memorial, Ukrainian officials said, after Russia warned it would
launch “high-precision” strikes on the Ukrainian capital.
Ukrainian authorities said five people were killed and five others
wounded in the attack on the TV tower, located a couple of miles
from central Kyiv and a short walk from numerous apartment
buildings.
A TV control room and a power substation were hit, and at least
some Ukrainian channels briefly stopped broadcasting, officials
said.
Later, the head of Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy’s
office, Andriy Yermak, said on Facebook that a “powerful missile
attack on the territory where the (Babi) Yar memorial complex is
located” was under way.
“To the world: what is the point of saying ‘never again’ for 80
years, if the world stays silent when a bomb drops on the same
site of Babi Yar,” Zelenskyy wrote in a tweet.
There was no immediate comment on the allegations from Russia.
The country’s defence ministry said earlier that Russian
troops would carry out an attack on what they said was the
infrastructure of Ukraine’s intelligence services in Kyiv and
urged residents living nearby to leave.
“In order to suppress information attacks on Russia, the
technological infrastructure of the SBU [Ukraine’s Security
Service] and the 72nd main PSO [Psychological Operations Unit]
centre in Kyiv will be hit with high-precision weapons,” defence

ministry spokesman Igor Konashenkov said.
“We call on … Kyiv residents living near relay nodes to leave their
homes,” Konashenkov added.
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Mar. 2, 2022
Russia's Sergei Lavrov says a third world war would be nuclear
Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov said on Wednesday
that if a third World War were to take place, it would involve
nuclear weapons and be destructive, the RIA news agency
reported.
Russia will not allow Ukraine to obtain nuclear weapons,
TASS news agency quoted Lavrov as saying on Wednesday.
The UN human rights chief has warned of a “massive
impact” on the rights of millions in Ukraine and cautioned
that heightened nuclear threat levels showed all of humanity
was at risk.
Speaking before the UN Human Rights Council in Geneva,
Michelle Bachelet warned that Russia’s full-scale invasion of
Ukraine, launched a week ago, “is generating massive
impact on the human rights of millions of people across
Ukraine.”
“Elevated threat levels for nuclear weapons underline the
gravity of the risks to all of humanity,” she added.
Her comments, during an urgent council debate on the
Ukraine conflict, came after Russian President Vladimir Putin
on Sunday ordered Russia’s nuclear forces be put on high
alert.
...

Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov. PHOTO BY
ALEX BRANDON - POOL/AFP VIA GETTY
IMAGES/FILE
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Mar. 3, 2022
Germany to ship anti-aircraft missiles to Ukraine
Berlin has approved a shipment of 2,700 Soviet-era, shoulder-fired
Strela missiles to Ukraine, according to government sources cited
by news agencies.
The weapons would come out of the depots once overseen by
Soviet-controlled East Germany, which reunited with West
Germany after the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989.
Over the weekend, the German government decided to supply
Ukraine with 500 US-made surface-to-air Stinger missiles and
1,000 anti-tank weapons.
A source told the Reuters news agency that the missiles were
"ready to be transported" but that the Federal Security Council has
yet to approve the move.

familiar with over the years," he said.
Walker added the weapons would be easy to deploy because
they are small enough to be carried by people.
He said despite the weapon deliveries, Germany doesn't want to
"become part of this conflict."
A German lawmaker told DW he was surprised the weapons were
still in the country's arsenal.
"We are heavily searching now what we can afford to give away,
and somebody found them, I was also surprised I did not even
know that we have those Strela weapons still in our
compartment," said Alexander Müller of the Free Democrats.

'Historical shift’
Germany had refused to send weapons to Ukraine before the
Russian government launched its offensive last Thursday. But the
move marked "a historical shift," according to Chancellor Olaf
Scholz.
"In this situation it is our duty to support Ukraine's defense against
the invading army of Vladimir Putin to the best of our ability," he
said after the attack.
Richard Walker, DW's chief international editor, said Germany
could quickly send the shoulder-fired Strela missiles to Ukraine
because they were readily available.
“These are not complicated weapons: they are a type of weapons
that many people in the Ukrainian military would have been

The Strela missiles were part of the arsenal controlled
by East Germany during the Cold War
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Mar. 4, 2022
Ukraine's biggest nuclear power plant catches fire after hit by Russian projectile
KYIV, Ukraine — No radiation was released from a Russian
attack at Europe's biggest nuclear power plant in Ukraine and
firefighters have extinguished a blaze at the facility, U.N. and
Ukrainian officials said Friday, as Russian forces pressed their
campaign to cripple the country despite global condemnation.
The International Atomic Energy Agency’s director-general, Rafael
Mariano Grossi, said Friday the building hit by a Russian
“projectile” at the Zaporizhzhia plant was “not part of the
reactor” but instead a training center at the plant.
Nuclear officials from Sweden to China said no radiation spikes
had been reported, as did Grossi. Ukrainian officials have said
Russian troops took control of the overall site, but the plant’s staff
were continuing to ensure its operations. Grossi said the
Ukrainians were in control of the reactor.
In the frenzied initial aftermath when the risk of a radiation release
was not clear, the attack caused worldwide concern — and
evoked memories of the world’s worst nuclear disaster, at
Ukraine’s Chernobyl.
Facing worldwide indignation over the attack, Russia sought to
deflect blame. Without producing evidence, Defense Ministry
spokesman Igor Konashenkov blamed arson rather than artillery
fire. He claimed a Ukrainian “sabotage group” had occupied the
training building at the plant, fired on a Russian patrol and set fire
to the building as they left.
There had been conflicting reports earlier over which part of the
Zaporizhzhia facility had been affected in the attack, with an
official saying at one point that shells fell directly on the facility and

set fire to a reactor not in operation as well as a training building.
Grossi later said that the fire was in the training center.
The confusion itself underscored the dangers of active fighting
near a nuclear power plant. It was the second time since the
invasion began just over a week ago that concerns about a
nuclear accident or a release of radiation materialized, following a
battle at Chernobyl.
Grossi said only one reactor of six at Zaporizhzhia is currently
operating, at about 60% capacity, and that two people at the site
were injured in the fire. Ukraine’s state nuclear plant operator
Enerhoatom said three Ukrainian soldiers were killed and two
wounded. ...

This image made
from a video
released by
Zaporizhzhia
nuclear power
plant shows bright
flaring object
landing in grounds
of the nuclear plant
in Enerhodar,
Ukraine Friday,
March 4, 2022.
via AP
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Mar. 5, 2022
UN committed to scaled-up humanitarian efforts
NEW YORK (AP) — U.N.
Secretary-General Antonio
Guterres says the United Nations
is committed to scaling up its
humanitarian operations to help
both those who have stayed in
Ukraine and the millions who
have fled.
Guterres relayed the promise to
Ukrainian Foreign Minister Dmytro
Kuleba in a phone call on
Saturday, U.N. spokesman
Stephane Dujarric said.
Dujarric said the two also
discussed the conditions for safely
evacuating civilians, including
foreigners, from combat zones.
The U.N. estimates that the
12 million people who have
stayed in Ukraine and the
4 million who have fled to
neighboring countries will need
humanitarian aid in the coming
months.

People rest at a reception center for people displaced from Ukraine at the Ukrainian-Polish border
crossing in Korczowa, Poland, Saturday, March 5, 2022. (Olivier Douliery, Pool Photo via AP)
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Mar. 6, 2022
Russian airstrike destroys Vinnytsia Airport in Ukraine
Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky said on March 6,
2022 that eight Russian missiles have "completely
destroyed" Havryshivka Vinnytsia International Airport (VIN)
located in central Ukraine.

Putin also added that imposing a no-fly zone over
Ukraine would have “colossal and catastrophic
consequences not only for Europe but also the whole
world”.

Zelensky confirmed details via a video uploaded to the
Twitter account of Eastern European media channel Nexta
TV.

The Biden administration has pointed out that imposing a
no-fly zone over Ukraine is something the U.S. government
is trying to avoid.

“Eight missiles against our city, against our peaceful
Vinnytsia which has never posed a threat to Russia in any
way. A brutal, cynical missile strike has completely destroyed
the airport," Zelensky revealed in the video message.

“It would require, essentially, the U.S. military shooting down
Russian planes and prompting a potential direct war with
Russia, the exact step that we want to avoid,” White House
press secretary Jen Ptsaki told US reporters on March 4,
2022.

Zelensky appealed once more to Western countries to
enforce a no-fly zone over Ukraine to prevent more attacks
from Russia.
“We repeat every day: close the sky over Ukraine. Close for
all Russian missiles, for Russian combat aircraft, for all their
terrorists.”
On March 5, 2022, a day before the missile attack on
Vinnytsia Airport, Russian president Vladimir Putin warned
that any country that sought to impose a no-fly zone
over Ukraine would be considered to have entered into
the conflict between Ukraine and Russia.
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Mar. 7, 2022
‘Humanitarian corridors’ leading to Russia or Belarus rejected by Kyiv
Kyiv has rejected an offer from Moscow to create
“humanitarian corridors” allowing civilians to flee six
heavily bombed Ukrainian cities after it emerged that
most of the supposedly safe routes led directly to Russia
or its ally, Belarus.
The Russian offer came before a third round of peace talks.
The Kremlin spokesperson, Dmitry Peskov, said in advance of
the discussions that Moscow was ready to halt operations “in
a moment” if Kyiv met a list of conditions. These included
ceasing military action, changing its constitution to ensure
neutrality, acknowledging Crimea as Russian territory and
recognising the self-proclaimed republics in Donetsk and
Luhansk as independent states.
As Russian forces continued their brutal bombardment on the
12th day of the conflict, shelling of the six cities – which
include Kyiv, Kharkiv and the southern port city of Mariupol –
continued to prevent civilians from leaving.
Posting a video online on Monday night the Ukrainian
president, Volodymyr Zelenskiy, said he would be staying in
Kyiv “as long as it takes to win this war”.
“I’m not hiding,” he added. “I’m not hiding and I’m not afraid of
anyone.”
Accusing Moscow of “cynicism”, Zelenskiy also said Russian
troops destroyed buses that were due to evacuate civilians
from the combat zones. The Ukrainian leader said Russian
forces mined the road chosen to bring food and medicine to

the besieged city of Mariupol in southern Ukraine.
But he added that Kyiv would continue to negotiate with
Russia to reach a peace deal.
Multiple attempts to evacuate over the weekend were
swiftly abandoned when civilians trying to reach safety
came under fire.
Under the Russian offer, only two of the proposed
corridors would end up in Ukrainian territory. The French
president, Emmanuel Macron, accused his Russian
counterpart, Vladimir Putin, of “moral and political
cynicism” and hypocrisy for making promises to protect
civilians so they could flee only to Russia. “I do not know
many Ukrainians who want to go to Russia,” he said,
adding that full ceasefires to protect civilians were
needed, not corridors.
Russia has made significant advances in southern Ukraine as
it seeks to block access to the Sea of Azov and establish a
land corridor to Crimea. But elsewhere progress has become
stalled, including an immense military convoy that has been
almost motionless for days north of Kyiv.
The Pentagon on Monday said in its latest assessment of the
war it believed Russia had now committed almost 100% of
the forces it had amassed for the Ukraine invasion and
launched more than 625 missiles, but still deemed Ukrainian
airspace contested the country had most of its fixed wing
aircraft and air defences intact. “We’re not seeing a lot of ...
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Mar. 8, 2022
US bans imports of Russian oil, liquefied natural gas, and coal
... Russian oil will no longer be acceptable at U.S. ports, and the
American people will deal another powerful blow to Putin’s war
machine.
...
Americans have rallied support — have rallied to support the Ukrainian
people and made it clear we will not be part of subsidizing Putin’s war.
This made — we made this decision in close consultation with our Allies
and our partners around the world, particularly in Europe, because a
united response to Putin’s aggression has been my overriding focus, to
keep all NATO and all of the EU and our allies totally united.
We’re moving forward on this ban, understanding that many of our
European Allies and partners may not be in a position to join us.
The United States produces far more oil domestically than all of
European — all the European countries combined. In fact, we’re a net
exporter of energy. So we can take this step when others cannot.
But we’re working closely with Europe and our partners to develop a
long-term strategy to reduce their dependence on Russian energy as
well.
...
This is a step that we’re taking to inflict further pain on Putin. But there
will be costs as well here in the United States. I said I would level with
the American people from the beginning. And when I first spoke to this, I
said defending freedom is going to cost — it’s going to cost us as well, in
the United States.

Thus far, we’ve provided more than $1 billion in security assistance to
Ukraine. Shipments of defensive weapons are arriving in Ukraine every
day from the United States. And we, the United States, are the ones
coordinating the delivery of our Allies and partners of similar weapons,
from Germany to Finland to the Netherlands. We’re accom- — we’re —
we’re working that out.
We’re also providing humanitarian support for the Ukrainian people,
both those still in Ukraine and those who have fled safely to a
neighboring country.

We’re working with humanitarian organizations to surge tens of
thousands of tons of food, water, and medical supplies into
Ukraine, and with more on the way.
Over the weekend, I sent Secretary Blinken to visit our border
between — the border Poland and Ukraine and to Moldova to see
what the situation was firsthand and report back.
General Milley, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff of our
Defense Department, is also — was also in Europe, meeting with
his counterparts and Allies on NATO’s eastern flank to reassure
them — those countries bordering Russia, NATO countries —
that we will keep our NATO commitment — a sacred commitment
to Article — of Article 5.

Republicans and Democrats understand — alike understand that.
Republicans and Democrats alike have been clear that we must do this.

The Vice President Harris is going to be traveling to meet with our
allies in Poland and Romania later this week as well.

Over the last week, I’ve spoken with President Zelenskyy several times
to hear from him about the situation on the ground and to consult and
continuing to consult with our European allies and — about U.S. support
for Ukraine and the Ukrainian people.

I’ve made it clear that the United States will share in the
responsibility of caring for the refugees so the costs do not
fall entirely on the European countries bordering Ukraine.
...
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Mar. 8, 2022
McDonald's, Coca-Cola, PepsiCo and Starbucks join a corporate exodus
from Russia
... In a letter to its partners on Tuesday, Starbucks CEO Kevin
Johnson announced that the coffee giant would suspend all
business in Russia. Johnson said the store's licensed partner
has agreed to pause operations at its 130 stores there.

Music group, the world's largest record label, announced the
closure of its Russian office and suspension of operations in the
country. And on Monday, giant conglomerate Procter & Gamble
cut back on its products and advertising in Russia.

And Coca-Cola announced that it is suspending its business in
Russia. "Our hearts are with the people who are enduring
unconscionable effects from these tragic events in Ukraine," the
soft drink giant said in a brief statement.

A Yale professor tracks which companies are still doing
business in Russia
...
Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, senior associate dean for leadership studies,
tells NPR that the list — which contains more than 200
companies — is a way to encourage corporations "to do the right
thing" and to hold them accountable for continuing to engage with
Russia.
...
Sonnenfeld and his team have been tracking company
withdrawals since the outbreak of war, he said. Companies such
as Dell, Apple, Nike, General Motors, IBM and H&M were
among the first to curtail operations in Russia, he said.

PepsiCo, which has been operating in Russia for more than 60
years, said that, "given the horrific events occurring in Ukraine," it
was suspending sales of Pepsi-Cola and its other global
beverage brands there. It will also suspend capital
investments and advertising in Russia. The company said it will
continue to sell milk, baby formula and baby food in the country.
Meanwhile, McDonald's is temporarily closing its 850
locations in Russia, in one of the most symbolic exits by a global
corporation from the country in protest over Russia's invasion of
Ukraine.
...
Hundreds of companies have announced their exits from
Russia in recent days. Among the most recent additions to
the list are cosmetics company L'Oreal and car maker Ferrari.
Russian users are also losing access to Netflix, Ikea stores
and Apple products. Visa and Mastercard have restricted use
by Russian holders.
Earlier Tuesday, Yum Brands, which runs KFC and Pizza Hut
locations in Russia, paused investment in the country. Universal

Some companies released ambiguous statements, which drove
Sonnenfeld and his team to catalog the companies.
“We're shocked about what a catalytic effect an objective list has
had in terms of either catalyzing some to move or clarifying
positions," Sonnenfeld said. "We're very close to 300 now that
have curtailed operations."

Click here for latest list
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Mar. 9, 2022
Poland offers all its MIG-29 fighter jets to US in plan to provide aircraft to Kyiv
Poland has agreed to hand over all of its MIG-29 fighter
jets to a US airbase "immediately and free of charge" as
part of a plan to provide aircraft to the Ukrainians.
Washington has been looking at a proposal under which
Poland would supply Ukraine with Soviet-era fighters and in
turn receive American F-16s to make up for their loss.
Ukrainian pilots are trained to fly Soviet-era fighter jets.
In a statement, Poland's foreign ministry said: "The
authorities of the Republic of Poland, after consultations
between the president and the government, are ready to
deploy - immediately and free of charge - all their MIG-29
jets to the Rammstein Air Base and place them at the
disposal of the government of the United States of America.
"At the same time, Poland requests the United States to
provide us with used aircraft with corresponding operational
capabilities.

they planned to give these planes to us."
Speaking at the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, she
added: "I look forward when this hearing is over to getting
back to my desk and seeing how we will respond to this
proposal of theirs to give the planes to us."
Security and defence analyst Michael Clarke, former
director general of the Royal United Services Institute
(RUSI), told Sky News: "The main thing as far as NATO is
concerned is to get some aircraft into Ukraine that they can
use.
"The MIG-29 is not the best aircraft around at the moment
but it's better than nothing.
"NATO has been giving arms openly to Ukraine - this is just
another type of weapon."

"Poland is ready to immediately establish the conditions of
purchase of the planes.

He said that with Poland handing the jets to the US at
their German base, it is like Poland saying to Russia "if
you want an argument about this, have it with
Washington, don't have it with us".

"The Polish government also requests other NATO Allies owners of MIG-29 jets - to act in the same vein."

And he added: "The main thing is for Ukrainian pilots to
find a safe way to take the aircraft into Ukraine."

However, State Department Undersecretary Victoria Nuland
said: "To my knowledge, it wasn't pre-consulted with us that
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Mar. 9, 2022
Pentagon says plan for Poles to give Soviet-era jets to US ‘not tenable’
The Pentagon has dismissed Poland’s plan to hand the US
its MiG-29 fighter jets to boost Ukraine’s fight against Russia,
as Moscow officials said they were ready to provide
humanitarian corridors on Wednesday morning for people
fleeing Kyiv and four other cities.
Washington appeared surprised by the announcement
by Polish foreign minister, Zbigniew Rau, who said on
Tuesday that his government was “ready to deploy –
immediately and free of charge – all their MiG-29 jets to
the Ramstein airbase and place them at the disposal of
the government of the United States of America.”
The Pentagon appeared to reject the proposal, saying it was
not “tenable”.
In a statement, the US Department of Defense said the
prospect of the jets departing from the base in Germany
“to fly into airspace that is contested with Russia over
Ukraine raises serious concerns for the entire Nato
alliance”.
“We will continue to consult with Poland and our other
Nato allies about this issue and the difficult logistical
challenges it presents, but we do not believe Poland’s
proposal is a tenable one,” John Kirby, the Pentagon press
secretary, said.
The dispute came as Mikhail Mizintsev, the head of Russia’s

National Defence Control Centre, said Russian forces would
“observe a regime of silence” from 7am GMT to ensure safe
passage for civilians wishing to leave Kyiv, Chernihiv, Sumy,
Kharkiv and Mariupol. It was unclear if the proposed routes
would pass through Russia or Belarus, conditions previously
opposed by the Ukrainian government.
Authorities in Kyiv have previously accused Moscow of
shelling a similar refugee corridor meant to allow residents
to escape the devastated port of Mariupol.
“The enemy has launched an attack heading exactly at the
humanitarian corridor,” the Ukrainian defence ministry said
on Facebook on Tuesday, adding that the Russian army “did
not let children, women and elderly people leave the city”.
The International Committee of the Red Cross said many
Mariupol residents face an “apocalyptic” situation, with no
water, power or heating.
Ukraine’s deputy prime minister said 5,000 civilians were
successfully evacuated from the Sumy region on Tuesday,
where 21 people had been killed in air strikes on Tuesday.
The Polish incident has exposed cracks in the Nato alliance
which the Biden administration has struggled to keep in
lockstep in the face of the Russian invasion. Vice President
Kamala Harris is due to hold talks with the Polish
government in Warsaw on Thursday where she will attempt
to repair some of the diplomatic damage.The US said ...
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Mar. 10, 2022
Top Russia, Ukraine diplomats talk in Turkey
...The foreign ministers of Russia and Ukraine met for face-to-face
talks in Turkey on Thursday in the first high-level contact between
the two sides since Moscow invaded its ex-Soviet neighbour last
month.
Ukraine’s Dmytro Kuleba said he secured no promise from
Russia’s Sergey Lavrov to halt firing so aid could reach civilians,
including the main humanitarian priority – evacuating hundreds of
thousands of people trapped in the besieged port city of Mariupol.
...
Lavrov, meanwhile, said Russia wants to continue negotiations
with Ukraine and President Vladimir Putin would not refuse a
meeting with his Ukrainian counterpart Volodymyr Zelenskyy to
discuss “specific” issues.
Lavrov said Russia would not have started the conflict in Ukraine if
the West had not rejected “our proposal on security guarantees“.
“Until the end, we wanted to resolve the situation in Ukraine
through diplomatic means,” he said.
...
The Russian foreign minister said he did not believe the standoff
with the West over Ukraine would lead to nuclear war.
...
The meeting between Lavrov and Kuleba took place on the
sidelines of a diplomacy forum near Antalya on Thursday. Turkish
foreign minister Mevlut Cavusoglu also participated.
Cavusoglu has said the aim of the meeting was to pave the way
for a meeting between the Russian and Ukrainian presidents,
which would be facilitated by Turkey’s president.
Kuleba said earlier his team will be “pressing for the maximum”.

“I will demand a ceasefire to liberate our territories, and of course
to resolve the humanitarian issues, or rather catastrophes created
by the Russian military,” he said.
Moscow has said Ukraine must meet all of its demands –
including that Kyiv takes a neutral position and drops aspirations
of joining the NATO alliance – before an end of its assault.
It was the first trip abroad for Lavrov since Russia was isolated by
the Western world with biting sanctions that have also targeted
Putin’s long-serving top diplomat.
Bringing Lavrov and Kuleba together marks “a step forward”
and could escalate diplomacy at higher levels in Moscow,
said Mustafa Aydin, professor at Kadir Has University in Istanbul.
“Russia is not yet close to entertaining peace, though it is
slowly changing its stance,” Aydin said. “Its initially
uncompromising posture is slowly giving way to a
negotiation stance though not yet enough for a concrete
outcome.”
Soner Cagaptay, from the Washington Institute for Near East
Policy, echoed the comments.
“I think this is really not a moment for Putin to accept
humility and step down,” he said.
“But I think this is still a significant achievement for Turkish
diplomats, the fact that they can get the foreign ministers of
these two parties in brutal conflict to sit together around a
table in a neutral location, it’s a very significant
achievement.”
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Mar. 11, 2022
Ukraine says Russia wants to drag Belarus into war, warns of invasion plan
LVIV, Ukraine (Reuters) -Ukraine said Belarus could be planning
to invade its territory on Friday and accused Russia of trying to
drag its ally into the war by staging air attacks on Belarus from
Ukrainian air space.

Last week, Lukashenko, a close Kremlin ally, said
Belarusian armed forces were not taking part and would not
take part in what Russia calls its “special military
operation” in Ukraine.

Belarus has served as a staging post for Russian troops,
missiles and aircraft, both before and after Russia launched
its invasion of Ukraine on Feb. 24, but it has not deployed
its own forces in active battle.

Ukrainian senior officials said Russia was doing everything
possible to draw Belarus into the conflict, after failing in what
Western countries say was an initial plan for a lightning assault
on the capital.

Ukraine’s military accused Russian aircraft of firing at Belarusian
border villages from Ukrainian air space on Friday to provide an
excuse for an offensive.

“We also understand that the Belarusian government has been
doing everything possible to avoid joining this war,” Ukrainian
deputy interior minister Yevheniy Yenin said on national
television on Friday.

“This is a PROVOCATION! The goal is to involve the Armed
Forces of the Republic of Belarus in the war with Ukraine!”
Ukraine’s Air Force Command said in an online statement.
The Kremlin did not immediately respond to a request for
comment on the Air Force Command’s statement.
The alleged attacks took place as Belarusian leader Alexander
Lukashenko was meeting Russian President Vladimir Putin in
Moscow, according to Ukraine’s State Centre for Strategic
Communications.
The result of this meeting could be an attack by Belarus across
Ukraine’s northern border, the centre said in statement.
“According to preliminary data, Belarusian troops may be drawn
into an invasion on March 11 at 21:00 (1900 GMT),” it said.

There was no immediate comment on the allegations from
Belarus.
Ukraine’s top security official Oleksiy Danilov said Ukraine had
so far shown restraint towards Belarus, despite Russia using it
as a launchpad for attacks on Ukraine. But he warned on Friday
if “one fighter crosses our border, we will fight back.”
Meanwhile Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskiy struck a
more conciliatory note in a speech to the government of
neighbouring Poland, which also shares a border with Belarus.
“I really want these words to be heard by our common neighbors
- Belarusians. Peace between relatives, peace between
neighbors, peace between brothers, we must achieve this with
them too. And we definitely will,” Zelenskiy said.
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Mar. 12, 2022
Ukraine says Russian forces kill seven civilians in evacuation convoy
LVIV, Ukraine, March 12 (Reuters) - Ukraine accused
Russian forces on Saturday of killing seven civilians in an
attack on women and children trying to flee fighting near
Kyiv, and France said Russian President Vladimir Putin had
shown he was not ready to make peace.
With Russia's invasion in its third week, the Ukrainian
intelligence service said the seven, including one child, were
killed as they fled the village of Peremoha and that "the
occupiers forced the remnants of the column to turn back.”
Ukrainian officials later said the convoy was not traveling
along a "green corridor" agreed with Russia when it was
struck on Friday, correcting their earlier assertion that it was
on such a designated route.
Reuters was unable immediately to verify the report and
Russia offered no immediate comment.
Moscow denies targeting civilians since invading
Ukraine on Feb. 24. It blames Ukraine for failed attempts
to evacuate civilians from encircled cities, an accusation
Ukraine and its Western allies strongly reject.
Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskiy said Moscow was
sending in new troops after Ukrainian forces put 31 of
Russia's battalion tactical groups out of action in what he
called Russia's largest army losses in decades. It was not
possible to verify his statements.

"We still need to hold on. We still have to fight," Zelenskiy
said in a video address late on Saturday, his second of the
day.
He said earlier that about 1,300 Ukrainian troops had
been killed so far and urged the West to get more
involved in peace negotiations. The president
suggested Russian forces would face a fight to the
death if they sought to enter the capital.
"If they decide to carpet bomb (Kyiv), and simply erase the
history of this region ... and destroy all of us, then they will
enter Kyiv. If that's their goal, let them come in, but they will
have to live on this land by themselves," he said.
Zelenskiy discussed the war with Chancellor Olaf
Scholz and President Emmanuel Macron, and the
German and French leaders then spoke to Putin by
phone and urged him to order an immediate ceasefire.
A Kremlin statement on the 75-minute call made no
mention of a ceasefire and a French presidency official
said: "We did not detect a willingness on Putin's part to
end the war".
Russian Deputy Foreign Minister Sergei Ryabkov accused
the United States of escalating tensions and said the
situation had been complicated by convoys of Western arms
shipments to Ukraine that Russian forces considered
"legitimate targets". ...
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Mar. 13, 2022
Russian strike on base brings Ukraine war close to NATO's border
LVIV, Ukraine, March 13 (Reuters) - Russian missiles hit a
large Ukrainian base near the border with NATO member
Poland on Sunday, killing 35 people and wounding 134, a
local official said, in an escalation of the war to the west of the
country as intense fighting was reported elsewhere.
Russia's defence ministry said the air strike had destroyed a
large amount of weapons supplied by foreign nations that
were being stored at the sprawling training facility, and that
it had killed "up to 180 foreign mercenaries".
Reuters could not independently verify the casualties
reported by either side.
The attack on the Yavoriv International Centre for Peacekeeping
and Security, a training base just 15 miles (25 km) from the
Polish border that has previously hosted NATO military
instructors, brought the conflict to the doorstep of the Western
defence alliance.
Russia's deputy foreign minister had warned on Saturday that
convoys of Western arms shipments to Ukraine could be
considered legitimate targets.
Britain said the incident marked a "significant escalation" of the
conflict. White House national security adviser Jake Sullivan,
speaking on CBS's "Face the Nation", said any attack on NATO
territory would trigger a full response by the alliance.
Regional governor Maksym Kozytskyy said Russian planes fired
around 30 rockets at the Yavoriv facility, adding that some were
intercepted before they hit. At least 35 people were killed and

134 wounded, he said.
Russian defence ministry spokesperson Igor Konashenkov said
Russia had used high precision long range weapons to strike
Yavoriv and a separate facility in the village of Starichi.
"As a result of the strike, up to 180 foreign mercenaries and a
large amount of foreign weapons were destroyed," he told a
briefing.
The 360-square km (140-square mile) facility is one of
Ukraine's biggest and is the largest in the western part of
the country, which has so far been spared the worst of the
fighting.
Ukraine, whose aspirations to join NATO are a major irritant to
Russian President Vladimir Putin, held most of its drills with
Western countries at the base before the invasion. The last
major exercises were in September.
In the weeks before Russia's Feb. 24 invasion, the Ukrainian
military trained there, but according to Ukrainian media all
foreign instructors left in mid-February, leaving behind
equipment.
While Western nations have sought to isolate Putin by imposing
harsh economic sanctions and have been supplying Ukraine
with weapons, the United States and its allies are concerned to
avoid NATO being drawn into the conflict.
"There are no NATO personnel in Ukraine," the NATO official
said, when asked if any NATO personnel were at the base.
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Mar. 14, 2022
Russia’s offensive ‘stalled’ in Ukraine but Moscow not backing down: Pentagon
... “Almost all of Russia's advances remain stalled,” the official
said, with the Russian military facing mounting challenges on the
battlefront.

changed our posture and it certainly hasn't precipitated any
specific decision to move or reposition anybody else [out] of
Poland.”

But despite those challenges, the Pentagon saw no sign of Russia
slowing its battlefield tempo.

He added that part of the $350 million security package
authorised by President Joe Biden for Ukraine last month will
soon be delivered.

“We want to see a ceasefire … but what we are seeing is still a
very concerted Russian efforts to continue with ever more
violence.”
The official estimated that Russian forces continue to be stalled
about 15 kilometres from Kyiv’s city centre while the
bombardments of Mariupol and Kharkiv continue, though Moscow
has been unable to prevail on either front.
The Pentagon added that Russia has now fired more than 900
missiles in Ukraine but has yet to achieve air superiority.
“The Russians, for all their inventory and for all the munitions that
they have available to them … they have still not achieved air
superiority over all of Ukraine,” the official said.
Asked about the Russian strike on the Yavoriv military base close
to the Polish border on Sunday, the US official said it involved
“several dozen” missiles fired from bombers flying inside Russian
airspace.
But he added that the strike, which occurred alarmingly close to a
Nato country, will not affect the US military posture in Poland or
assistance flowing to Ukraine.
“I would just tell you that the that the strike on Yavoriv has not

“We are fast at work on filling that out,” he said.
Russia warned the West on Saturday against sending further
weapons to Kyiv, saying that convoys carrying weaponry to
Ukraine could be considered “legitimate targets”.
The official also noted that Ukraine is using drones sent by
Turkey “effectively” and that it still has “a significant
majority of their inventory left".
Ukraine has received Turkish-made Bayraktar TB2 drones that
have been reportedly used to attack Russian tanks and
missile launchers over the past three weeks.
The US official said Washington is holding talks with allies and
partners on boosting Ukraine’s weapons capabilities.
Mr Biden spoke with Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan on
Thursday and the two leaders “reaffirmed their strong support for
the government and people of Ukraine”, the White House said.
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Mar. 15, 2022
3,000,381 refugees have fled Ukraine since 24 February 2022

... As the situation continues to
unfold, an estimated 4 million people
may flee Ukraine. In light of the
emergency and paramount
humanitarian needs of refugees from
Ukraine, an inter-agency regional
refugee response is being carried
out, in support of refugee-hosting
countries’ efforts. The regional
refugee response plan brings
together UN, NGO and other
relevant partners and primarily
focuses on supporting the host
country governments to ensure safe
access to territory for refugees and
third-country nationals fleeing from
Ukraine, in line with international
standards. It also focuses on the
provision of critical protection
services and humanitarian
assistance, while displacement
dynamics and needs continue to
grow exponentially.
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Mar. 15, 2022
European leaders visit Kyiv; Zelenskiy hints at NATO compromise
LVIV, Ukraine/KYIV, March 15 (Reuters) - Three European prime
ministers headed to Kyiv by train on Tuesday for the first visit of its
kind since war began, even as buildings there were ablaze and
rescue workers were trying to pull survivors from the rubble of
fresh Russian bombardment.
That foreign leaders could attempt to visit the Ukrainian capital
was a striking symbol of Ukraine's success so far in fending off an
assault that Western countries believe was aimed at seizing Kyiv
weeks ago.
"It is our duty to be where history is forged. Because it's not about
us, but about the future of our children who deserve to live in a
world free from tyranny," said Polish Prime Minister Mateusz
Morawiecki, who crossed the border with Czech Prime
Minister Petr Fiala and Janez Jansa of Slovenia.
Fiala said the aim was "to confirm the unequivocal support of
the entire European Union for the sovereignty and
independence of Ukraine.”
The visit comes at a time when Ukrainian officials are playing
up the hope the war could end sooner than expected, saying
Moscow may be coming to terms with its failure to impose a
new government on Kyiv by force.
In the latest hint at compromise, President Volodymyr
Zelenskiy said on Tuesday Kyiv was prepared to accept
security guarantees that stop short of its long-term objective
of the NATO alliance membership, which Moscow opposes.
Ukraine understands it does not have an open door to join NATO

yet, Zelenskiy said in a video message: "If we cannot enter
through open doors, then we must cooperate with the
associations with which we can, which will help us, protect
us ... and have separate guarantees."
Peace talks between Russian and Ukrainian delegations via a
video link restarted on Tuesday after a pause on Monday, the first
time a round of talks ran to a second day.
Kremlin spokesperson Dmitry Peskov said it was too early to
predict progress: "The work is difficult, and in the current situation
the very fact that (the talks) are continuing is probably positive."
...
One of Zelenskiy's top aides said the war would be over by May,
or even end within weeks, as Russia had run out of fresh troops.
"We are at a fork in the road now," Oleksiy Arestovich said in a
video. He said he expected either a peace deal within one or two
weeks or another Russian attempt with new reinforcements,
which could prolong the conflict for another month.
"I think that no later than in May, early May, we should have a
peace agreement, maybe much earlier: we will see," Arestovich
said.
In Rivne in western Ukraine, officials said 19 people had been
killed in a Russian air strike on a TV tower. If confirmed it would
be the worst attack on a civilian target so far in the northwest
where Russian ground troops have yet to tread.
Peace talks have focused so far on local ceasefires to let civilians
evacuate and bring aid to surrounded cities.
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Mar. 16, 2022
U.S. to send hundreds more anti-aircraft systems to Ukraine
WASHINGTON, March 16 (Reuters) - President Joe Biden
announced an additional $800 million in security assistance
to Ukraine on Wednesday, even as his position on a no-fly
zone did not change after Ukrainian President Volodymyr
Zelenskiy's urgent appeal to the U.S. Congress for military help
to fend off a Russian invasion.
Addressing Zelenskiy's remarks in his speech, Biden said the
United States has offered Ukraine $1 billion in security aid,
adding America will continue to give Ukraine weapons to fight
and defend themselves, offer humanitarian relief and support
Ukraine's economy with additional financial assistance.
"This new package on its own is going to provide unprecedented
assistance to Ukraine, and includes 800 anti-aircraft systems,"
Biden said, to stop Russian planes and helicopters attacking
Ukrainians.
At Zelenskiy's request, Washington will help Ukraine acquire
additional long-range missile anti-aircraft systems, Biden
said. It will also supply 9,000 anti-armor systems, drones and
7,000 small arms such as machine guns, shotguns and
grenade launchers that will help civilians fighting to defend their
country.
"More will be coming as we source additional stocks of equipment
that ... we are ready to transfer," he said.
The new funds will come from a spending bill Biden signed into
law that includes $13.6 billion in new aid to Ukraine.
In his address to Congress, Zelenskiy compared the attacks in

Ukraine to the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor that pulled the
United States into World War Two, and begged lawmakers, and
Biden directly, for more help.
"This is a terror that Europe has not seen for 80 years, and we
are asking for our life, for an answer to this terror from the whole
world. Is this a lot to ask for? To create a no-fly zone over Ukraine
to save people?" Zelenskiy asked through an interpreter.
"If this is too much to ask, we offer an alternative," he said. "You
know what kind of defense systems we need," adding that he
knows the United States has them.
Biden has referred to the creation of a no-fly zone over Ukraine
as "World War Three," and the Pentagon has refused requests to
send fighter jets to Ukraine. read more
Earlier on Wednesday, Russia and Ukraine both emphasized
newfound scope for compromise as peace talks were set to
resume three weeks into a Russian assault that has so far
failed to topple the Ukrainian government.
On Tuesday, the White House said Biden will travel to Brussels
for a March 24 NATO summit on Russia's invasion of Ukraine,
which Moscow terms a "special military operation" to disarm and
"denazify" its neighbor.
Biden has ratcheted up sanctions imposed on Russia in recent
days. He has called for a suspension of Russia's trading status
that affords its exported products lower tariffs in the international
arena and announced a ban on Russian oil and other energy
imports.
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Mar. 17, 2022
Russia getting bogged down in Ukraine, Western nations say
KYIV/LVIV, Ukraine, March 17 (Reuters) - Russian forces in
Ukraine are blasting cities and killing civilians but no longer
making progress on the ground, Western countries said on
Thursday, as a war Moscow was thought to have hoped to win
within days entered its fourth week.
...
Mariupol has suffered the worst humanitarian catastrophe
of the war, with hundreds of thousands of civilians trapped
in basements with no food, water or power for weeks.
Russian forces have begun letting some people out in
private cars this week but have blocked aid convoys from
reaching the city.
...
Although both sides have pointed to limited progress in
peace talks this week, President Vladimir Putin, who
ordered Russia's invasion on Feb. 24, showed little sign of
relenting.
In a vituperative televised speech, he inveighed against "traitors
and scum" at home who helped the West, and said the Russian
people would spit them out like gnats.
Dmitry Medvedev, deputy head of Putin's security council, said
the United States had stoked "disgusting" Russophobia in an
attempt to force Russia to its knees: "It will not work - Russia has
the might to put all of our brash enemies in their place."
...
Heavily outnumbered Ukrainian forces have prevented Moscow
from capturing any of Ukraine's biggest cities so far despite the
largest assault on a European state since World War Two. More
than 3 million Ukrainians have fled and thousands of civilians
and combatants have died.

‘STALLED ON ALL FRONTS’
British military intelligence said in an update on Thursday
that the invasion had "largely stalled on all fronts", and
Russian forces were suffering heavy losses from a staunch
and well-coordinated Ukrainian resistance.
...
Russia has assaulted Ukraine from four directions, sending
two massive columns towards Kyiv from the northwest and
northeast, pushing in from the east near the second biggest
city Kharkiv, and spreading in the south from Crimea.
Northeastern and northwestern suburbs of Kyiv have been
reduced to rubble by heavy fighting, but the capital itself has
held firm, under a curfew and subjected to deadly nightly rocket
attacks.
Amid the unrelenting fighting, both sides have spoken of
progress at talks. Ukrainian officials have said they think
Russia is running out of troops to keep fighting and could
soon come to terms with its failure to topple the Ukrainian
government. Moscow has said it is close to agreeing a formula
that would keep Ukraine neutral, long one of its demands.
Moscow said peace talks resumed on Thursday by
videolink for a fourth straight day, discussing military,
political and humanitarian issues. A top aide to Zelenskiy
said Ukraine still maintained its core demand, that it retain
sovereignty over areas occupied since 2014 by Russian
and pro-Russian forces.
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Mar. 18, 2022
Putin appears at big rally as troops press attack in Ukraine
Vladimir Putin appeared at a huge flag-waving rally at a Moscow stadium
Friday and lavished praise on his troops fighting in Ukraine, three weeks
into the invasion that has led to heavier-than-expected Russian losses on
the battlefield and increasingly authoritarian rule at home.
...
The Moscow rally came as Russian troops continued to rain lethal fire on
Ukrainian cities, including the capital, Kyiv, and pounded an aircraft
repair installation on the outskirts of Lviv, close to the Polish border.
“Shoulder to shoulder, they help and support each other,” the Russian
president said of the Kremlin’s forces in a rare public appearance since
the start of the war. “We have not had unity like this for a long time,” he
added to cheers from the crowd.
The show of support amid a burst of antiwar protests inside Russia
led to allegations in some quarters that the rally — held officially to
mark the eighth anniversary of Russia’s annexation of Crimea,
which was seized from Ukraine — was a manufactured display of
patriotism.
Several Telegram channels critical of the Kremlin reported that
students and employees of state institutions in a number of regions
were ordered by their superiors to attend rallies and concerts
marking the anniversary. Those reports could not be independently
verified.
Moscow police said more than 200,000 people were in and around the
Luzhniki stadium. The event included patriotic songs, including a
performance of “Made in the U.S.S.R.,” with the opening lines “Ukraine
and Crimea, Belarus and Moldova, it’s all my country.”
Seeking to portray the war as just, Putin paraphrased the Bible to say of
Russia’s troops: “There is no greater love than giving up one’s soul for
one’s friends.”
Taking to the stage where a sign read “For a world without Nazism,” he

railed against his foes in Ukraine as “neo-Nazis” and continued to insist
his actions were necessary to prevent “genocide” — a claim flatly denied
by leaders around the globe.
...
Putin’s appearance marked a change from his relative isolation of recent
weeks, when he has been shown meeting with world leaders and his
staff either at extraordinarily long tables or via videoconference.
...
Putin’s quoting of the Bible and an 18th-century Russian admiral
reflected his increasing focus in recent years on history and religion as
binding forces in Russia’s post-Soviet society. His branding of his
enemies as Nazis evoked what many Russians consider their country’s
finest hour, the defense of the motherland from Germany during World
War II.
The rally came as Vladimir Medinsky, who led Russian negotiators in
several rounds of talks with Ukraine, said that the sides have moved
closer to agreement on the issue of Ukraine dropping its bid to join
NATO and adopting a neutral status.
“The issue of neutral status and no NATO membership for Ukraine is
one of the key issues in talks, and that is the issue where the parties
have made their positions maximally close,” Medinsky said in remarks
carried by Russian media.
He added that the sides are now “halfway” on issues regarding the
demilitarization of Ukraine.
In other developments, U.S. President Joe Biden and Chinese leader Xi
Jinping spoke for nearly two hours in a bid by the U.S. to deter Beijing
from providing military or economic assistance for Russia’s invasion.
Earlier Friday, one person was reported killed in the missile attack near
Lviv. Satellite photos showed the strike destroyed a repair hangar and
appeared to damage two other buildings. Ukraine said it had shot down
two of six missiles in the volley, which came from the Black Sea. ...
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Mar. 19, 2022
Denied easy victory, Russia presses reduced goals in Ukraine
... Putin’s forces in Ukraine are waging Russia’s largest, most
complex combined military campaign since taking Berlin in 1945.
His initial objective, which he announced in a television address on
Feb. 24 as the invasion began, was to “demilitarize” Ukraine and
save its people from “neo-Nazis,” a false description of Ukraine’s
government, which is led by a Jewish president.

Russian offensives, threatening support for the war among ordinary
Russians. Russia had 64 deaths in five days of fighting during its 2008
war with Georgia. It lost about 15,000 in Afghanistan over 10 years, and
more than 11,000 over years of fighting in Chechnya.

Fatefully, Putin underestimated the national pride and battlefield
skills that Ukrainians have built up over the past eight years of
battling Russian-backed separatists in the country’s east.

Russia’s number of dead and wounded in Ukraine is nearing the
10% benchmark of diminished combat effectiveness, Gorenburg
said. The reported battlefield deaths of four Russian generals —
out of an estimated 20 in the fight — signal impaired command, he
said.

At the start, Russians thought “they would install, you know, some proRussian government and call it a day and declare victory,” said Dmitry
Gorenburg, a researcher on Russia’s security at the Virginia-based CNA
think tank. “That was sort of Plan A, and as near as we can tell, they
didn’t really have a Plan B.”

Researchers tracking only those Russian equipment losses that were
photographed or recorded on video say Russia has lost more than
1,500 tanks, trucks, mounted equipment and other heavy gear. Two
out of three of those were captured or abandoned, signaling the
failings of the Russian troops that let them go.

Russia’s first apparent plan — attack key Ukrainian military targets, and
make a quick run to Kyiv — failed immediately. It was foiled by Ukraine’s
defenses along with the countless mistakes and organizational failures
by a Russian force that had been told it was only mobilized for military
drills.
...
Putin’s forces are in position to capture the besieged port city of
Mariupol. Overall, Russians appear to be fighting with three objectives
now: to surround Kyiv, to encircle spread-out Ukrainian fighters in the
east, and to break through to the major port city of Odessa in the west,
said Michael Kofman, an expert on the Russian military and
program director at CNA.

Meanwhile, Russia needs to limit its use of smart, long-range missiles in
case they’re needed in any larger war with NATO, military analysts say.

... cautions that much of the information on the war is coming from
Ukrainians, or their American or other allies. That makes the partial
picture skewed, and a full picture impossible.
...
Estimates of Russian deaths vary widely. Yet even conservative figures
are in the low thousands. That’s a much faster pace than in previous

When it comes to the grinding job of capturing and holding cities,
conventional military metrics suggest Russia needs a 5-to-1 advantage
in urban fighting, analysts say. Meanwhile, the formula for ruling a
restive territory in the face of armed opposition is 20 fighters for every
1,000 people — or 800,000 Russian troops for Ukraine’s more than 40
million people, Clarke notes. That’s almost as many as Russia’s entire
active-duty military of 900,000.
On the ground, that means controlling any substantial chunk of
Ukrainian territory long-term would take more resources than
Russia could foreseeably commit.
Other Russian options remain possible, including a negotiated
settlement. Moscow is demanding that Ukraine formally embrace
neutrality, thus swearing off any alliance with NATO, and recognize the...
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Mar. 20, 2022
Flow of Ukrainian refugees testing limits of central Europe's capacity
PRAGUE/WARSAW, March 20 (Reuters) - Officials in Central
Europe voiced concern on Sunday that they were reaching
capacity to comfortably house some of the nearly 3.5
million refugees who have fled Ukraine since Russia's
invasion and are now camped in temporary
accommodation.
Most of the Ukrainians have arrived at border points in
Poland, Slovakia, Romania and Hungary, data compiled by
the U.N. refugee agency shows, putting pressure on the
European Union countries now attempting to shelter them.
Czech Interior Minister Vit Rakusan said the government would
seek to extend a state of emergency to deal with the influx, with
officials trying to relocate new arrivals to cities outside the capital
Prague to ease the pressure.
"The Czech Republic is balancing on the edge of capacities
where we are able to provide comfortable living conditions,"
Rakusan said during a television debate. "Living in gyms,
sleeping bags, or campsites is not good for life."
The Czech parliament also approved three laws this week
making it easier for Ukrainian refugees to access to work, health
insurance, and allow schools to raise class capacities.
Ukraine's Deputy Prime Minister Iryna Vereshchuk said seven
humanitarian corridors would open on Sunday to enable civilians
to leave frontline areas.
In Poland, whose Ukrainian community of around 1.5 million is
the region's largest, refugees waited in line for a third day in front

of the National Stadium temporarily turned into an
administration office to register new arrivals.
More than 2 million Ukrainians have crossed into Poland ...
Warsaw officials say this has increased the Polish capital's
population of 1.8 million by 17%.
"We never know how many refugees will arrive," Warsaw city
council spokeswoman Monika Beuth-Lutyk said. "We have done
everything we can and the next move is up to the
government to implement a system and to build refugee
towns.”
...
At the Medyka crossing, Poland's busiest along the country's
some 500-km (310-mile) border with Ukraine, aid groups were
preparing for a surge of refugees if humanitarian corridors
allowed Ukrainians in areas under siege to escape.
...
With men of conscription age obliged to stay and help defend
Ukraine, mostly women and children have entered the EU.
Newly arriving refugees described panic during their escapes
that included shelling and shooting overhead by Russian forces
as they fled their cities and began long journeys to safety.
"Rockets started to fly," said Natalia Strelcova, who entered
Poland with her cat after fleeing the Dnipro region.
"It becomes scary, panic starts, and you want to run away
somewhere," Strelcova added.
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Mar. 20, 2022
Australia understands India’s stance on Ukraine, after talks
Australia said it understands New Delhi’s position on the
ongoing Ukraine crisis, as the two countries aim to focus on
stability in the Indo-Pacific region and pushing through a
major trade deal, India’s foreign secretary said on Monday.
The comments from Harsh Vardhan Shringla came after
Prime Minister Narendra Modi and his Australian
counterpart, Scott Morrison, concluded a virtual summit.
Shringla told reporters Morrison “expressed understanding of
India’s position on the issue of Ukraine, which he felt directly
reflected our own situation, our own considerations”.
In his opening remarks earlier, Morrison referenced the
situation in Ukraine, calling it a “very distressing backdrop” to
the meeting.
“While we are obviously very distressed by the situation in
Europe, our focus is always very much on what is occurring
in the Indo-Pacific and ensuring that those events never
occur here,” he said.
Modi, however, did not mention Ukraine. Instead, he
emphasized India’s commitment to a “free, open and
inclusive Indo-Pacific”.
Both leaders stressed the progress of the Quad, an
alliance of Australia, India, Japan and the United States
that aims to counter China’s rising influence in Asia.
“The success of the Quad is critical to regional and

global stability,” Modi said.
India is the only Quad member that has not condemned
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. It has refrained from
taking sides and abstained from voting against Russia
at the U.N. or criticizing President Vladimir Putin.
Analysts say India’s position stems from New Delhi’s
reliance on Russia, which was a Cold War ally for
energy, weapons and support in conflicts with its
neighbors.
Modi and Morrison said they would also prioritize building
economic relations and the Comprehensive Economic
Cooperation Agreement for which negotiations first began in
2011. Talks on an interim trade deal were ongoing with the
hope of reaching an outcome “at the earliest,” Shringla said
at a press briefing after the virtual summit.
A joint statement including more details on investments into
various areas like defense, maritime cooperation, renewable
energy, space and critical minerals will be released later on
Monday. Bilateral trade between the two countries has
grown over the years, reaching around $20 billion annually
in 2020, according to government data.
Monday’s summit was the second one after the first was
held in 2020, where Modi and Morrison upgraded the IndiaAustralia relationship with a raft of agreements, focused on
strengthening defense ties and cooperation on Indo-Pacific
maritime issues.
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Select live link for latest counts

Mar. 21, 2022
3,557,245 refugees have fled Ukraine since 24 February 2022

Total Refugee influx from Ukraine in neighboring countries*

*The accumulated data in this table is higher than the total number of refugees
fleeing Ukraine presented above since it also takes into account people crossing
the border between Romania and Moldova.
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Mar. 21, 2022
Besieged Ukrainian port defies Russian order to drop weapons
MARIUPOL/LVIV/KYIV, Ukraine, March 21 (Reuters) - Ukraine defied
Moscow's demand for its soldiers to lay down arms before dawn on
Monday in besieged Mariupol where hundreds of thousands of civilians
are cowering from Russian bombardments laying waste to their city.
Russia's military had ordered residents of the southeastern port to
surrender by 5 a.m., saying those who did so could leave, while those
who stayed would be handed to tribunals run by Moscow-backed
separatists.
President Volodymyr Zelenskiy's government responded that it
would never bow to ultimatums and cities such as the capital Kyiv,
Mariupol and Kharkhiv would always defy occupation.

black. People who came out of basements sat on benches amid the
debris, bundled up in coats. read more
A group of men dug graves by the roadside.
In one dark cellar packed with families, Irina Chernenko, a university
librarian, said she had been there for 11 days.
"Everything is destroyed. Where can we go?" she said. "We're cooking
over a fire - for now we still have a bit of food and some firewood."
‘IT'S HARD FOR ME TO SPEAK'

"There can be no question of any surrender" in Mariupol,
responded Ukrainian Deputy Prime Minister Iryna Vereshchuk.

Russia calls the war, the biggest attack on a European state since World
War Two, a "special military operation" to disarm Ukraine and protect it
from "Nazis".

Russia's invasion, now in its fourth week, has largely stalled. It has failed
to seize any major city much less capture Kyiv or swiftly topple Zelenskiy.

The West calls this a false pretext for an unprovoked war of aggression
by President Vladimir Putin.

But Russia has caused massive destruction to residential areas,
particularly in Mariupol on the Sea of Azov which was home to
400,000 people. It has run short of food, medicine, power and water
since the first days of the war.

Nearly a quarter of Ukraine's 44 million people have been driven from
their homes, including 3.4 million fleeing abroad, according to the United
Nations, in one of the fastest exoduses ever recorded.

Ukrainian Defence Minister Oleksii Reznikov praised the city's
"heroic defenders", saying their holdout had helped thwart Russia
elsewhere.

A U.N. tally includes more than 900 civilian deaths but the true total
is unknown.

"By virtue of their dedication and superhuman courage, tens of
thousands of lives throughout Ukraine were saved. Today Mariupol is
saving Kyiv, Dnipro and Odesa.”

Thousands of Russian and Ukrainian troops have also died, and
Russia's artillery-heavy army has suffered large losses in tanks
and armour. Five Russian generals have been killed, a loss of
senior commanders in such a short period almost unheard of in
modern warfare.

A part of Mariupol now held by Russian forces, reached by Reuters on
Sunday, was an eerie wasteland. Several bodies lay by the road,
wrapped in blankets. Windows were blasted out and walls were charred

In Kyiv, six bodies were laid on the pavement by a shopping mall struck
overnight by Russian shelling. Emergency services combed wreckage to
the sound of distant artillery fire. ...
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Mar. 22, 2022
Ukraine retakes key Kyiv suburb; battle for Mariupol rages
... Ukrainian troops forced Russian forces out of the Kyiv suburb of
Makariv after a fierce battle, Ukraine’s Defense Ministry said. The
regained territory allowed Ukrainian forces to retake control of a
key highway and block Russian troops from surrounding Kyiv
from the northwest.
Still, the Defense Ministry said Russian forces were able to partially
take other northwest suburbs, Bucha, Hostomel and Irpin, some of
which had been under attack almost since Russia’s military invaded
almost a month ago.
...
Facing unexpectedly stiff resistance, Russian President Vladimir
Putin’s forces are increasingly concentrating their air power and
artillery on Ukraine’s cities and the civilians living there.
U.S. and British officials say Kyiv remains Russia’s primary
objective. The bulk of Moscow’s forces remain miles from the
center, but missiles and artillery have destroyed apartment buildings
and a large shopping mall, which was left a smoking ruin after being
hit late Sunday by strikes that killed eight people, according to
emergency officials.
A senior U.S. defense official, speaking on condition of anonymity to
discuss the military’s assessment, said Russia had increased air
sorties over the past two days, carrying out as many as 300 over a
24-hour period, and has fired more than 1,100 missiles into Ukraine
since the invasion began.
...
As Russian forces try to squeeze Kyiv, talks to end the fighting have
continued by video but failed to bridge the chasm between the two
sides. Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy told Ukrainian
television late Monday that he would be prepared to consider
waiving any bid by Ukraine to join NATO — a key Russian
demand — in exchange for a cease-fire, the withdrawal of

Russian troops and a guarantee of Ukraine’s security.
...
more than 1,100 people who had escaped the besieged city [of
Mariupol] ...But the Red Cross said a humanitarian aid convoy
trying to reach the embattled city with desperately needed supplies
still had not been able to enter.
Perched on the Sea of Azov, Mariupol is a crucial port for
Ukraine and lies along a stretch of territory between Russia
and Crimea. As such, it is a key target that has been besieged
for more than three weeks and has seen some of the worst
suffering of the war.
It is not clear how close its capture might be. Ukraine’s
Defense Ministry said Tuesday that their forces were still
defending the city and had destroyed a Russian patrol boat
and electronic warfare complex. Britain’s Defense Ministry
said its intelligence showed that “Ukrainian forces continue to
repulse Russian attempts to occupy” the city.
Those who have made it out of Mariupol told of a devastated city.
...
In all, more than 8,000 people escaped to safer areas Monday
through humanitarian corridors, including about 3,000 from
Mariupol, Deputy Prime Minister Iryna Vereshchuk said.
Overall, more than 3.5 million people have fled Ukraine, while
another 6.5 million have been displaced inside the country.
Matthew Saltmarsh, a spokesperson for the U.N. refugee agency,
called the speed and scale of people fleeing danger in Ukraine
“unprecedented in recent memory.”
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Mar. 23, 2022
4 weeks, still defiant: Ukraine fights into 2nd month of war
... [Today] marking four full weeks of fighting, Russia is instead bogged
down in an increasingly costly, uncertain and grinding military campaign,
with untold numbers of dead, no immediate end in sight, and encircled
by western sanctions biting hard on its economy and currency. U.S.
President Joe Biden and key allies meeting in Brussels and Warsaw
this week will discuss possible new sanctions and additional
military assistance for Ukraine.
... Addressing Japan’s parliament on Wednesday, Zelenskyy said four
weeks of war have killed thousands of people and 121 of Ukraine’s
children.
“Our people cannot even adequately bury their murdered relatives,
friends and neighbors, they have to be buried right in the yards of
destroyed buildings, next to the roads,” he said.
Repeatedly pushed back by hit-and-run Ukrainian units armed with
Western-supplied weapons, Russian troops are shelling targets
from afar, falling back on tactics they previously used in reducing
cities to ruins in Syria and Chechnya. Major Russian strategic
objectives remain unfulfilled: The capital Kyiv has been repeatedly
hit but not taken or even encircled.
More shelling and gunfire shook the city again Wednesday, with plumes
of black smoke rising from the western outskirts, where the two sides
battled for control of multiple suburbs. A shopping mall and buildings
were hit, injuring four people, the city administration reported.
In the south, the port city of Mariupol has seen the worst devastation
of the war, under weeks of siege and bombardment. So far, the
Ukrainian forces’ defense has prevented its fall. That is thwarting
the Russian aim of opening up another permanent and secured land
link from the Crimean peninsula, seized from Ukraine in 2014, to
Russia.
...
Perched on the Sea of Azov, Mariupol is a crucial port for Ukraine and
lies along a stretch of territory between Russia and Crimea. It’s not

clear how much of the city Russia holds, with fleeing residents saying
fighting continues street by street. In their last update on March 15,
Mariupol officials said at least 2,300 people had died in the siege.
Accounts from the city suggest the true toll is much higher, with
bodies lying uncollected. Airstrikes the past week destroyed a theater
and an art school where many civilians were taking shelter.
...
Western officials say Ukrainian resistance has brought much of
Russia’s advance to a halt and that Russian forces are facing
serious shortages of food, fuel and cold weather gear, leaving
some soldiers suffering from frostbite. Britain’s defense ministry
said Wednesday the war in northern Ukraine is largely “static,”
with Russian forces trying to reorganize.
“We have seen indications that the Ukrainians are going a bit more
on the offensive now,” Pentagon spokesman John Kirby told reporters
separately in Washington. He said that was particularly true in southern
Ukraine, including near Kherson, where “they have tried to regain
territory.”
Russia’s far stronger, bigger military has many Western military
experts warning against overconfidence in Ukraine’s long-term
odds. Russia’s practice in past wars in Chechnya and Syria has been to
grind down resistance with strikes that flattened cities, killing countless
civilians and sending millions fleeing.
But Russian forces appeared unprepared and have often performed
badly.
The U.S. estimates Russia has lost a bit more than 10% of the
overall combat capability it had at the start of the fight, including
troops, tanks and other materiel.
The invasion has driven more than 10 million people from their
homes, almost a quarter of Ukraine’s population, according to the
United Nations.
...
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Mar. 24, 2022
U.S., allies announce new Russia sanctions over Ukraine invasion
BRUSSELS/WASHINGTON, March 24 (Reuters) - The United States
and its allies on Thursday imposed fresh sanctions on Russia,
targeting dozens of Russian defense companies, hundreds of
members of its parliament and the chief executive of the
country's largest bank as Washington ramps up pressure on
Moscow over its invasion of Ukraine.
The U.S. Treasury Department also issued guidance on its
website warning that gold-related transactions involving Russia
may be sanctionable by U.S. authorities, a move aimed at
stopping Russia from evading existing sanctions.
"Our purpose here is to methodically remove the benefits and
privileges Russia once enjoyed as a participant in the international
economic order," a senior administration official said.
The United States and its allies have imposed several rounds of
sanctions, including targeting the country's largest lenders and
President Vladimir Putin, since Russian forces invaded Ukraine a
month ago in the biggest assault on a European state since World
War Two.
Moscow calls the assault a "special operation" to disarm and
"denazify" its neighbor.
Among the new sanctions targets are more than 40 defense
companies, including state-owned Tactical Missiles Corp and 28
firms to which it is linked, as well as its general director, the U.S.
Treasury Department said in a statement.
The Treasury said Washington's action aligned with similar
measures taken by the EU, the United Kingdom and Canada.
The Treasury said the conglomerate, which Britain has already hit

with sanctions, produces naval systems and weapons that Russia is
using against Ukraine, including the Kh-31, a high-speed airborne
guided missile that has been employed extensively in Moscow’s
offensive.
Other firms on the new list include manufacturers of
ammunition for the Russian military, civilian and military
helicopters, and drones that the Treasury said originally were
designed for surveillance but have been "repurposed" and used to
attack Ukrainian forces.
The Treasury also slapped sanctions on 328 members of the
Duma, Russia's parliament, and Herman Gref, the head of
Russia's largest lender, Sberbank, who the Treasury said was a
close Putin associate.
The White House in a statement said Thursday's action also
targeted 17 board members of Sovcombank and Gennady
Timchenko, a longtime ally of Putin, his companies and family
members.
The official said the United States warned Putin that it would face
swift and severe consequences if he invaded Ukraine and they have
delivered on that threat. The official noted that the country is facing
punishing inflation and economic pain that will push it out of the
world’s top 20 economies.
“Russia will soon face an acute shortage of ideas, talent and
technology to compete in the 21st century, and Putin will be left with
a strategic failure of his own making,” the official said. (Reporting by
Jarrett Renshaw, Daphne Psaledakis, Jeff Mason and Jonathan
Landay Editing by Chizu Nomiyama, Heather Timmons and
Jonathan Oatis)
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Mar. 24, 2022
Some multinational companies and their CEOs who openly support Ukraine
There will be a before and an after Russian war in Ukraine for
multinationals.
Before this conflict, companies had always taken refuge behind the
sacrosanct principle of neutrality in order not to speak out in the conduct
of world affairs, often to the chagrin of some of their client base.
The arrival and the rise of social networks had not managed to change
this principle of neutrality which was often accompanied by platitudes.
We have to believe that the unprovoked invasion of Ukraine by Russia
has changed things and it is difficult to see today how to go back.
The first to blow up the levee was Elon Musk, CEO of Tesla , SpaceX,
Neuralink and The Boring Company. The billionaire in the early days of
this dispute, which began on Feb. 24, made known his support for
Ukraine, to which he sent terminals of SpaceX's satellite internet
service Starlink to maintain Ukrainian access to internet as Russia
destroyed and attacked the country's communications
infrastructure.
Musk also sent clear words of support to Ukrainians. The entrepreneur
even went so far as to propose a duel with Russian President Vladimir
Putin to put an end to this Russian war.
Musk was followed by Jack Dorsey, the founder and ex-boss of
Twitter , who donated millions of dollars to nonprofits helping the
Ukrainian people.
...
Microsoft, the software giant, has just proved it again.
"Our support for Ukraine is steadfast," Brad Smith, president and vice
chair of the company co-founded by Gates, wrote Wednesday on Twitter.
"We've increased our humanitarian aid, continue to detect and
defend against cyber threats, provide disaster response, and
connect millions through free Skype service.”

CEO Satya Nadella retweeted the post, a clear way of saying where his
sympathies lay for those who might wonder why he wasn't the one who
wrote the post.
Beyond words, Microsoft has taken a panoply of anti-Russian actions to
align words with deeds.
Microsoft has now committed over $35 million to support
humanitarian assistance and relief efforts for Ukraine. This includes
more than $18 million worth of Microsoft technology to help
organizations such as the Polish Humanitarian Action respond to critical
needs and others providing services on the ground, the company said.
Microsoft has also completed 67 projects in less than four weeks to
assist groups that are in or helping Ukraine. The firm said it has received
over 130 mission requests from government, nonprofit, and commercial
organizations assisting those in need and will continue to work through
additional requests.
Skype, its communication app, has extended its free calling into
and out of Ukraine by another two weeks to help Ukrainians stay in
touch with the world.
In addition, Microsoft is matching employee donations to Ukraine by
2:1, resulting in more than $13.5 million raised to date in support of
organizations working both within Ukraine and supporting
refugees who have fled to neighboring countries, the company said.
These funds are provided to key NGOs with the mission of helping
Ukrainians.
"We are continuing with the suspension of all new sales of products
and services in Russia," the company said in a blog post. ...
As cyberattacks escalate and President Biden has warned companies to
prepare for attacks from Russian hackers, Microsoft is deploying its
resources to help entities that are seen as prime targets. ...
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Mar. 25, 2022
Putin’s war in Ukraine nearing possibly more dangerous phase
... after a month of fighting has left Russian forces stalled by an
outnumbered foe, [Putin] is left with stark choices — how and where to
replenish his spent ground forces, whether to attack the flow of Western
arms to Ukrainian defenders, and at what cost he might escalate or
widen the war.

Philip Breedlove, a retired Air Force general who served as the top
NATO commander in Europe from 2013 to 2016 and is now a Europe
specialist with the Middle East Institute, said Ukraine may not win the
war outright, but the outcome will be determined by what Zelenskyy is
willing to accept in a negotiated settlement.

Despite failing to score a quick victory, Putin is not relenting in the face of
mounting international pressure, including sanctions that have battered
his economy. The Western world is aligned largely against Putin, but
there have been no indications he is losing support from the
majority of the Russian public that relies predominantly on statecontrolled TV for information.

“I think it’s highly unlikely that Russia is going to be defeated in detail on
the battlefield,” Breedlove said, because Russia has a large reserve of
forces it could call on. But Ukraine might see winning as forcing Russia
to pay such a high price that it is willing to strike a deal and withdraw.

Ukrainian defenders, outgunned but benefitting from years of
American and NATO training and an accelerating influx of foreign
arms and moral support, are showing new signs of confidence as
the invading force struggles to regroup.
Russian shortcomings in Ukraine might be the biggest shock of the war
so far. After two decades of modernization and professionalization,
Putin’s forces have proved to be ill-prepared, poorly coordinated and
surprisingly stoppable. The extent of Russian troop losses is not
known in detail, although NATO estimates that between 7,000 and
15,000 have died in the first four weeks — potentially as many as
Russia lost in a decade of war in Afghanistan.
...
Ukraine’s navy said Thursday it sank a large Russian landing ship
near the port city of Berdyansk.
Faced with stout Ukrainian resistance, Russian forces have resorted to
bombardment of urban areas but made little progress capturing the main
prize — Kyiv. The Pentagon said Wednesday that some Russian
troops were digging in at defensive positions outside of Kyiv rather
than attempting to advance on the capital, and that in some cases
the Russians have lost ground in recent days.
...

“I think there is a chance of that,” Breedlove said.
With the war’s outcome in doubt, so too is Putin’s wider goal of
overturning the security order that has existed in Europe since the end
of the Cold War and the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991. Putin
demands that NATO refuse membership to Ukraine and other former
Soviet states like Georgia, and that the alliance roll back its military
presence to positions held prior to expanding into Eastern Europe.
NATO leaders have rejected Putin’s demands, and with
uncharacteristic speed are bolstering the allied force presence in
Romania, Slovakia and Hungary, which border Ukraine, and in
Bulgaria, which like Ukraine sits on the Black Sea.
...
The human tragedy unfolding in Ukraine has overshadowed a worry
across Europe that Putin could, by miscalculation if not by intent,
escalate the conflict by using chemical or nuclear weapons in
Ukraine or attempt to punish neighboring NATO nations for their
support for Ukraine by attacking them militarily.
...
With that threat in mind, the United States and other allied
countries have begun assembling combat forces in Bulgaria and
other Eastern European NATO countries — not to enter the war
directly but to send Putin the message that if he were to widen his
war he would face allied resistance. ...
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Mar. 26, 2022
Russian forces take Chernobyl workers' town; fighting in centre of Mariupol
MARIUPOL/LVIV, Ukraine, March 26 (Reuters) - Russian
forces have taken control of a town where workers at the
defunct Chernobyl nuclear plant live, the governor of Kyiv
region said on Saturday, and fighting was reported in the
streets of the besieged southern port of Mariupol.

around Chernobyl - which in 1986 was the site of the
world's worst nuclear disaster - where Ukrainian staff
have continued to work even after the plant itself was
seized by Russian forces soon after the start of the Feb.
24 invasion.

After more than four weeks of conflict, Russia has failed
to seize any major Ukrainian city and on Friday Moscow
signalled it was scaling back its military ambitions to
focus on territory claimed by Russian-backed
separatists in the east.

On the other side of the country, in Mariupol, Mayor
Vadym Boichenko said the situation in the encircled city
remained critical, with street fighting taking place in the
centre.
The city has been devastated by weeks of Russian fire.

However, intense fighting was reported in a number of
places on Saturday, suggesting there would be no swift
let-up in the conflict, which has killed thousands of
people, sent some 3.7 million abroad and driven more
than half of Ukraine's children from their homes,
according to the United Nations.
Russian troops seized the town of Slavutych, which is
close to the border with Belarus and is where workers at
the nearby Chernobyl plant live, said Oleksandr Pavlyuk,
the governor of Kyiv region.
He said the Russians had opened fire into the air and thrown
stun grenades to disperse some residents who unfurled a
large Ukrainian flag and shouted "Glory to Ukraine" in
protest. Reuters could not independently verify the reports.
Slavutych sits just outside the so-called exclusion zone

In an address on Saturday to Qatar's Doha Forum,
Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskiy compared the
destruction of Mariupol to the destruction inflicted on
the Syrian city of Aleppo by combined Syrian and
Russian forces in the civil war.
"They are destroying our ports," Zelenskiy said,
warning of dire consequence if his country - one of the
world's major grains producers - could not export its
foodstuffs. "The absence of exports from Ukraine will
deal a blow to countries worldwide."
Speaking via video link, he also called on energy
producing countries to increase their output so that
Russia cannot use its massive oil and gas wealth to
"blackmail" other nations.
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Mar. 27, 2022
Turkey says world cannot 'burn bridges' with Moscow
DOHA, March 27 (Reuters) - Turkey and other nations must
still talk to Russia to help end the war in Ukraine, Turkey's
presidential spokesman said on Sunday, adding that Kyiv
needed more support to defend itself.

currency crisis, relies heavily on Russian energy, trade
and tourism, and since the war began on Feb. 24
thousands of Russians have arrived in Turkey, seeing it
as a safe haven from the sanctions.

NATO member Turkey has good relations with both
Russia and Ukraine and has sought to mediate in the
month-long conflict.

Ahmet Burak Daglioglu, head of Turkey's investment office,
told the forum separately that some Russian companies
were relocating operations to Turkey.

"If everybody burns bridges with Russia then who is
going to talk to them at the end of the day," Ibrahim Kalin
told the Doha international forum.

Asked on a panel about Turkey doing business with any
people which could be of benefit to President Vladimir Putin,
he said: "We are not targeting, we are not chasing, we are
not pursuing any investment or capital that has a question
mark on it."

"Ukrainians need to be supported by every means
possible so they can defend themselves ... but the
Russian case must be heard, one way or the other," so
that its grievances could be understood if not justified,
Kalin added.
Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskiy has urged the
West to give his country tanks, planes and missiles to fend
off Russian forces. The West has responded to Russia's
invasion by slapping sweeping economic sanctions on
Moscow.
Ankara (the capital of Turkey) says Russia's invasion is
unacceptable but opposes the Western sanctions on
principle and has not joined them.
Turkey's economy, already strained by a December

Two superyachts linked to Russian billionaire Roman
Abramovich have docked in Turkish resorts.
Western governments have targeted Abramovich and
several other Russian oligarchs with sanctions as they seek
to isolate Putin and his allies over Moscow's invasion of
Ukraine.
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Mar. 28, 2022
Russia shifts focus to try to grind Ukraine’s army in east
... forcing Kyiv into surrendering part of the country’s territory to
possibly end the war.

The chief of Ukrainian military intelligence, Kyrylo Budanov, said
Sunday the change of focus could reflect Putin’s hope to break
Ukraine in two, like North and South Korea, and enforce “a line of
separation between the occupied and unoccupied regions.”

But the Russian attempts to swiftly capture the Ukrainian capital
of Kyiv, the country’s second-largest city, Kharkiv, and other big
cities in the northeast have been thwarted by well-organized
Ukrainian defenses and logistical challenges that stalled the
Russian offensive.
...
An analysis published Saturday by the Institute for the Study of War in
Washington said the degree to which the Russians can push an
accelerated move to cut off Donbas will depend in part on how soon
their forces can gain full control of Mariupol and how badly damaged
they emerge from that fight. It also noted that a halt in the Russian
offensive on Kyiv could reflect “the incapacity of Russian forces
rather than any shift in Russian objectives or efforts at this
time.”
...
Philips P. Obrien, a professor of strategic studies at the University of
St. Andrews, described Saturday’s cruise missile strikes on Lviv
near the border with Poland as part of the Russian strategy to
cut off supplies to the Ukrainian forces fighting in the east.
...
If the Russian forces succeed in encircling Mykolaiv, Odesa and
several other Black Sea ports, it will have completely cut
Ukraine’s access to its coast in a devastating blow to its
economy. The seizure of Odesa will also allow Moscow to
establish a link to the separatist Trans-Dniester region of
Moldova that hosts a Russian military base.
...
The big losses and slow pace of the Russian offensive could be a
factor that forced Putin to lower his ambitions and take a more
realistic approach.

“He can’t swallow the entire country,” Budanov said, adding that
Russia appears to be trying “to pull the occupied territories into a
single quasi-state structure and pit it against independent Ukraine.”
...

Volodymyr Fesenko, the head of the independent Kyiv-based Penta
Center, said Russia’s declared shift to the east could be an attempt to
put a good face on its failed blitz and regroup before the next stage of
fighting. ...

The bulk of the Ukrainian army is concentrated in eastern
Ukraine, where it has been locked up in fighting with Moscowbacked separatists in a nearly eight-year conflict. If Russia
succeeds in encircling and destroying the Ukrainian forces in the
country’s industrial heartland called Donbas, it could try to
dictate its terms to Kyiv and, possibly, attempt to split the country
in two.
The Russian military declared Friday that the “first stage of the
operation” had been largely accomplished, allowing Russian troops to
concentrate on their “top goal — the liberation of Donbas.”
Many observers say the shift in strategy could reflect President
Vladimir Putin’s acknowledgment that his plan for a blitz in
Ukraine has failed, forcing him to narrow his goals and change tactics
amid a disastrous war that has turned Russia into a pariah and
decimated its economy.
U.S. and British officials also have noted that Moscow has increasingly
focused on fighting the Ukrainian forces in the east while digging in
around Kyiv and other big cities and pummeling them with rockets and
artillery.
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Select live link for latest counts

Mar. 29, 2022
4,019,287 refugees have fled Ukraine since 24 February 2022

Total Refugee influx from Ukraine in neighboring countries*

*The accumulated data in this table is higher than the total number of refugees
fleeing Ukraine presented above since it also takes into account people crossing
the border between Romania and Moldova.
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Mar. 29, 2022
Ukraine, Russia Hold New Talks Aimed at Ending the Fighting
KYIV, Ukraine — The first face-to-face talks in two weeks between
Russia and Ukraine began Tuesday in Turkey, raising flickering hopes of
progress to end to a war that has ground into a bloody campaign of
attrition.
Ahead of the talks in Istanbul, the Ukrainian president said his country is
prepared to declare its neutrality, as Moscow has demanded, and is open
to compromise over the contested eastern region of Donbas —
comments that might lend momentum to negotiations. But he warned the
“ruthless war” continued and that Ukrainians were paying with their lives
for the West's hesitancy on imposing tougher sanctions on Moscow.
Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan told the two sides gathered for
talks that they had a “historic responsibility” to stop the fighting.
“We believe that there will be no losers in a just peace. Prolonging the
conflict is not in anyone’s interest,” Erdogan said, as he greeted the two
delegations seated on opposite sides of a long table. Also in the room
was Roman Abramovich, owner of Chelsea Football Club and a longtime
ally of Russian President Vladimir Putin who has been playing an
unspecified mediating role.
Putin’s aim of a quick military victory has been thwarted by stiff Ukrainian
resistance — but still hopes were not high for a breakthrough. British
Foreign Secretary Liz Truss, reflecting skepticism among Ukraine's
Western allies, said she thought the Russian president was “not serious
about talks.”
In fighting that has devolved into a back-and-forth stalemate, Ukrainian
forces retook Irpin, a key suburb northwest of the capital, Kyiv, President
Volodymyr Zelenskyy said late Monday. But he warned that Russian
troops were regrouping to take the area back.
“We still have to fight, we have to endure,” Zelenskyy said in his
nighttime video address to the nation. “This is a ruthless war against our
nation, against our people, against our children.”
...

As well as Irpin, Ukrainian forces also seized back control of
Trostyanets, south of Sumy in the northeast, after weeks of Russian
occupation that has left a landscape devastated by war.
Arriving in the town Monday shortly afterward, The Associated Press
saw the bodies of two Russian soldiers lay abandoned in the woods and
Russian tanks lay burned and twisted. A red “Z” marked a Russian truck,
its windshield fractured, near stacked boxes of ammunition. Ukrainian
forces piled atop a tank flashed victory signs. Dazed residents lined up
amid charred buildings seeking aid.
It was unclear where the Russian troops went, under what
circumstances they fled and whether the town will remain free of them.
In his overnight address, Zelenskyy emphasized the situation remains
tense in Ukraine’s northeast around Kharkiv, the nearest large city, and
other areas, as he pressed Western countries to do more to support
Ukraine, including levying harsher sanctions on
Russia and providing more weapons.
“If someone is afraid of Russia, if he or she is afraid to make the
necessary decisions that are important to us, in particular for us to get
planes, tanks, necessary artillery, shells, it makes these people
responsible for the catastrophe created by Russian troops in our cities,
too,” he said. “Fear always makes you an accomplice.”
But the returned presence of Ukrainian forces in Trostyanets was a relief
for a country hoping that Russian forces are pulling back as they
encounter fierce resistance.
Putin’s ground forces have become bogged down because of the
stronger-than-expected Ukrainian resistance, combined with what
Western officials say are Russian tactical missteps, poor morale,
shortages of food, fuel and cold weather gear, and other problems.
In response, Russia appeared to be concentrating more on the Donbas
the predominantly Russian-speaking region where Moscow-backed ...
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Mar. 30, 2022
Russia shells areas in Ukraine where it vowed to scale back
KYIV, Ukraine (AP) — Russian forces pounded areas around Ukraine’s
capital and another city overnight, regional leaders said Wednesday,
just hours after Moscow pledged to scale back military operations
in those places. The shelling further tempered optimism about any
progress in talks aimed at ending the punishing war.

That skepticism only gained ground Wednesday morning.

Russia did not spell out what exactly it planned to do differently, and
while the promise initially raised hopes that a path toward peace was
coming into view, Ukraine’s president and others cautioned that the
remarks could merely be bluster and the Kremlin’s spokesman said he
saw no breakthrough in the talks.

“The so-called reduction of activity in the Chernihiv region, was
demonstrated by the enemy strikes including air strikes on Nizhyn, and
all night long they were shelling Chernihiv,” said the regional governor,
Viacheslav Chaus. “Civilian infrastructure facilities, libraries, shopping
centers, many houses were destroyed in Chernihiv.”

Ukrainian officials said Russian shelling hit homes, shops, libraries
and other “civilian infrastructure” in the northern city of Chernihiv
and on the outskirts of the capital, Kyiv.

Oleksandr Pavliuk, the head of the Kyiv region military administration,
said Wednesday that Russian shells targeted residential areas and
civilian infrastructure in the Bucha, Brovary and Vyshhorod regions
around the capital.

The barrages came as Britain’s Defense Ministry warned that while
heavy losses have forced some Russian units to return to Belarus and
Russia, Moscow would likely compensate for any reduction in ground
maneuvers by using mass artillery and missile strikes. The Ukrainian
military, meanwhile, said Russian troops were intensifying their attacks
around the eastern city of Izyum and the eastern Donetsk region, after
redeploying some units from other areas.
As the war unleashed five weeks ago by Moscow ground on, so, too, did
the fallout beyond Ukraine’s borders. The United Nations said the
number of refugees fleeing the country has now surpassed a staggering
4 million, while European industrial powerhouse Germany issued a
warning over its natural gas supplies amid concerns that Russia could
cut off deliveries unless it is paid in rubles. Poland announced steps to
end all Russian oil imports by the end of 2022.
Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy reacted with skepticism to
Russia’s announcement amid talks in Istanbul on Tuesday that it would
reduce military activity near the capital and Chernihiv.

“We can call those signals that we hear at the negotiations positive,” he
said in his nightly video address to the Ukrainian people. “But those
signals don’t silence the explosions of Russian shells.”

They weren’t the only attacks by Russian President Vladimir Putin’s
forces.
Russian Defense Ministry spokesman Maj. Gen. Igor Konashenkov said
Wednesday that the military targeted fuel depots in two towns in central
Ukraine with air-launched long-range cruise missiles. Russian forces
also hit a Ukrainian special forces headquarters in the southern
Mykolaiv region, he said, and two ammunition depots in the eastern
Donetsk region.
The General Staff of Ukraine’s armed forces noted intensified shelling
and attacks in the Donetsk area, where it say Russian forces were
focused on trying to win control over the besieged city of Mariupol and
other cities.
Donetsk is in the eastern industrial heartland of Donbas, where the
Russian military says it has shifted its attention. Top Russian military
officials have said twice in recent days that their main goal now is the
“liberation” of Donbas, where Moscow-backed rebels have been battling
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Mar. 31, 2022
Convoy heads to Ukraine’s Mariupol to attempt evacuation
KYIV, Ukraine (AP) — A convoy of buses headed to Mariupol on
Thursday in another attempt to evacuate people from the besieged port
city, while Russia pressed its attacks in several parts of Ukraine ahead of
a planned new round of talks aimed at ending the fighting.
After the Russian military agreed to a limited cease-fire in the area, the
Red Cross said its teams were traveling to Mariupol with relief and
medical supplies and hoped to help pull civilians out of the
beleaguered city on Friday. Previous attempts at establishing a similar
humanitarian corridor have fallen apart.
Russian forces, meanwhile, shelled suburbs of the capital that Ukraine
recently retook control of, a regional official said. New attacks in the
area where Moscow had promised to de-escalate further
undermined hopes of a resolution to end the war on the eve of a
new round of talks. A day earlier, Ukrainian officials reported that
Russian shelling on the outskirts of Kyiv and around another city where it
had vowed to ease up.
Russia’s Defense Ministry also reported new strikes on Ukrainian fuel
stores late Wednesday, and Ukrainian officials said there were artillery
barrages in and around the northeastern city of Kharkiv over the past
day.
Despite the fighting raging in those areas, the Russian military said it
committed to a cease-fire along the route from Mariupol to the
Ukraine-held city of Zaporizhzhia from Thursday morning.
Ukrainian Deputy Prime Minister Iryna Vereshchuk said 45 buses would
be sent to collect civilians who have suffered some of the worst
deprivations of the war. Food, water and medical supplies have all run
low during a weekslong blockade and bombardment of the city. Civilians
who have managed to leave have typically done so using private cars,
but the number of drivable vehicles left in the city has also dwindled and
fuel stocks are low.

The International Committee of the Red Cross, which is helping run the
evacuation, said its teams have already left for Mariupol.
“It’s desperately important that this operation takes place,” the Red
Cross said in a statement. “The lives of tens of thousands of people in
Mariupol depend on it.”
As the new evacuation attempt was announced, evidence emerged that
a Red Cross warehouse in the city had been struck earlier this month
amid intense Russian shelling of the area.
In satellite pictures from Planet Labs PBC, holes can be seen in the
warehouse’s roof, along with a painted red cross on a white background.
The aid organization said no staff have been at the site since March 15.
Talks between Ukraine and Russia were set to resume Friday by
video, according to the head of the Ukrainian delegation, David
Arakhamia, six weeks into a bloody war that has seen thousands die
and a staggering 4 million Ukrainians flee the country.
But there seemed little faith that the two sides would resolve the conflict
soon, particularly after the Russian military’s about-face and its most
recent attacks.
Russia had promised during talks in Istanbul this week that it would deescalate operations near Kyiv and Chernihiv to “increase mutual trust
and create conditions for further negotiations.” Ukrainian President
Volodymyr Zelenskyy and the West were skeptical. Soon after, Ukrainian
officials reported that Russian shelling was hitting homes, stores,
libraries and other civilian sites in or near those areas.
Britain’s Defense Ministry also confirmed “significant Russian shelling
and missile strikes” around Chernihiv.
On Thursday, the area’s governor, Viacheslav Chaus, said Russian
troops were on the move but may not be withdrawing. ...
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Apr. 1, 2022
Moscow says Ukraine hit a fuel depot inside Russia
April 1 (Reuters) - Russia accused Ukraine of
carrying out an air strike against a fuel
depot in the Russian city of Belgorod on
Friday, an incident the Kremlin said set an
unfavourable tone for peace talks with Kyiv.
Ukraine's foreign minister, Dmytro Kuleba, said
he could not confirm or deny reports of
Ukrainian involvement in the strike as he did
not have military information. The Ukrainian
Defence Ministry and the general staff did not
respond to requests for comment.
Video footage of the purported attack -- the
first accusation of a Ukrainian air strike on
Russian soil since Moscow launched its
invasion of Ukraine on Feb. 24 -- showed
what looked like several missiles being fired
from low altitude, followed by an explosion.
Reuters could not immediately verify the
footage.
Regional governor Vyacheslav Gladkov said on
messaging app Telegram that two Ukrainian
helicopters struck the facility in Belgorod, some
35 kilometres (22 miles) from the border with
Ukraine, after entering Russia at low altitude.
The resulting blaze injured two workers,

Gladkov added, while some areas of the city were being evacuated.
However, Russian oil firm Rosneft (ROSN.MM), which owns the fuel
depot, said in a separate statement that no one was hurt in the fire. The
company gave no information on the cause of the fire.
A witness told Reuters that another blast was heard in the city at around
1020 GMT. The cause of the blast was not immediately clear.
Belgorod
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Apr. 3, 2022
Russian Offensive Campaign Assessment
Ukraine has won the Battle of Kyiv. Russian
forces are completing their withdrawal, but not
in good order. Ukrainian forces are continuing
to clear Kyiv Oblast of isolated Russian troops
left behind in the retreat, which some Ukrainian
officials describe as “lost orcs.” Russian forces
had attempted to conduct an orderly retreat
from their positions around Kyiv with
designated covering forces supported by
artillery and mines to allow the main body to
withdraw. The main body of Russian troops
has withdrawn from the west bank of the
Dnipro and is completing its withdrawal
from the east bank, but the retrograde has
been sufficiently disorderly that some
Russian troops were left behind.
The war is far from over and could still turn
Russia’s way if the Russian military can launch
a successful operation in eastern Ukraine. The
current line of Russian occupation in southern
and eastern Ukraine is still a significant gain in
Russian-controlled territory since the start of
the war. If a ceasefire or peace agreement
freezes a line like the current front-line trace,
Russia will be able to exert much greater
pressure on Ukraine than it did before the
invasion and may over time reassemble a more
effective invasion force. Ukraine’s victory in the

Battle of Kyiv is thus significant but not decisive.
The disorder of the Russian withdrawal suggests that at least some of the
units now reconcentrating in Belarus and western Russia will remain
combat ineffective for a protracted period. Russian troops attempting to
refit after pulling back from around Kyiv will likely have to reconsolidate
into their units, identify which soldiers are still present, sort out their
equipment and assess its combat readiness, and generally reconstitute
before they can even begin to receive replacements and new equipment
and prepare for further combat operations.
Russian forces are likely abandoning the east bank of the Dnipro fully as
well, withdrawing from around Chernihiv to the north and from Brovary to
the east. Russian troops will likely seek to hold a salient around Konotop
and Sumy long enough to allow their forces to complete their retrograde
from near Kyiv but will then likely withdraw back to Russia from almost all
their positions west of Kharkiv. ...
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Apr. 4, 2022
Satellite images show bodies laying in street while Bucha was under Russian control
New satellite images from Maxar Technologies
show the bodies of dead civilians in Bucha had
been laying in the street for weeks, including
when the town was under Russian control.
The New York Times first published the images on
Monday.
Disturbing video showing the bodies in Bucha was
geolocated, authenticated and reported on by CNN
on Friday. It came to light the same day Ukraine
declared the town liberated from Russian troops.
In response to the footage of Bucha on Saturday,
the Russian Defense Ministry claimed the video
was "fake" and “staged." It said the video,
photos, and the allegations of war crimes were
"another provocation."
"During the time the settlement was under the
control of the Russian armed forces, not a single
local resident suffered from any violent actions," the
ministry said.
But the satellite images refute that claim from
the Russians: Objects seen in Yablunska street on
the satellite images match the exact locations that
bodies are seen in the street in the video. The
satellite images show the bodies were on the
street in southern Bucha since at least March
18, when Russia was in control of the town.
Russia held Bucha until March 31.
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Apr. 5, 2022
NATO working with UN on determining possible Russian war crimes
NATO Secretary-General Jens Stoltenberg
said the alliance is working with the UN’s
International Criminal Court on
investigating Russian war crimes in
Ukraine.
Stoltenberg, who briefed reporters from
NATO’s headquarters ahead of tomorrow’s
foreign minister’s meeting, said the alliance
had mounting evidence of war crimes
committed in Bucha as well as other cities
in Ukraine.
“NATO allies are providing support to the
UN International Criminal Court to collect
evidence, to preserve evidence, to collect
relevant information and to enable them to
conduct investigations and to have a legal
process to make sure that all those
responsible for these atrocities are held
accountable,” Stoltenberg said.
“Targeting and murdering civilians is a war
crime. All the facts must be established and all
those responsible for these atrocities must be
brought to justice,” he said.
Stoltenberg also said that Ukrainian Foreign
Minister Dmytro Kuleba will join the NATO
ministerial this week.
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Apr. 6, 2022
Ukraine’s Luhansk region tells civilians to evacuate while they can
Authorities in the eastern Ukrainian region of Luhansk hope
to evacuate civilians through five “humanitarian corridors” on
Wednesday, April 6, and urged residents to get out “while it is
safe.”

Russia has said it does not target civilians in its “special
military operation” aimed at demilitarizing and “denazifying”
Ukraine. The Kremlin’s position is rejected by Ukraine and
the West as a pretext for an unprovoked invasion.

Ukraine has said Russian troops that invaded on February
24 are regrouping and preparing for a new offensive in the
Donbas area, which includes Luhansk.
“We will take everyone out if the Russians allow us to get to
the meeting places (for evacuation). Because, as you can
see, they don’t always observe ceasefires,” the Luhansk
region governor, Serhiy Gaidai, wrote on the Telegram
messaging app.
“I appeal to every resident of the Luhansk region –
evacuate while it is safe… While there are buses and
trains – take this opportunity. “
Gaidai said rail connections in the Donetsk region of Donbas
had been damaged this week and took several hours to
repair.
“This is another alarm bell,” he said.
Gaidai said separately in a video address that Russian
forces had not managed to break through Ukrainian
defenses in his region but were destroying “everything in
their path” and would “stop at nothing.”

Families hold bags as they wait to board a train at
Kramatorsk central station as they flee the eastern city of
Kramatorsk, in the Donbass region on April 5, 2022.
Fadel Senna | AFP | Getty Images
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Apr. 8, 2022
Ukraine war is a key test in how the world responds to abuse of power,
ex-UK foreign minister says
The Russia-Ukraine war will have “pivotal
consequence” in how the world responds to the
“growth of impunity,” said David Miliband, president and
CEO of the International Rescue Committee, a humanitarian
aid agency.
Miliband, who was Britain’s foreign secretary from 2007 to
2010, said Ukraine President Volodymyr Zelenskyy’s
impassioned speech to the U.N. Security Council on April 5
had called for a “refounding of the United Nations.”
“I think that this will be a war that has pivotal
consequence. Because either there will be continued
looking the other way in the face of this growth of
impunity around the world, or there will be a
determination to address it,” he said.
Miliband has backed previous calls for the five permanent
members of the Security Council to give up their veto power
on resolutions regarding mass atrocities.
“At the moment, only France supports that position. Neither
the U.K. nor the U.S., nor Russia, nor China support that
position. So, this is a challenging agenda for all of the socalled great powers, but there’s nothing great about some of
what they do,” he said.

‘Failures of diplomacy’
He told CNBC that there are about 275 million people in 20
countries in need of humanitarian support because of the
“failures of diplomacy” and “decline of respect for the rule of
law in the conduct of war.”
“What we’re seeing in the international system at the
moment, is the rise of impunity, the abuse of power, where
those with power do what they will and the rest of us have to
put up with what’s left, and that’s a very dangerous situation.
We’re seeing that in multiple war zones around the world,”
he said. ...

David Miliband,
president and CEO
of the International
Rescue Committee
who was Britain’s
foreign secretary
from 2007 to 2010
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Apr. 9, 2022
Ukraine: civilian casualty update 9 April 2022
From 4 a.m. on 24 February 2022, when the Russian
Federation’s armed attack against Ukraine started, to 24:00
midnight on 8 April 2022 (local time), the Office of the UN
High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) recorded
4,149 civilian casualties in the country: 1,766 killed and 2,383
injured. This included:
• a total of 1,766 killed (452 men, 284 women, 27 girls, and
43 boys, as well as 69 children and 891 adults whose sex
is yet unknown)
• a total of 2,383 injured (272 men, 206 women, 45 girls,
and 44 boys, as well as 126 children and 1,690 adults
whose sex is yet unknown)
• In Donetsk and Luhansk regions: 1,843 casualties (630
killed and 1,213 injured)
• On Government-controlled territory: 1,504 casualties (560
killed and 944 injured)
• On territory controlled by the self-proclaimed ‘republics’:
339 casualties (70 killed and 269 injured)
In other regions of Ukraine (the city of Kyiv, and Cherkasy,
Chernihiv, Kharkiv, Kherson, Kyiv, Mykolaiv, Odesa, Sumy,
Zaporizhzhia, Dnipropetrovsk and Zhytomyr regions), which
were under Government control when casualties occurred:
2,306 casualties (1,136 killed and 1,170 injured)
Most of the civilian casualties recorded were caused by the

use of explosive weapons with a wide impact area, including
shelling from heavy artillery and multiple launch rocket
systems, and missile and air strikes.
OHCHR believes that the actual figures are considerably
higher, as the receipt of information from some locations
where intense hostilities have been going on has been
delayed and many reports are still pending corroboration.
This concerns, for example, Mariupol and Volnovakha
(Donetsk region), Izium (Kharkiv region), Popasna (Luhansk
region), and Borodianka (Kyiv region), where there are
allegations of numerous civilian casualties. These figures are
being further corroborated and are not included in the above
statistics.
OHCHR notes the report of the Prosecutor General’s Office
of Ukraine, according to which as of 8 a.m. 9 April (local
time), 176 children had been killed and at least 324 injured.
_________________________________________
An increase in figures in this update compared with the
previous update (as of 24:00 midnight on 7 April 2022 (local
time) should not be attributed to civilian casualties that
occurred on 8 April only, as during the day OHCHR also
corroborated casualties that occurred on previous days.
Similarly, not all civilian casualties that were reported on 8
April have been included into the above figures. Some of
them are still pending corroboration and if confirmed, will be
reported on in future updates.
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Apr. 10, 2022
"They started a full-scale war and act as if we are to blame," Zelensky says
in Sunday address
Ukraine’s President Volodymyr Zelensky addressed his
nation Sunday, calling Ukrainians “the bravest people of
the best country in the world.”

“They have destroyed the lives of millions. They started
a full-scale war and act as if we are to blame for this,”
Zelensky continued.

“We are coming to an end of another week," Zelensky said in
his speech, which he has given regularly during Russia’s
attack on the country. "Our fight for freedom, for the state.
Another week that Ukraine stayed alive, despite all the
efforts of Russia to destroy us. We are fighting. We are
defending. We are repelling the attacks."

He added Russia, fearing defeat, will launch more fullscale combat actions in Ukraine’s east.

Zelensky said the nation is doing all it can to win the war and
accused Russian leadership of "lying" in efforts to shift the
blame away from them.
“When cowardice grows, everything turns into
catastrophe," he continued. "When people don’t have
the courage to recognize their mistakes and apologize,
to conform to reality, and to see that they are turning
into monsters."
The Ukrainian president said Russia has lost touch with
reality, acting as aggressors yet blaming Ukraine for the
actions committed by Russian troops, including the
killings in Bucha, the missile strike on the train station in
Kramatorsk, and "every destroyed city and burnt
village."

“But we are ready,” the president said, promising Ukraine
will ensure it has enough weapons and demand stronger
sanctions against Russia so that justice will be served.
Moments prior to his address, Zelensky said he honored "18
defenders of Ukraine" -- including members of the Armed
Forces of Ukraine, Special Communications Service and
police officers -- for their heroism. He also thanked the
journalists sharing the truth of what is unfolding in the
country.
“The truth will win and Ukraine will win," Zelensky said. "This
is for certain. Glory to Ukraine.”
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Apr. 11, 2022
Indian prime minister told Biden he suggested Putin and Zelensky hold direct talks
On Monday, Indian Prime Minister Narendra
Modi told US President Joe Biden he had
suggested the leaders of Russia and Ukraine
hold direct talks.
Modi's comments came during his opening
remarks ahead of a virtual meeting with Biden.
His remarks were streamed on both his official
Twitter account and the account of the Prime
Minister’s Office.
“I have spoken on the phone several times
with the presidents of both Ukraine and Russia.
Not only did I appeal for peace but I also
suggested President Putin to hold direct talks
with the President of Ukraine,” said Modi.
Modi also spoke on the killing of civilians in the
Ukrainian city of Bucha, describing the incident
as “very worrying.”
"“We immediately condemned it and demanded
a fair investigation. We hope the ongoing talks
between Russia and Ukraine will pave the way
for peace,” Modi continued, adding that India
would continue to support Ukraine through
humanitarian aid. "

“We have also placed importance on the safety of the civilian
population in Ukraine and the uninterrupted supply of humanitarian
aid to them. On our behalf, we have sent medicines and other relief
materials to Ukraine and its neighboring countries. And on the request of
Ukraine, we are sending another consignment of medicines very soon,"
he said.
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Apr. 12, 2022
4,656,509 refugees have fled Ukraine since 24 February 2022

Total Refugee influx from Ukraine in neighboring countries*

*The accumulated data in this table is higher than the total number of refugees
fleeing Ukraine presented above since it also takes into account people crossing
the border between Romania and Moldova.
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Apr. 12, 2022
Czechs provide free shooting training for local Ukrainians
BRNO, Czech Republic (AP) — Of the first four
shots Olha Dembitska fired from an AK-47
assault rifle in her life, one hit the target.
“It’s pretty difficult the first time,” the 22-yearold Ukrainian woman acknowledged.
On this occasion, the target was the shape of a
human body at a shooting range in the Czech
Republic. Next time, it might be for real, in
Ukraine, and the target could be one of the
Russian troops who have invaded her
homeland.
Dembitska is one of at least 130 men and
women who have so far undergone free-ofcharge training for Ukrainians living in the
Czech Republic who want to learn how to
fight the aggressor.
“I might return to Ukraine if they need me,” she
said.
Almost none of the participants had any
experience with weapons before war struck
their homeland.
Since Russia launched its brutal attack,
Ukrainians from all parts of the country and

elsewhere have been arriving in the Czech Republic’s second-largest city,
Brno, attracted by courses designed to teach them essentials and skills to
safely handle lethal rifles while being able to inflict damage on their
enemy.
Beside learning to shoot, the courses give them the basics about
guns, movement around the battlefield and a lesson in providing
first aid, something that can save lives if they‘re mobilized by their
embattled country or decide to return home as volunteers to join the
Ukrainian army.
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Apr. 13, 2022
Polish, Baltic presidents visit Ukraine in show of support
... The presidents of Poland, Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia
— all NATO countries that worry they may face Russian attack
in the future if Ukraine falls — traveled by train to Kyiv to meet
Ukrainian leader Volodymyr Zelenskyy.
...
The European leaders visiting Ukraine planned to deliver “a
strong message of political support and military assistance,”
Lithuanian President Gitanas Nauseda said.
Nauseda, Estonian President Alar Karis, Poland’s Andrzej
Duda and Egils Levits of Latvia also planned to discuss
investigations into alleged Russian war crimes, including
the massacre of civilians. Nauseda said the leaders visited
Borodyanka, one of the towns near Kyiv where evidence of
atrocities has been found.
...
Putin, however, has denied his troops committed atrocities,
and on Tuesday insisted Russia “had no other choice” but to
invade, saying the offensive aimed to protect people in parts of
eastern Ukraine and to “ensure Russia’s own security.” He
vowed it would “continue until its full completion and the
fulfillment of the tasks that have been set.”
...
Ukrainian Deputy Defense Minister Hanna Maliar said the
country is investigating a claim that a drone dropped a
poisonous substance on the city. She said it was possible
phosphorus munitions had been used in Mariupol.
Phosphorus munitions are not formally classed as chemical
weapons, but they cause horrendous burn, and deliberately
firing them into an enclosed space could breach the Chemical

Weapons Convention, said Marc-Michael Blum, a former
laboratory head at the Organization for the Prohibition of
Chemical Weapons.
In Washington, a senior U.S. defense official said the Biden
administration was preparing another package of military aid
for Ukraine to be announced in the coming days, possibly
totaling $750 million.
While Biden used the word “genocide” about Russia’s actions,
he said it would be up to lawyers to decide if the country’s
conduct met the international standard for genocide.
French President Emmanuel Macron declined to use the word
but said “it has been established that war crimes have been
committed by the Russian army.”
“We must find those responsible and bring them to justice,” he
told France-2 television.
An International Criminal Court investigation into war
crimes is underway in Ukraine, including into atrocities
revealed after Moscow’s retreat from the Kyiv area, where
Ukrainian authorities say more than 720 people were
killed, with 403 bodies found in the town of Bucha alone.
ICC prosecutor Karim Khan, who visited Bucha, said in a
tweet Wednesday that Ukraine “is a crime scene” and the
court must “pierce the fog of war” to determine what has
occurred.
...
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Apr. 14, 2022
Ukraine says it sank Russian flagship, Moscow denies
KYIV, Ukraine (AP) — Ukraine said Thursday its forces sank the flagship
of Russia’s Black Sea fleet in a missile attack, but Moscow said the
vessel was merely damaged, making no mention of an assault.
The loss of the ship would be a major military and symbolic defeat
for Russia as its troops regroup for a renewed offensive in eastern
Ukraine after retreating from much of the north, including the
capital.
Russia said a fire aboard the Moskva, a warship that would typically have
500 sailors on board, forced the entire crew to evacuate the vessel. It
later said the fire had been contained and that the ship would be towed
to port with its guided missile launchers intact.
The ship carries 16 missiles, according to a military analyst, and its
removal from combat would greatly reduce Russia’s firepower in the
Black Sea. Regardless of the extent of the damage, any attack would
represent a major blow to Russian prestige seven weeks into a war that
is already widely seen as a historic blunder.
It was not immediately possible to reconcile the vastly different accounts,
and cloud cover made it impossible to locate the ship or determine its
condition based on satellite photos.
...
Maksym Marchenko, the governor of the Odesa region, across the Black
Sea to the northwest of Sevastopol, said the Ukrainians struck the
ship with two Neptune missiles and caused “serious damage.”
Oleksiy Arestovych, an adviser to Ukraine’s president, then said the ship
sank, calling it an event of “colossal significance.”
...
The Neptune is an anti-ship missile that was recently developed by
Ukraine and based on an earlier Soviet design. The launchers are
mounted on trucks stationed near the coast, and, according to the
Washington-based Center for Strategic and International Studies, the
missiles can hit targets up to 280 kilometers (175 miles) away.

The U.S. was not able to confirm Ukraine’s claims of striking the warship,
U.S. national security adviser Jake Sullivan said Thursday.
“We don’t have the capacity at this point to independently verify that,” he
told the Economic Club of Washington. Still, he called it “a big blow to
Russia.”
“They’ve had to kind of choose between two stories: One story is that it
was just incompetence, and the other was that they came under attack,
and neither is a particular the good outcome for them,” Sullivan said.
Oleg Zhdanov, a Ukrainian military analyst, said the ship’s loss, if
confirmed, would reduce the number of Russian cruise missiles in the
Black Sea to 56.
“The loss of 16 cruise missiles at once will force the Russians to preserve
their strength and change their tactics on the water,” he said. ...
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Apr. 15, 2022
Russia warns of nuclear weapons in Baltic if Sweden and Finland join NATO
Moscow has said it will be forced to strengthen its defences in
the Baltic if Finland and Sweden join Nato, including by
deploying nuclear weapons, as the war in Ukraine entered its
seventh week and the country braced for a major attack in the
east.
However, the Lithuanian defence minister, Arvydas
Anušauskas, claimed on Thursday that Russia already
had nuclear weapons stored in its Baltic exclave of
Kaliningrad, which borders Lithuania and Poland. That
claim has not been independently verified, but the Federation
of American Scientists (FAS) reported in 2018 that nuclear
weapon storage bunkers in Kaliningrad had been upgraded.
The Russian former president Dmitry Medvedev, a senior
member of Russia’s security council, said on Thursday
that all its forces in the region would be bolstered if the
two Nordic countries joined the US-led alliance.
Medvedev’s threat is the latest of many instances of nuclear
sabre-rattling from the Kremlin aimed at deterring western
military intervention on behalf of Ukraine.
“We’re obviously very concerned,” said the CIA director,
William Burns. “Given the potential desperation of
President Putin and the Russian leadership, given the
setbacks that they’ve faced so far militarily, none of us
can take lightly the threat posed by a potential resort to
tactical nuclear weapons or low-yield nuclear weapons.”
But Burns added: “While we’ve seen some rhetorical

posturing on the part of the Kremlin, moving to higher nuclear
alert levels, so far we haven’t seen a lot of practical evidence
of the kind of deployments or military dispositions that we
would reinforce that concern.”
Finland and Sweden are deliberating over whether to
abandon decades of military non-alignment and join
Nato, with the two Nordic countries’ leaders saying
Russia’s onslaught on Ukraine has changed Europe’s
“whole security landscape”.
Their accession to the alliance would more than double
Russia’s land border with Nato members, Medvedev said.
“Naturally, we will have to reinforce these borders” by
bolstering ground, air and naval defences in the region, he
said.
Medvedev, a close ally of Vladimir Putin, explicitly raised the
nuclear threat, saying Finnish and Swedish Nato membership
would mean there could be “no more talk of any nuclear-free
status for the Baltic – the balance must be restored”.
Russia had “not taken such measures and was not going to”,
he said. “But if our hand is forced, well … take note it wasn’t
us who proposed this.”
Russia borders the Baltic states of Estonia and Latvia, and
the Russian exclave of Kaliningrad is sandwiched between
Poland and Lithuania.
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Apr. 16, 2022
Russia hits Kyiv, Lviv and presses offensive in ruins of Mariupol
KYIV/MARIUPOL, Ukraine, April 16 (Reuters) - Russian air raids and
missile strikes hit Ukraine's capital Kyiv and other major cities on
Saturday as Moscow launched more long-range attacks following
the sinking of its Black Sea Fleet's flagship.
In the besieged port of Mariupol, scene of the war's heaviest
fighting and worst humanitarian catastrophe, Russian troops
pressed their advances, hoping to make up for their failure to capture
Kyiv by seizing their first big prize of the war.
...
The Ukrainian military said Russian warplanes that took off from
Belarus had fired missiles at the Lviv region near the Polish border
and four cruise missiles were shot down by Ukrainian air defences.
The western city has been relatively unscathed so far in the conflict and
serves as a haven for refugees and international aid agencies.
In Mariupol, Reuters journalists in Russian-held districts reached the
Ilyich steel works, one of two metals plants where defenders have held
out in underground tunnels and bunkers. Moscow claimed to have
captured it on Friday
The factory was reduced to a ruin of twisted steel and blasted
concrete, with no sign of defenders present. Several bodies of
civilians lay scattered on nearby streets, including a woman in a pink
parka and white shoes.
...
The attacks followed Russia's announcement on Friday that it
would intensify long-range strikes in retaliation for unspecified acts
of "sabotage" and "terrorism", hours after it confirmed the sinking
of its Black Sea flagship, the Moskva.
...
If Mariupol falls it would be Russia's biggest prize of the war so far.
It is the main port of the Donbas, a region of two provinces in the
southeast which Moscow demands be fully ceded to separatists.
Ukraine's defence is concentrated around Azovstal, another huge steel

works that has yet to yield.
The owner of both of Mariupol's giant steel factories, Ukraine's richest
man Rinat Akhmetov, vowed to rebuild the city. "Mariupol has been and
will always be a Ukrainian city," Akhmetov told Reuters.
Ukraine says it has so far held off Russian advances elsewhere in the
Donbas regions of Donetsk and Luhansk, where at least one person was
killed in shelling overnight.
But an advisor to Zelenskiy said the country needed a swifter supply of
weapons from its European Union partners. "Ukraine needs weapons.
Not in a month. Now," Mykhailo Podolyak said in a Twitter post.
Ukraine gained the upper hand in the early phase of a war. It has
successfully deployed mobile units armed with anti-tank missiles
supplied by the West against Russian armoured convoys confined to
roads by muddy terrain.
But Putin appears determined to capture more Donbas territory to claim
victory in a war that has left Russia subject to increasingly punitive
Western sanctions and with few allies.
Zelenskiy said about 2,500-3,000 Ukrainian troops have been killed
so far and up to 20,000 Russian troops.
Moscow has given no updates on its military casualties since March 25,
when it said 1,351 had died. Western estimates of Russian losses are
many times higher, while there are few independent estimates of
Ukraine's losses.
Ukraine says civilian deaths are impossible to count, estimating at
least 20,000 killed in Mariupol alone. ...
Overall, around a quarter of Ukrainians have been driven from their
homes, including a tenth of the population that has fled abroad. ...
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Apr. 17, 2022
How the world is reacting to the Ukraine Crisis

How did Russia’s military compare
to Ukraine’s (as of Nov. 2020) ?
https://www.cfr.org/in-brief/how-do-militaries-russia-and-ukraine-stack

Published: 04 Mar 2022, 9:52 AM IST
The United Nations General Assembly held a vote on Wednesday, 2
March, to "deplore" the Russian invasion of Ukraine.
There were 141 nations that voted in favour, five that voted against,
and 35 that abstained from voting.
The five nations that voted against the resolution were:
• Russia • Belarus • North Korea • Syria • Eritrea
Some of the important nations that abstained from the vote are:
• India • China • Pakistan • United Arab Emirates • Iran

What weapons has Ukraine
received from its Western allies?
https://www.aol.com/news/weapons-ukraine-received-westernallies-173548599.html
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Apr. 18, 2022
Ukrainian officials: Russian strikes kill at least 7 in Lviv
LVIV, Ukraine (AP) — Russian forces launched missile attacks on
the western city of Lviv and pounded a multitude of other targets
across Ukraine on Monday in what appeared to be an intensified bid
to grind down the country’s defenses ahead of an all-out assault on
the east.
At least seven people were reported killed in Lviv, where plumes of thick
black smoke rose over a city that has seen only sporadic attacks during
almost two months of war and has become a haven for large numbers of
civilians fleeing intense fighting elsewhere. To the Kremlin’s increasing
anger, Lviv has also become a major conduit for NATO-supplied
weapons and for foreign fighters joining the Ukrainian cause.
...strikes hit three military infrastructure facilities and an auto
mechanic shop. He said the wounded included a child, and
emergency teams battled fires caused by the attack.
Lviv is the biggest city and a major transportation hub in western
Ukraine. It sits roughly 80 kilometers (50 miles) from Poland, a
NATO member.
Russia has strongly complained about the increasing flow of Western
weapons to Ukraine, and last week its Foreign Ministry issued a formal
note of protest to the U.S. and its allies. On Russian state media, some
anchors have charged that the supplies amount to direct Western
engagement in the fight against Russia.
Lviv has also been seen as a relatively safe place for the elderly,
mothers and children trying to escape the war. But a hotel sheltering
Ukrainians who had fled fighting in other parts of the country was among
the buildings badly damaged, Mayor Andriy Sadovyi said.
...
Military analysts say Russia is increasing its strikes on weapons
factories, railways and other infrastructure targets across Ukraine
to wear down the country’s ability to resist a major ground
offensive in the Donbas, Ukraine’s mostly Russian-speaking eastern
industrial heartland.

The Russian military said its missiles struck more than 20 military
targets in eastern and central Ukraine in the past day, including
ammunition depots, command headquarters and groups of troops and
vehicles.
It claimed its artillery hit an additional 315 Ukrainian targets and
warplanes conducted 108 strikes on Ukrainian troops and military
equipment. The claims could not be independently verified.
Over the weekend, Russia also claimed to have destroyed Ukrainian
air defense radar equipment.
Gen. Richard Dannatt, a former head of the British Army, told Sky
News the strikes were part of a “softening-up” campaign by Russia
ahead of a planned ground offensive in the Donbas.
Ukraine’s government halted civilian evacuations for a second
day on Monday, saying Russian forces were shelling and
blocking the humanitarian corridors.
...
The Russians, in turn, accused “neo-Nazi nationalists” in Mariupol of
hampering the evacuation.
Russia is bent on capturing the Donbas, where Moscow-backed
separatists already control some territory, after its attempt to take the
capital failed.
“We are doing everything to ensure the defense” of eastern Ukraine,
President Volodymyr Zelenskyy said in his nightly address to the
nation on Sunday.
The looming offensive in the east, if successful, would give Russian
President Vladimir Putin a badly needed victory to point to amid the
war’s mounting casualties and the economic hardship caused by
Western sanctions.
...
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Apr. 19, 2022
5,034,439 refugees have fled Ukraine since 24 February 2022

Total Refugee influx from Ukraine in neighboring countries*

*The accumulated data in this table is higher than the total number of refugees
fleeing Ukraine presented above since it also takes into account people crossing
the border between Romania and Moldova.
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Apr. 19, 2022
Russia tells Ukrainian forces to surrender Azovstal plant by noon
Russia on Tuesday called on Ukrainian forces and foreign fighters
holed up in the Azovstal metallurgical plant in the Ukrainian
port city of Mariupol to lay down their arms by noon Moscow
time (0900 GMT) if they wanted to live.
Mariupol, which has been encircled by Russian troops for weeks,
has seen the fiercest fighting and most comprehensive destruction
since Russia sent troops into Ukraine on Feb. 24.

Ukrainian authorities said on Monday that no fewer than
1,000 civilians were hiding in underground shelters
beneath the vast Azovstal plant, adding that Russia was
dropping heavy bombs onto the Ukrainian-held factory in
the besieged city.
Russia's defence ministry on Tuesday issued a statement
calling on Ukrainian forces and foreign fighters inside to ...

Smoke rises above
Azovstal steelworks,
in Mariupol, Ukraine,
in this still image
obtained from a
recent drone video
posted on social
media. MARIUPOL
CITY COUNCIL/via
REUTERS
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Apr. 20, 2022
Russia pressures Mariupol as it focuses on Ukraine’s east
... In the all but flattened city of Mariupol, Ukrainian
troops said Tuesday the Russian military dropped heavy
bombs to flatten what was left of the sprawling Azvostal
steel plant — believed to be the last holdout of troops
defending Mariupol — and hit a makeshift hospital
where hundreds were staying. The reports could not be
independently confirmed.
Serhiy Taruta, the former governor of the Donetsk region and
a Mariupol native, said 300 people, including wounded
troops and civilians with children, were sheltered at the
hospital.
Deputy Prime Minister Iryna Vereshchuk, meanwhile, said
there was a preliminary agreement to open a humanitarian
corridor for women, children and the elderly to leave
Mariupol and head west to the Ukraine-controlled city of
Zaporizhzhia on Wednesday afternoon.
Mariupol Mayor Vadym Boychenko urged residents to leave,
though previous such agreements have fallen apart, with
Russians shelling escape routes or otherwise preventing
buses meant to pick up evacuees from entering the city.
More than 100,000 people were believed trapped in
Mariupol, which had a pre-war population of over
400,000.
“Do not be frightened and evacuate to Zaporizhzhia, where
you can receive all the help you need — food, medicine,

essentials — and the main thing is that you will be in
safety,” the mayor said in a statement.
A few thousand Ukrainian troops, by the Russians’
estimate, remained holed up in the steel plant. The
Russian side issued a new ultimatum to the defenders
to surrender Wednesday, but the Ukrainians have
ignored previous demands to leave the plant’s
labyrinth of tunnels and bunkers.
Mariupol holds strategic and symbolic value for both sides.
The scale of suffering there has made it a worldwide focal
point of the war. Mariupol’s fall would deprive Ukraine
of a vital port, complete a land bridge between Russia
and the Crimean Peninsula, which Moscow seized
from Ukraine in 2014, and free up Russian troops to
move elsewhere in the Donbas.
Eyewitness accounts and reports from officials have given
a broad picture of the extent of the Russian advance. But
independent reporting in the parts of the Donbas held by
Russian forces and separatists is severely limited, making
it difficult to know what is happening in many places on the
ground.
Western nations, meanwhile, are boosting their donations
of military supplies to Kyiv for this new phase of the war,
which is likely to involve trench warfare, long-range
artillery attacks and tank battles across relatively open
terrain. ...
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Apr. 21, 2022
China’s Xi urges talks to settle disputes, opposes sanctions
... Beijing has refused to call the conflict an invasion and said Russia
was provoked by NATO’s expansion.

more than a year ago, breaking a communications impasse that
American officials saw as increasingly dangerous.

Despite that, Xi said China remains “committed to respecting the
sovereignty and territorial integrity of all countries” and noninterference in their internal affairs.

Austin, who calls China the U.S. military’s leading long-term challenge
but has been forced to focus heavily on Russia this year, requested
the telephone conversation with Gen. Wei Fenghe after months of
failed efforts to speak with Gen. Xu Qiliang, the highest ranking
uniformed officer in the Communist Party military structure.

“We stay committed to peacefully resolving differences and
disputes between countries through dialogue and consultation,
support all efforts conducive to the peaceful settlement of crises,
reject double standards, and oppose the wanton use of unilateral
sanctions and long-arm jurisdiction,” Xi said in in a televised address to
an international forum in the southern island province of Hainan.
China has abstained or voted with Russia on recent proposals brought
before the United Nations, and China’s state-controlled media have
amplified Russian disinformation about Ukraine staging attacks and
producing biological weapons with U.S. cooperation.

At a daily briefing Thursday, Foreign Ministry spokesperson Wang
Wenbin said China has “always opposed unilateral sanctions and
long-arm jurisdiction that lack a basis in international law and are not
authorized by the (United Nations) Security Council.”
“Sanctions are not the right way to de-escalate tensions, end wars or
avoid casualties, but will only exacerbate conflicts, increase spillover
and make the world pay more,” Wang said.

Xi met with Putin in Beijing less than a month before Russia launched its
Feb. 24 invasion, with the two sides issuing a joint statement affirming
their “no limits” relationship.
China has maintained its support for Moscow despite possible war
crimes committed by Russian troops and says it maintains normal
economic ties between the countries despite the imposition of economic
sanctions by other nations.
China is also believed to be studying the Ukraine crisis for how it might
later affect its policy toward Taiwan, the self-governing island democracy
it threatens to invade to bring it under its own control. Taiwan and China
split during a civil war in 1949, but China claims the island as its own
territory.
U.S. Defense Secretary Lloyd Austin on Wednesday spoke with his
Chinese counterpart for the first time since becoming Pentagon chief

In this photo released by China's Xinhua News Agency, Chinese president Xi Jinping delivers
a speech via video link to the opening ceremony of the Bo'ao Forum For Asia in Bo'ao in
southern China's Hainan Province, Thursday, April 21, 2022. Xi said his government supports
talks to resolve international disputes, but opposes the use of sanctions. (Huang
Jingwen/Xinhua via AP)
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Apr. 22, 2022
Britain, India call for immediate cease-fire in Ukraine
NEW DELHI (AP) — India and Britain on Friday called on Russia for

an immediate cease-fire in Ukraine as British Prime Minister
Boris Johnson announced steps to help move New Delhi
away from its dependence on Russia by expanding economic
and defense ties.
...
"Both sides also called for a free, open, inclusive and rule-based
order in the Indo-Pacific,'' Modi said in an apparent reference to
China's increasing assertiveness in the region.
Johnson did not pressure Modi to take a tougher stand against
Russia over its invasion of Ukraine, said Harsh Shringla, India's
foreign secretary.
Johnson told reporters that India had come out strongly against
the killings in Bucha earlier this month.
The British prime minister also said "he (Modi) has already
intervened several times with Vladimir Putin to ask him what on
Earth he is doing and where it is going.”
...
Soon after his arrival in India on Thursday, Johnson said he
was aware of the close ties that India and Russia have
shared.
...
Modi recently called the situation in Ukraine “very worrying”
and has appealed to both sides for peace. While India has
condemned the killings of civilians in Ukraine, it has so far
not criticized Putin, and abstained when the U.N. General
Assembly voted this month to suspend Russia from the
Human Rights Council.

Modi has also responded coolly to pressure from U.S. President
Joe Biden and others to curb imports of Russian oil in response
to the invasion.
Johnson said Friday that “the world faces growing threats
from autocratic states which seek to undermine
democracy, choke off free and fair trade and trample on
sovereignty.”
"Our collaboration on the issues that matter to both our
countries, from climate change to energy security and defense,
is of vital importance as we look to the future,'' he said.
The British High Commission statement said Britain is offering
next-generation defense and security collaboration across five
domains — land, sea, air, space and cyber — to face complex
new threats.
Britain will also seek to support India’s requirements for new
technology to identify and respond to threats in the Indian
Ocean, the statement said.
Johnson said he and Modi also discussed new cooperation on
clean and renewable energy, aimed at supporting India’s
energy transition away from imported oil and increasing its
resilience through secure and sustainable energy.
India receives relatively little of its oil from Russia, but
ramped up purchases recently because of discounted
prices. India is a major buyer of Russian weapons, and
recently purchased advanced Russian air defense
systems.
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Apr. 23, 2022
Ukraine: Russians try to storm Mariupol plant, strike Odesa
KYIV, Ukraine (AP) — Russian forces in Ukraine tried to storm a
steel plant housing soldiers and civilians in the southern city of
Mariupol on Saturday in an attempt to crush the last corner of
resistance in a place of deep symbolic and strategic value to Moscow,
Ukrainian officials said.
The reported assault on the eve of Orthodox Easter came after the
Kremlin claimed its military had seized all of the shattered city except
for the Azovstal plant, and as Russian forces pounded other cities and
towns in southern and eastern Ukraine.
...
Mariupol has been a key Russian objective since the invasion
began Feb. 24 and has taken on outsize importance in the war.
Completing its capture would give Russia its biggest victory yet,
after a nearly two-month siege reduced much of the city to a smoking
ruin.
It would deprive the Ukrainians of a vital port, free up Russian
troops to fight elsewhere and establish a land corridor to the
Crimean Peninsula, which Moscow seized in 2014. Russia-backed
separatists control parts of the Donbas.
...
More than 100,000 people — down from a prewar population of
about 430,000 — are believed to remain in Mariupol with scant
food, water or heat, according to Ukrainian authorities, who estimate
that over 20,000 civilians have been killed in the city during the
Russian blockade.

adviser to Mariupol’s mayor, said Russian forces did not allow
Ukrainian-organized buses to take residents to Zaporizhzhia, a city
227 kilometers (141 miles) to the northwest.
“At 11 o’clock, at least 200 Mariupol residents gathered near the Port
City shopping center, waiting for evacuation,” Andryushchenko
posted on the Telegram messaging app. “The Russian military drove
up to the Mariupol residents and ordered them to disperse, because
now there will be shelling.”
At the same time, he said, Russian buses assembled about 200
meters away. Residents who got on board were told they were being
taken to separatist-occupied territory and not allowed to disembark,
Andryushchenko said. His account could not be independently
verified.
In the attack on Odesa, Russian troops fired at least six
missiles, according to Anton Gerashchenko, an adviser to Ukraine’s
interior minister. Defense forces repelled some of the rockets, but at
least one hit, he said.
“Residents of the city heard explosions in different areas,”
Gerashchenko said via Telegram post. “Residential buildings were
hit. It is already known about one victim. He burned in his car in a
courtyard of one of the buildings.”
The presidential chief of staff, Andriy Yermak, later reported that the
3-month-old baby was among the five dead.

Satellite images released this week showed what appeared to be a
second mass grave near Mariupol, and local officials accused Russia
of burying thousands of civilians to conceal the slaughter taking place
there. The Kremlin has not commented on the satellite images.

In his nightly video address, Zelenskyy lamented all the war’s
casualties, noting that the Easter holiday commemorates Christ’s
resurrection after his death by crucifixion.

Ukrainian officials had said they would try again Saturday to evacuate
women, children and older adults from Mariupol, but like previous plans
to get civilians out of the city, it failed. Petro Andryushchenko, an

“We believe in the victory of life over death,” he said. “No matter how
fierce the battles are, there is no chance for death to defeat life.
Everyone knows that. Every Christian knows that.”
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Apr. 24, 2022
Ukraine says it hit Russian command post
KYIV, Ukraine — The Ukrainian
military said Saturday it destroyed a
Russian command post in
Kherson, a southern city that fell to
Russian forces early in the war.
The Ukrainian military intelligence
agency posted a statement saying the
command post was hit on Friday
and two generals were killed and
one was critically wounded.
Oleksiy Arestovych, an adviser to
Ukrainian President Volodymyr
Zelenskyy, said in an online interview
that 50 senior Russian officers
were in the command center when
it came under attack. He said their
fate was unknown.
The Russian military did not comment
on the claim, which could not be
confirmed.

Map: Shayanne Gal/Insider
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Apr. 25, 2022
US promises more Ukraine aid, Biden announces veteran envoy
Secretary of State Antony Blinken and Defense Secretary Lloyd Austin
said Monday after a secrecy-shrouded visit to Kyiv that Ukrainian
President Volodomyr Zelenskyy is committed to winning his country’s
fight against Russia and that the United States will help him achieve
that goal.
...
Asked about what the U.S. sees as success, Austin said that “we want
to see Ukraine remain a sovereign country, a democratic country
able to protect its sovereign territory. We want to see Russia
weakened to the point where it can’t do things like invade
Ukraine.”
The trip by Blinken and Austin was the highest-level American visit to
the capital since Russia invaded in late February.
They told Zelenskyy and his advisers that the U.S. would provide more
than $300 million in foreign military financing and had approved a $165
million sale of ammunition.
“We had an opportunity to demonstrate directly our strong ongoing
support for the Ukrainian government and the Ukrainian people,”
Blinken said. “This was, in our judgment, an important moment to be
there, to have face-to-face conversations in detail.”
Blinken said their meeting with the Ukrainians lasted for three hours for
wide ranging talks, including what help the country needs in the weeks
ahead.
“The strategy that we’ve put in place, massive support for Ukraine,
massive pressure against Russia, solidarity with more than 30
countries engaged in these efforts, is having real results,” Blinken said.
“When it comes to Russia’s war aims, Russia is failing. Ukraine is
succeeding. Russia has sought as its principal aim to totally
subjugate Ukraine, to take away its sovereignty, to take away its
independence. That has failed.”

As expected, President Joe Biden announced on Monday his
nomination of Bridget Brink to serve as U.S. ambassador to Ukraine.
Brink, a career foreign service officer, has served since 2019 as
ambassador to Slovakia. She previously held assignments in Serbia,
Cyprus, Georgia and Uzbekistan as well as with the White House
National Security Council. The post requires confirmation by the U.S.
Senate.
The announcement comes as American diplomats prepare to return
to Ukraine this coming week, although the U.S. embassy in Kyiv will
remain closed for now.
Journalists who traveled with Austin and Blinken to Poland were
barred from reporting on the trip until it was over, were not allowed to
accompany them on their overland journey into Ukraine, and were
prohibited from specifying where in southeast Poland they met back
up with the Cabinet members upon their return. Officials at the State
Department and the Pentagon cited security concerns.
Austin and Blinken announced a total of $713 million in foreign
military financing for Ukraine and 15 allied and partner
countries; some $322 million is earmarked for Kyiv. The
remainder will be split among NATO members and other nations
that have provided Ukraine with critical military supplies since
the war with Russia began, officials said.
Such financing is different from previous U.S. military assistance for
Ukraine. It is not a donation of drawn-down U.S. Defense
Department stockpiles, but rather cash that countries can use to
purchase supplies that they might need.
The new money, along with the sale of $165 million in non-U.S.made ammunition that is compatible with Soviet-era weapons the
Ukrainians use, brings the total amount of American military
assistance to Ukraine to $3.7 billion since the invasion, officials
said. ...
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Apr. 26, 2022
Azovstal steel plant becomes symbol of Ukrainian resistance
In what has become a symbol of their fierce defense against Russia,
Ukrainian forces are holding onto the Azovstal Iron and Steel Works
plant in the besieged city of Mariupol, which continues to come under
assault despite the fact that Russian President Vladimir Putin ordered
his defense chief last week to merely blockade the plant.
The pocket of resistance is the last holdout in the strategic port city,
which has been largely reduced to rubble amid Russian bombardment.
The plant’s tunnel network has sheltered Ukrainian defenders and
has become a story of heroism for the country.
Ukrainian officials said Sunday that Russian forces were attempting
to storm the factory as well as conducting airstrikes in the
surrounding area. "Russian troops are trying to finish off the defenders
of Azovstal," Ukrainian presidential adviser Oleksiy Arestovych wrote on
Facebook. Moscow said Monday that it would stop hostilities to allow
civilians to escape, but Ukrainian officials said they needed a more
substantive safety guarantee.
The 90-year-old metallurgical steel plant was almost completely
destroyed by Russian forces during the siege of Mariupol and has
been surrounded by Russian troops since early March. The entire
city has had limited access to food and water throughout the
blockade and bombardment.
The factory has since emerged as the last pocket of organized
resistance in the siege, with an estimated 2,000 troops and 1,000
civilians said to be holed up in nuclear bunkers underneath the
structure.
On Saturday, Ukraine’s National Guard released new video footage of
what it said were women and children sheltering in underground
tunnels.
“We want to see peaceful skies. We want to breathe in fresh air,” one
woman said in the video, according to a translation by the Associated

Press. “You have simply no idea what it means for us to simply eat,
drink some sweetened tea. For us, it is already happiness.”
...
Mariupol would also help Russia establish a land bridge from the
Crimean Peninsula — annexed by Moscow eight years ago — to
Ukraine’s breakaway republics that are effectively controlled by
Russia-backed separatists.
...
On Thursday, the Russian president declared that Mariupol had been
"liberated" and publicly told his defense minister to call off the
storming of the Azovstal plant, ordering that it be "blocked off"
instead.
Putin also called on the remaining Ukrainian forces to lay down their
arms — something Ukrainian forces are unwilling to do. ...
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Apr. 27, 2022
Russia cuts natural gas to 2 NATO nations in escalation
POKROVSK, Ukraine (AP) — Russia cut off natural gas to NATO
members Poland and Bulgaria on Wednesday and threatened to
do the same to other countries, dramatically escalating its
standoff with the West over the war in Ukraine. European leaders
decried the move as “blackmail.”

“It comes as no surprise that the Kremlin uses fossil fuels to try to
blackmail us,” said EU Commission President Ursula von der Leyen.
“Today, the Kremlin failed once again in his attempt to sow division
amongst member states. The era of Russian fossil fuel in Europe is
coming to an end.”

A day after the U.S. and other Western allies vowed to speed more and
heavier weapons to Ukraine, the Kremlin used its most most essential
export as leverage against two of Kyiv’s staunch backers. Gas prices
in Europe shot up on the news.

State-controlled Russian giant Gazprom said it was shutting off the
two countries because they refused to pay in Russian rubles, as
President Vladimir Putin had demanded. A number of other
countries have also refused to do business in rubles.

The tactic could eventually force targeted nations to ration gas
and deal another blow to economies suffering from rising prices.
At the same time, it could deprive Russia of badly needed income
to fund its war effort.

Fatih Birol, executive director of the Paris-based International
Energy Agency, said the cutoff was a “weaponization of energy
supplies.” Bulgarian Prime Minister Kiril Petkov called the
suspension blackmail, adding: “We will not succumb to such a
racket.”

Poland has been a major gateway for the delivery of weapons to
Ukraine and confirmed this week that it is sending the country tanks.
Bulgaria, under a new liberal government that took office last fall, has
cut many of its old ties to Moscow and supported sanctions
against Russia over its invasion. It has also hosted Western fighter
jets at a new NATO outpost on Bulgaria’s Black Sea coast.
The gas cuts do not immediately put the two countries into dire trouble
since they have worked on obtaining alternative sources for several
years and the continent is heading into summer, making gas less
essential for households.

On the battlefield, fighting continued in the country’s east along a
largely static front line some 300 miles (480 kilometers) long. Russia
claimed its missiles hit a batch of weapons that the U.S. and
European nations had delivered to Ukraine.
Just across the border in Russia, an ammunition depot in the
Belgorod region was burning early Wednesday after several
explosions were heard, the governor said.

Yet the cutoff and the Kremlin warning that other countries could be
next sent shivers of worry through the 27-nation European Union.

Explosions were also reported in Russia’s Kursk region near the
Ukrainian border, and in Russia’s Voronezh region, authorities said
an air defense system shot down a drone. Earlier this week, an oil
storage facility in the Russian city of Bryansk was engulfed by fire.

Western leaders and analysts portrayed the move by Russia as a bid
to divide the Western allies and undermine their unity in support of
Ukraine.

Ukrainian presidential adviser Mykhailo Podolyak hinted at the
country’s involvement in the fires, saying in a Telegram post that
“karma (is) a harsh thing.”
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Apr. 28, 2022
NATO says it's ready to back Kyiv for years in war against Russia
BRUSSELS, April 28 (Reuters) - NATO is ready to
maintain its support for Ukraine in the war against
Russia for years, including help for Kyiv to shift from
Soviet-era weapons to modern Western arms and
systems, Secretary-General Jens Stoltenberg said on
Thursday.
He spoke after the Kremlin warned that Western arms
supplies to Ukraine, including heavy weapons, posed a
threat to the security of the European continent "and provoke
instability".
"We need to be prepared for the long term," Stoltenberg told
a youth summit in Brussels. "There is absolutely the
possibility that this war will drag on and last for months
and years."
The NATO chief said the West would continue to put
maximum pressure on Russian President Vladimir Putin to
end the invasion of Ukraine, which Moscow calls a "special
military operation", through sanctions and economic as well
as military aid to Kyiv.
"NATO allies are preparing to provide support over a long
period of time and also help Ukraine to transit, move from
old Soviet-era equipment to more modern NATO-standard
weapons and systems that will also require more training,"
Stoltenberg said.
Most of the heavy weapons NATO countries have sent to

Ukraine so far are Soviet-built arms still in the
inventories of east European NATO member states,
but the United States and some other allies have
started to supply Kyiv with Western howitzers.
Germany on Tuesday announced the shipment of
Gepard tanks equipped with anti-aircraft guns to
Ukraine, the first time Berlin has approved heavy
weapons deliveries for Kyiv.
Ukraine's pleas for heavy weapons have intensified since
Moscow shifted its offensive to the Donbas, an eastern
region with largely flat, open terrain seen as better suited
for tank battles than the areas in the north around the
capital Kyiv where much of the earlier fighting took place.
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Apr. 29, 2022
South Korea becomes latest country to say it'll return its embassy to Kyiv
The South Korean embassy to Ukraine will "soon"
return to Kyiv, “considering the fact that the situation near
Kyiv is stabilizing,” the country’s foreign ministry announced
on Friday.
The ministry explained the move is “for smooth cooperation
with the Ukrainian government" and the protection of South
Korean nationals in the country. It said the exact timing of
the move will be decided by the head of the embassy, in
consideration of the safety of the embassy staff.
Several other countries, including the UK, Spain, Italy and
France, have also announced plans to reopen
embassies in the capital city. Slovenia reopened its
embassy in Kyiv on March 28, according to Slovenia's
Foreign Ministry.
South Korea's embassy moved out of Kyiv on March 2 due
to the escalation of violence near the capital region and has
been operating from temporary offices in the Ukrainian cities
of Lviv -- which later closed on March 18 -- and Chernivtsi,
as well as Romania, according to its foreign ministry.
The ministry also announced Friday that the South Korean
government will provide an additional $50 million USD
worth of non-combat support to Ukraine through the
NATO-Ukraine trust fund, raising its total support for the
country to about $1 billion USD.

https://www.boundless.com/blog/u-s-plans-reopen-embassy-ukraine/

U.S. Plans to Reopen Embassy
The Biden administration plans to reopen the U.S.
Embassy in Ukraine after shuttering diplomatic operations
days before Russia invaded the country on Feb. 24.
The announcement comes after Secretary of State Antony
Blinken and Defense Secretary Lloyd Austin made a
secret trip to Ukraine to meet with President Volodymr
Zelensky to signal ongoing American support as the war
against Russia rages on.
American diplomats will begin making trips across the
border from Poland to Ukraine this week, and will resume
embassy operations in Kyiv within weeks, a State
Department official told reporters in Poland.
The United States shut its embassy in Kyiv on Feb. 14,
just 10 days before Russia began its military invasion.
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Apr. 30, 2022
5,536,936 refugees have fled Ukraine since 24 February 2022

Total Refugee influx from Ukraine in neighboring countries*

*The accumulated data in this table is higher than the total number of refugees
fleeing Ukraine presented above since it also takes into account people crossing
the border between Romania and Moldova.
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Apr. 30, 2022
Ukraine says Russia pounding Donbas, failing to take targets
KYIV, April 30 (Reuters) - Russian forces pounded Ukraine's
eastern Donbas region on Saturday but failed to capture three
target areas, Ukraine's military said, while Moscow said
Western sanctions on Russia and arms shipments to
Ukraine were impeding peace negotiations.

On the Ukrainian side, Luhansk Governor Serhiy Gaidai
said the Russians were shelling all over the region "but
they cannot get through our defence". He said civilians
would continue to be evacuated despite the difficult
situation.

The Russians were trying to capture the areas of Lyman in
Donetsk and Sievierodonetsk and Popasna in Luhansk, the
General Staff of Ukraine's Armed Forces said in a daily
update. "Not succeeding - the fighting continues," it said.
...
Russia calls its actions in Ukraine a "special operation" to
disarm Ukraine and protect it from fascists. Ukraine and the
West say the fascist allegation is baseless and the war is an
unprovoked act of aggression.

Gaidai said two schools and 20 houses were destroyed by
Russian attacks on Friday in the Luhansk towns of
Rubizhne and Popasna.

The war has turned cities to rubble, killed thousands and
forced 5 million Ukrainians to flee abroad. After failing to
capture the capital, Russia is now focusing on the east and
south of Ukraine.
Moscow hopes to take full control of the eastern Donbas
region made up of Luhansk and Donetsk, parts of which
were already controlled by Russian-backed separatists
before the invasion.
Moscow said on Saturday its artillery units had struck 389
Ukrainian targets overnight. The governor of Russia's Bryansk
region said air defenses had prevented a Ukrainian aircraft
from entering the region, and as a result shelling had hit parts
of an oil terminal, Russian news agencies reported.

Mykola Khanatov, head of military administration in
Popasna, said two buses sent to evacuate civilians from the
town were fired on by Russian troops on Friday and there
was no word from the drivers. He did not say how many
people were on the buses.
There were also reports of attacks on places outside the
Donbas, including in the southern Dnipro and Zaporizhzhia
areas and the northeastern city of Kharkiv, where the
regional governor said a residential area had been shelled
overnight.
Britain's defence ministry said on Saturday that Russia
had been forced to merge and redeploy depleted and
disparate units from failed advances in northeastern
Ukraine.
Reuters could not independently verify the reports on what
was happening on the ground. ...
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May 1, 2022
Some evacuated from Mariupol
... As many as 100,000 people are believed to still be in
blockaded Mariupol, including up to 1,000 civilians who
were hunkered down with an estimated 2,000 Ukrainian
fighters beneath a sprawling Soviet-era steel plant that
is the only part of the city not occupied by the Russians.
...
Details about the scope of Saturday’s evacuations and
the possibility of more to come Sunday were unclear
given the number of parties involved in the negotiations
and the volatile situation on the ground.
The Russian Defense Ministry said a total of 46 people, a
group of 25 and another numbering 21, were evacuated
from areas near the Azovstal steel plant, the last defense
holdout in Mariupol.
A top official with the Azov Regiment, the Ukrainian unit
defending the steelworks, said Saturday that 20 women and
children were evacuated from the plant. Civilians have
sheltered in a maze of underground tunnels while the
plant has been under siege.
In a video posted on the regiment’s Telegram channel,
regiment Deputy Commander Sviatoslav Palamar called for
the evacuation of wounded Ukrainian fighters as well as
civilians. “We don’t know why they are not taken away and
their evacuation to the territory controlled by Ukraine is not
being discussed,” he said.

An Associated Press journalist saw women and children
arriving in Bezimenne, a village which is under the control
of Moscow-backed separatists in eastern Ukraine,
accompanied by U.N. and Red Cross representatives. The
U.N. has not confirmed that people were able to leave
Mariupol on Saturday.
The Mariupol City Council said an evacuation might
happen Sunday afternoon. It was not clear whether
the effort was related to the U.N. one.
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May 2, 2022
EU energy ministers meet to discuss Russian gas, sanctions
BRUSSELS (AP) — European Union energy ministers will meet
Monday to discuss Russia’s decision to cut gas supplies to Bulgaria
and Poland, and debate planned new sanctions over Moscow’s war on
Ukraine.
The 27 nation-bloc has imposed five rounds of sanctions on
Russian officials, oligarchs, banks, companies and other
organizations since Russian troops invaded Ukraine in February.
The European Commission is working on a sixth round of measures
which could include oil restrictions, but Russia-dependent countries like
Hungary and Slovakia are wary of taking tough action.
Germany believes it could cope if supplies of Russian oil were cut off
due to an embargo or action by Moscow. Economy Minister Robert
Habeck said that Russian oil now accounts for 12% of total
imports, down from 35% before the war, and most of it goes to the
Schwedt refinery near Berlin.
Habeck acknowledged that losing those supplies could result in a
“bumpy” situation for the capital and surrounding region, with price
hikes and shortages, but that wouldn’t result in Germany “slipping into
an oil crisis.”
Still, Habeck added, “other countries aren’t so far yet and I think that
needs to be respected.”
The commission, the EU’s executive branch, could announce it
new sanction proposals later this week. The measures would
have to be approved by the member countries - a process that
can take several days.
The energy ministers will also look at what steps to take should Russia
ramp up its pressure by cutting gas supplies to other countries.

The EU imports around 40% of the gas it consumes from
Russia, but some member countries are more heavily
dependent on Russian supplies than others.
In a move last week branded in Europe as “blackmail,” Russian
energy giant Gazprom cut supplies to Bulgaria and Poland. It came
after Russian President Vladimir Putin said that “unfriendly”
countries must start paying for gas in rubles, Russia’s currency.
Bulgaria and Poland have refused to do so, like most EU countries.
More Gazprom bills are due on May 20, and the bloc is wary that
Russia might turn off more taps then. Russia rejects the claims of
blackmail and says that Bulgaria and Poland missed their payment
deadlines.
The commission has warned that companies which comply with the
terms of Putin’s decree insisting that companies convert euros to
rubles through two accounts at Gazprombank would contravene the
bloc’s sanctions.
Despite the pressure, Europe does have some leverage in the
dispute since it pays Russia $400 million a day for gas, a huge
dent in Moscow’s coffers should it opt for a complete cutoff.
Off the Dutch North Sea coast, meanwhile, a fuel tanker stood idle
at anchor after port workers in Amsterdam said they would not
unload its cargo of Russian diesel. The Marshall Islands-flagged
Sunny Liger was initially scheduled to unload in Sweden, but
dockers there refused to carry out the work.
Dutch port employees who are members of the FNV dockers’ union
say they also refused to unload the tanker out of solidarity with their
Swedish colleagues. Union spokeswoman Asmae Hajjari told NOS
Radio 1 over the weekend that “the ship is not welcome.”
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May 3, 2022
Russia unleashes rockets after Mariupol ceasefire, EU eyes oil sanctions
Russia launched an attack on the encircled Azovstal steel works in
Mariupol, Ukraine's last redoubt in the port city, after a ceasefire broke
down on Tuesday with some 200 civilians trapped underground
despite a U.N.-brokered evacuation.
In a Telegram video, Captain Sviatoslav Palamar of Ukraine's Azov
Regiment said that Russia pounded the steel works with naval and
barrel artillery through the night and dropped heavy bombs from
planes.
Reuters could not independently verify his account. However, Reuters
images on Monday showed volleys of rockets fired from a Russian truckmounted launcher towards Azovstal, a sprawling Soviet-era steel works.
"As of this moment, a powerful assault on the territory of the Azovstal
plant is under way with the support of armoured vehicles, tanks, attempts
to land on boats and a large number of infantry," Palamar said. He added
that two civilians were killed and 10 injured, without providing evidence.
...
On Tuesday, the European Commission was expected to finalise a
ban on buying Russian oil in an effort to squeeze Moscow's war
chest. The U.S. Congress is considering a $33 billion military aid
package, and the United Kingdom this week vowed an additional $375
million in defence assistance.
...
Russia's defence ministry said Ukrainian forces had used the ceasefire
at Azovstal to establish new firing positions, and that Russia-backed
forces were now "beginning to destroy" those positions.
...
Pope Francis said in an interview published on Tuesday that he had
asked for a meeting in Moscow with Putin to try to stop the war but
had not received a response. Putin told French President
Emmanuel Macron on Tuesday that he was still open to dialogue
with Kiev.

German Chancellor Olaf Scholz said Putin's policies were
imperialistic, and that he would support Finland and Sweden if
they decided to join NATO, as each is now considering.
"No one can assume that the Russian president and government will
not on other occasions break international law with violence," Scholz
said.
Russian bombardments since troops invaded Ukraine have flattened
cities, killed thousands of civilians and forced more than five million to
flee the country.
Russia calls its actions a "special operation" to disarm Ukraine and
protect it from fascists. Ukraine and the West say the fascist allegation
is baseless and that the war is an unprovoked act of aggression.
The fighting at Azovstal followed a ceasefire around the complex that
allowed several groups of civilians to escape Mariupol's last holdout of
Ukrainian fighters in recent days.
Mariupol Mayor Vadym Boychenko said he hoped a first column of
evacuees would reach the Ukrainian-controlled city of Zaporizhzhia on
Tuesday, adding that more civilians were trapped in bunkers and
tunnels under the complex and some 100,000 remained in the rest of
the city.
"We will do everything possible to repel this assault...We call for
immediate action to evacuate civilians from the plant's grounds and
transport them safely to Zaporizhzhia and Ukrainian-controlled
territory," Palamar said.
Under almost constant bombardment for months, Mariupol is a major
target for Russia as it seeks to cut Ukraine off from the sea and
connect Russian-controlled territory in the south and east.
...
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May 4, 2022
Russia pounds Ukraine, targeting supply of Western arms
... The Russian military said Wednesday it used sea- and airlaunched precision guided missiles to destroy electric power
facilities at five railway stations across Ukraine, while artillery
and aircraft also struck troop strongholds and fuel and ammunition
depots.
The defense minister said a steel mill in Mariupol — the last pocket
of Ukrainian resistance in that city — was sealed off, a day after
Russian troops began storming it.
Ukrainian authorities, meanwhile, said attacks in the eastern
Donbas region left 21 civilians dead.
The flurry of attacks over the past day comes as Russia prepares to
celebrate Victory Day on May 9, marking the Soviet Union’s defeat
over Nazi Germany. This year the world is watching for signs of
whether Russian President Vladimir Putin will use the occasion to
declare a limited victory — or expand what he calls a “special
military operation” to a wider war.
While the Russian attacks were across a wide swath of the
country, some were concentrated in and around Lviv, the
western city close to the Polish border that been gateway for
NATO-supplied weapons.
Explosions were heard late Tuesday in the city, which has seen only
sporadic attacks during the war and has become a haven for
civilians fleeing the fighting elsewhere. The mayor said the strikes
damaged three power substations, knocking out electricity in parts
of the city and disrupting the water supply. Two people were
wounded.

The strikes on the train stations were meant to disrupt the
delivery of Western weapons, Russian Defense Ministry
spokesman Maj. Gen. Igor Konashenkov said, while the minister
warned any such deliveries are legitimate targets.
Sergei Shoigu told top military brass Wednesday that the West
was “stuffing Ukraine with weapons.”
Western weaponry pouring into Ukraine helped to blunt Russia’s
initial offensive and seems certain to play a central role in the
potentially decisive battle for Ukraine’s Donbas, where Russianbacked separatists have been battling Ukrainian forces since
2014. Moscow shifted its focus to the industrial region after failing
to take Kyiv in the early weeks of the war.
The governor of the eastern Donetsk region, which lies in
the Donbas, said Russian attacks left 21 dead on Tuesday,
the highest number of known fatalities since April 8, when a
missile attack on the railway station in Kramatorsk killed at
least 59 people.
Russia has deployed a significant number of troops in the region
and appears to be trying to advance in the northern Donbas, as
they try to cut Ukrainian forces off, according to an assessment
from the British Defense Ministry. However, Moscow’s push has
been slow as Ukrainian fighters dig in and use long-range
weapons to target the Russians.
The U.S. believes Ukrainians in recent days pushed Russian
forces about 40 kilometers (25 miles) east of Kharkiv, a
northeastern city that lies outside the Donbas but is key to
the offensive there. ...
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May 5, 2022
Europeans weigh costs of cutting Russian energy over Ukraine
Across Europe, rising energy prices are testing the resolve of
ordinary consumers and business owners who are caught
between the continent’s dependence on cheap Russian energy and
its revulsion over President Vladimir Putin’s invasion of Ukraine.
Governments are trying to replace energy supplies from Russia,
mindful that their regular payments are funding a war that has seen
thousands of civilian deaths and widespread destruction. They also
face a nerve-wracking showdown with Moscow over its demands for
payments in rubles, and the possibility that Russia will block supplies,
as it did to Bulgaria and Poland last week.
European Union countries import 40% of gas and 25% of oil
from Russia, and the current EU timetable doesn’t foresee
energy independence from Moscow for another five years. As
atrocities unfold, the EU is looking to sharpen sanctions.

Some of their stories:
... [IN] ITALY ...“I think they have to buy it from Russia, for now,”
she said. “But for me, Italy has adopted the wrong strategy,
because we have become enemies. I think that if Mr. Putin pushes
the button, we will be the first targets” in any nuclear attack.
... [IN] BUDAPEST ... While Kobela-Piko believes harsher
sanctions against Moscow is the right strategy, he said Hungary’s
geopolitical situation makes breaking its dependence on Russian
energy nearly impossible. Hungary, a former member of the Soviet
bloc, gets 85% of its gas and more than 60% of its oil from
Russia.
Putting pressure on a country that Hungary depends on for its
energy resources “is a very unpleasant situation,” he said.

The EU’s executive commission on Wednesday proposed phasing
out imports of crude oil within six months and refined products by the
end of 2022. It must be approved by all 27 member countries, which
will be a battle because some are more dependent on Russian oil
than others. Still, oil is easier to replace than natural gas, which is
used to generate electricity and power industries.

... [IN] GERMANY ... If a gas boycott leads to government-imposed
rationing, Heinz said, then Germany must ensure that
glassmakers get at least 70% of their current energy to keep
tanks hot and avoid widespread equipment losses. In case of a
dire shortage, EU law requires governments to shut off gas to
businesses to spare homes and hospitals.

In a poll of 1,230 random voters published last month by
German public broadcaster ZDF, 28% said the country should
halt natural gas and oil imports immediately, even if it means
supply problems, while 54% said it should only happen if the
supply is largely secured, and 14% opposed a ban.

... [IN] BULGARIA ... Bulgaria, a nation of 6.5 million people, once
was among Moscow’s closest allies during the Soviet era. Now a
NATO and EU member, it is still heavily dependent on Russian
energy. Its only oil refinery is owned by Russia’s Lukoil,
supplying nearly two-thirds of the country’s energy needs.

It shows how the economic blow is increasingly falling to consumers
and businesses, who already saw natural gas prices start to soar last
summer. ...

The only nuclear power plant, generating over a third of
Bulgaria’s electricity, runs on uranium from Russia.
...
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May 6, 2022
New effort races to rescue civilians from Mariupol plant
... Some 2,000 Ukrainian fighters, by Russia’s most recent
estimate, are holed up in a vast maze of tunnels and bunkers
beneath Azovstal steelworks — and they have repeatedly
refused to surrender. Ukraine said a few hundred civilians
were also trapped there — and as the battle has ramped up in
recent days, fears for their safety have only grown.
U.N. officials announced Thursday that they were launching
a third effort to evacuate citizens from the plant and the city.
But on Friday, the U.N. did not divulge any new details of the
operation; they have been similarly quiet about previous ones
while they were ongoing.
...
Fighters defending the plant said on Telegram that Russian
troops fired on an evacuation vehicle that was moving
through the territory of the plant.
...
Ahead of Victory Day — which marks the Soviet Union’s
triumph over Nazi Germany — municipal workers and
volunteers cleaned up what remains of Mariupol, a city that
is now under Russia’s control apart from the steel plant.
Bulldozers scooped up debris and and people swept streets
— with a backdrop of buildings hollowed out by shelling.
Workers repaired a model of warship, and Russian flags
were hoisted on utility poles.
The fall of Mariupol would deprive Ukraine of a vital port,
allow Russia to establish a land corridor to the Crimean
Peninsula, which it seized from Ukraine in 2014, and free up
troops to fight elsewhere in the Donbas, the eastern
industrial region that the Kremlin says is now its chief
objective. Its capture also holds symbolic value since the

city has been the scene of some of the worst suffering of
the war and a surprisingly fierce resistance.
...
The fighting at the plant “has come at personnel, equipment
and munitions cost to Russia,” it said. “Whilst Ukrainian
resistance continues in Avozstal, Russian losses will continue
to build and frustrate their operational plans in southern
Donbas.”
...
The Russians have pulverized much of Mariupol, which
had a prewar population of over 400,000, and a two-month
siege that has trapped perhaps 100,000 civilians with little
food, water, electricity or heat. Civilians sheltering inside
the plant have perhaps suffered even more — hunkering
underground without seeing daylight in months.
The Russians managed to get inside the plant Wednesday
with the help of an electrician who knew the layout, said Anton
Gerashchenko, an adviser to Ukraine’s Internal Affairs
Ministry.
“He showed them the underground tunnels which are leading
to the factory,” Gerashchenko said in a video.
The Kremlin has denied its troops were storming the plant,
and Russia has also accused the fighters of preventing the
civilians from leaving.
More than 100 civilians were rescued from the steelworks over
the weekend. But many previous attempts to open safe
corridors from Mariupol have fallen through, with Ukraine
blaming shelling and firing by the Russians.
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May 7, 2022
UK to provide 1.3 billion pounds of further military support to Ukraine
LONDON, May 7 (Reuters) - Britain said it would provide a
further 1.3 billion pounds ($1.60 billion) in military support
and aid to Ukraine, making the pledge ahead of a planned
video call on Sunday by Group of Seven leaders with
Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskiy.
Prime Minister Johnson has been one of the strongest
supporters of Ukraine's efforts to resist Russian forces since
Russian President Vladimir Putin launched the invasion on
Feb. 24. Johnson's government has sent anti-tank missiles,
air defence systems and other weapons to Ukraine.
The new pledge almost doubles Britain's previous
spending commitments on Ukraine and the government
said this is the highest rate of spending on a conflict
since the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, although it did not
give details of this calculation.

Britain said the extra spending on Ukraine will come from
a reserve used by the government for emergencies.
The government also said Johnson will host a meeting of
leading defence companies later this month to discuss
increasing production in response to increased demand
created by the war in Ukraine.
While Britain has provided significant military aid, it has so
far accepted relatively few of the more than 5 million
Ukrainians who have fled their country. The British
government said on Saturday that so far it had issued
more than 86,000 visas to Ukrainians, of whom about
27,000 had reached Britain.

"Putin's brutal attack is not only causing untold
devastation in Ukraine – it is also threatening peace and
security across Europe," Johnson said in a statement.
Last week he became the first Western leader to address
Ukraine's parliament since the start of the invasion.
The leaders of the G7 countries - Britain, Canada,
France, Germany, Italy, Japan and the United States will hold their virtual meeting with Zelenskiy on Sunday,
the day before Russia marks its Victory Day holiday,
which marks the end of World War Two in Europe.

Ukraine's President Volodymyr Zelenskiy and British Prime Minister Boris Johnson attend
a news briefing, as Russia's attack on Ukraine continues, in Kyiv, Ukraine April 9, 2022.
IMAGE HAS BEEN SUPPLIED BY A THIRD PARTY
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May 7, 2022
The Ukrainian military said it sank another Russian ship near Snake Island
The Ukraine military on Saturday said it sank another Russian
warship in the Black Sea near Snake Island after it was struck
by a drone attack.
"Ukrainian Bayraktar TB2 destroyed another Russian ship,"
the Ukrainian Defense Ministry said on Twitter, referring to the
Turkish drone Ukraine has relied on to strike Russian ships
and equipment.
The tweet included a video that apparently showed the
moment the ship was struck.
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May 8, 2022
Sixty feared dead in Ukraine school bombed by Russia, governor says
ZAPORIZHZHIA, Ukraine, May 8 (Reuters) - As many as 60 people were feared
to have been killed in the Russian bombing of a village school in the eastern
Ukrainian region of Luhansk, the regional governor said on Sunday.
Governor Serhiy Gaidai said Russian forces dropped a bomb on Saturday
afternoon on the school in Bilohorivka where about 90 people were sheltering,
causing a fire that engulfed the building for four hours.

"Thirty people were evacuated
from the rubble, seven of whom
were injured. Sixty people were
likely to have died under the rubble
of buildings," Gaidai wrote on the
Telegram messaging app, adding that
two dead bodies had been found.
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May 9, 2022
Ukrainians report fierce fighting as Russia marks Soviet WW2 victory
KYIV/ZAPORIZHZHIA, Ukraine, May 9 (Reuters) - Russian forces
stormed the Azovstal steel plant in Ukraine's strategic port of
Mariupol on Monday and stepped up missile strikes elsewhere,
Ukrainian officials said, as President Vladimir Putin oversaw a parade of
military firepower in Moscow.
Putin marked the anniversary of the Soviet Union's victory over
Nazi Germany in World War Two by telling his armed forces they
were fighting for their country. But he did not say how much longer
their assault on Ukraine, now in its 11th week, would last or how it would
end.
...
Putin has already declared victory in Mariupol but control of the steel
plant would be a symbolic achievement on the 75th day of a war that has
cost many Russian lives and isolated its economy, but failed to capture
any major city.
Putin had told his defence minister not to storm Azovstal to avoid loss of
Russian lives but Ukraine's defence ministry said on Monday
Russian forces backed by tanks and artillery were conducting
"storming operations".
Moscow has denied previous Ukrainian allegations of storming the
complex, where civilians have also been sheltering. On Saturday Kyiv
and Moscow said all the civilians had now been evacuated from the
facility, but there are still people hoping to flee the wider city of Mariupol.
...
Just before the troops and tanks paraded in Moscow's Red Square,
Russian satellite television menus were altered to show viewers in
the Russian capital messages condemning the war in Ukraine.
"The TV and the authorities are lying. No to war," screenshots
obtained by Reuters showed before they disappeared.
...
Ukraine's Deputy Defence Minister Hanna Malyar said Russian forces

were now trying to advance in eastern Ukraine, where the situation
was "difficult", but had moved back from the city of Kharkiv, where a
local official reported heavy Russian shelling.
...
Putin said Russia's "special military operation" in Ukraine was a purely
defensive and unavoidable measure against plans for a NATO-backed
invasion of lands he said were historically Russia's, including Crimea.
...
Putin casts the war as a battle against dangerous "Nazi"-inspired
nationalists in Ukraine - an allegation Kyiv and its allies say is
nonsense - and links it to the challenge the Soviet Union faced when
Adolf Hitler invaded in 1941.
"All plans are being fulfilled. A result will be achieved - on that account
there is no doubt," Putin was quoted as saying after Monday's parade.
Britain's Defence Minister Ben Wallace said Putin and his inner
circle of generals were mirroring the fascism and tyranny of Nazi
Germany and were hijacking the proud history of their forebears.
Moscow has come under increasingly punishing sanctions since
its invasion on Feb. 24, with trade heavily impacted and assets
seized. A German official said agreement by European Union
member states on new measures - expected to include an
embargo on Russian oil - was close.
The EU's foreign policy chief told the Financial Times the bloc
should also consider using frozen Russian foreign exchange
reserves to help pay for the cost of rebuilding Ukraine after the
war.
Charles Michel, president of the European Council visited Odesa in
the latest show of Western support, while Council of Europe Secretary
General Marija Pejcinovic was in Kyiv to discuss what Ukraine said
was how to hold Russia accountable for its crimes. ...
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May 10, 2022
Russia pounds vital port of Odesa, targeting supply lines
... The Ukrainian military said Russian forces fired seven missiles
Monday at Ukraine’s largest port, Odesa, hitting a shopping
center and a warehouse. One person was killed and five
wounded, the military said.
Images overnight showed a burning building and debris — including a
tennis shoe — in a heap of destruction in the city on the Black Sea.
Mayor Gennady Trukhanov later visited the warehouse and said it
“had nothing in common with military infrastructure or military
objects.”
Ukraine alleged at least some of the munitions used dated to the
Soviet era, making them unreliable in targeting. But the Center for
Defense Strategies, a Ukrainian think tank tracking the war, said
Moscow used some precision weapons against Odesa: Kinzhal,
or “Dagger,” hypersonic air-to-surface missiles.
Ukrainian, British and U.S. officials say Russia is rapidly using
up its stock of precision weapons, raising the risk of more
imprecise rockets being used as the conflict grinds on.
Ever since President Vladimir Putin’s forces failed to take Kyiv early
in the war, his focus shifted to the eastern industrial heartland of the
Donbas — but one general has suggested Moscow’s aims also
include cutting cutting Ukraine’s maritime access to both the
Black and Azov seas.
That would also give it a swath of territory that would link Russia
to both the Crimean Peninsula, which it seized in 2014, and
Transnistria, a pro-Moscow region of Moldova.
Even if it falls short of severing Ukraine from the coast — and it
appears to lack the forces to do so — continuing missile strikes on
Odesa reflect the city’s strategic importance. The Russian military

has repeatedly targeted its airport and claimed it destroyed several
batches of Western weapons.
Odesa is also a major gateway for grain shipments, and its
blockade by Russia already threatens global food supplies.
Beyond that, the city is a cultural jewel, dear to Ukrainians and
Russians alike, and targeting it carries symbolic significance as
well.
...
Ukraine’s foreign minister, meanwhile, appeared to voice increasing
confidence — and expanded goals — amid Russia’s stalled
offensive.
“In the first months of the war, the victory for us looked like withdrawal
of Russian forces to the positions they occupied before Feb. 24 and
payment for inflicted damage,” Dmytro Kuleba said in an interview
with the Financial Times. “Now if we are strong enough on the military
front and we win the battle for Donbas, which will be crucial for the
following dynamics of the war, of course the victory for us in this war
will be the liberation of the rest of our territories.”
That appears to indicate that Ukraine wants to try to retake Crimea as
well as regions of the Donbas taken by Russia and the separatists it
backs.
But the comments seemed to reflect political ambitions more than
battlefield realities: Many analysts acknowledge that while Russia
isn’t capable of making quick gains, the Ukrainian military isn’t strong
enough to drive the Russians back.
Also Tuesday, the Ukrainian military warned that Russia could
target the country’s chemical industries. It did not elaborate but
Russian shelling has previously targeted oil depots and other
industrial sites. ...
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May 11, 2022
6,111,172 refugees have fled Ukraine since 24 February 2022

Total Refugee influx from Ukraine in neighboring countries*

*The accumulated data in this table is higher than the total number of refugees
fleeing Ukraine presented above since it also takes into account people crossing
the border between Romania and Moldova.
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May 11, 2022
Ukrainians make gains in east, stop Russian gas at one hub
... pipeline operator said Russian
shipments through its Novopskov
hub, in an area controlled by
Moscow-backed separatists, would
be cut beginning Wednesday. It
said the hub handles about a third
of Russian gas passing through
Ukraine to Western Europe.
Russia’s state-owned natural gas
giant Gazprom put the figure at
about a quarter.

impossible” and questioned the reason given for the stoppage.
Zelenskyy said Tuesday that the military was gradually pushing Russian troops away from Kharkiv, while
Foreign Minister Dmytro Kuleba voiced what appeared to be increasing confidence — and expanded goals,
suggesting Ukraine could go beyond just forcing Russia back to areas it held before the invasion began 11
weeks ago.
...

The move marks the first time natural
gas supply has been affected by the
war that began in February. It may
force Russia to shift flows of its
gas through territory controlled by
Ukraine to reach its clients in
Europe. Russia’s state energy giant
Gazprom initially said it couldn’t,
though preliminary flow data
suggested higher rates moving
through a second station in
Ukrainian-controlled territory.
The operator said it was stopping the
flow because of interference from
“occupying forces,” including the
apparent siphoning of gas. Russia
could reroute shipments through
Sudzha, a main hub in a northern
part of the country controlled by
Ukraine, it said. But Gazprom
spokesperson Sergei Kupriyanov
said that would be “technologically
Base map source: https://www.eastwatch.eu/2018/europes-sleepwalk-into-eastern-gas-troubles/
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May 12, 2022
Russia hits east Ukraine, Finland moves toward joining NATO
KYIV, Ukraine (AP) — Russian forces pounded areas in Ukraine’s east
on Thursday, including the last pocket of resistance in besieged
Mariupol, as a war that is redrawing Europe’s security map pushed
Russia’s neighbor Finland closer to joining NATO.
Even as the globe-shaking repercussions of the invasion spread, the
conflict on the ground slogged on, with Ukraine’s military recapturing
some towns and villages in the country’s northeast but acknowledging
that Russian forces have seen “partial success” farther south in the
eastern industrial heartland of the Donbas.
Finland’s president and prime minister said Thursday that the
Nordic country should apply “without delay” for membership in
the Western alliance, founded in part to counter the Soviet Union.
The announcement means Finland is all but certain to apply to —
and be accepted in — the military alliance whose members are
committed to mutual defense, though the process could take
months to complete. Neighboring Sweden could do the same
within days.
Russia’s Foreign Ministry warned the country would take
retaliatory “military-technical” steps and said the move would
“inflict a serious damage to the Russian-Finnish relations as well
as stability and security in Northern Europe.”
NATO’s support of Ukraine — particularly by supplying weapons — has
been critical to Kyiv’s surprising success in stymieing Russia’s invasion,
which began on Feb. 24. Many observers thought Moscow’s larger and
better-armed military would be hard to stop, but the Ukrainians have
bogged Russian troops down and thwarted their goal of overrunning the
capital.
NATO members say they’re helping Ukraine defend itself but are eager
to stress they are not directly involved in the war. But a top Russian
official said the West’s supply of weapons and training posed a
growing threat the fighting could spill into “an open and direct

conflict between NATO and Russia.”
Dmitry Medvedev, the deputy head of Russia’s Security Council
chaired by President Vladimir Putin, said that “there is always a risk
of such conflict turning into a full-scale nuclear war, a scenario
that will be catastrophic for all.”
Already the war has unleashed staggering destruction, killed thousands
and forced millions from their homes, while shattering Europe’s sense of
post-Cold War stability.
In the wake of their failure to take Kyiv, Russian forces pulled back and
regrouped — and switched their focus to Ukraine’s eastern Donbas, a
region where Moscow-backed separatists have fought Ukrainian troops
for eight years. While Russia’s advance there has been slow, the
general staff of Ukraine’s armed forces noted Thursday that Moscow
has achieved a “partial success.”
Western officials say Russia has gained ground and taken some
villages but has not managed to seize any cities.
...
Russian advances in the east follow weeks of their stubborn efforts to
push through Ukrainian defenses in the Donbas. It’s unclear how
significant the Russian gains have been.
...
Putin reaffirmed Russia’s determination to ensure territory in the
Donbas held by Moscow-backed separatists never returns to Ukraine in
a congratulatory message Thursday to the head of the self-proclaimed
Luhansk People’s Republic.
...
Speaking to officials during a meeting on the economy, Putin said that
Western nations have been “driven by oversized political ambitions and
Russophobia” to introduce the restrictions that “hurt their own
economies and well-being of their citizens” as well as people in the
world’s poorest countries.
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May 13, 2022
Ukrainian forces thwart Russians at river as fight shifts to Donbas
DERGACHI, Ukraine, May 13 (Reuters) - Ukrainian forces
destroyed parts of a Russian armoured column as it
tried to cross a river in the Donbas region, video from
Ukraine's military showed on Friday, as Moscow appeared
to be refocusing its assault in the east after a new pushback
by Kyiv.
Ukraine has driven Russian troops away from the secondlargest city of Kharkiv in the fastest advance since Kremlin
forces pulled away from Kyiv and the northeast over a
month ago, although Moscow is still bombarding villages
north of Kharkiv.
The city, which had been under fierce bombardment, has
been quiet for at least two weeks and Reuters journalists
have confirmed Ukraine now controls territory stretching
to the Siverskyi Donets River, around 40 km (25 miles)
to the east.
Some 10 km (six miles) north of the city, firefighters doused
smouldering wreckage in Dergachi after what local officials
said was an overnight Russian missile attack on the House
of Culture, used to distribute aid. Volunteers inside were
trying to salvage packages of baby diapers and formula.
"I can’t call it anything but a terrorist act," the mayor,
Vyacheslav Zadorenko, told Reuters. "They wanted to hit
the base where we store provisions and create a
humanitarian catastrophe."

Another missile had slammed into the building on Thursday
and Russian shelling had wounded a staff member at a
clinic and killed a young couple in their home, he said.
Russia, which denies targeting civilians, said its forces had
shot down a Ukrainian Su-27 aircraft in the Kharkiv region
and disabled the Kremenchuk oil refinery in central Ukraine.
It was not immediately possible to verify the reports.
Southeast of Kharkiv, Britain said Ukraine had stopped
Russian forces crossing the Siverskyi Donets river west of
Severodonetsk. Footage released by Ukrainian Airborne
Forces Command appeared to show several burnt out
military vehicles near segments of a partially submerged
bridge and many other damaged or abandoned vehicles,
including tanks, nearby.
Reuters could not immediately verify the report, or when or
where the clash took place.
The British defence ministry said Russia was investing
significant military effort near Severodonetsk and Izium, and
trying to break through towards Sloviansk and Kramatorsk
to complete their takeover of Ukraine's industrial Donbas
region.
Russian-backed separatists said they had taken the Zarya
chemical plant in Rubizne near Severodonetsk. ...
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May 14, 2022
Russians withdraw from around Kharkiv, batter east
... Ukraine’s general staff said the Russians were pulling back
from the northeastern city of Kharkiv and focusing on
guarding supply routes, while launching mortar, artillery and
airstrikes in the eastern Donetsk province in order to “deplete
Ukrainian forces and destroy fortifications.”
...
President Volodymyr Zelenskyy said Ukrainians were doing their
“maximum” to drive out the invaders and that the outcome of the
war would depend on support from Europe and other allies.
...
After Russian forces failed to capture Kyiv following the Feb. 24
invasion, President Vladimir Putin shifted his focus eastward to
the Donbas, an industrial region where Ukrainian troops have
battled Moscow-backed separatists since 2014.
...
Zelenskyy said Ukraine’s forces had also made progress in the
east, retaking six Ukrainian towns or villages in the past day.
Kharkiv, which is not far from the Russian border and only 80
kilometers (50 miles) southwest of the Russian city of Belgorod,
has undergone weeks of intense shelling. The largely Russianspeaking city with a prewar population of 1.4 million was a key
Russian military objective earlier in the the war, when Moscow
hoped to capture and hold major Ukrainian cities.
Ukraise “appears to have won the Battle of Kharkiv.” the Institute
for the Study of War, a Washington-based think tank, said.
“Ukrainian forces prevented Russian troops from encircling,
let alone seizing Kharkiv, and then expelled them from around
the city, as they did to Russian forces attempting to seize Kyiv.”
Regional governor Oleh Sinegubov said in a post on the Telegram
messaging app that there had been no shelling attacks on Kharkiv

in the past day.
He said Ukraine had launched a counteroffensive near Izyum,
a city 125 kilometers (78 miles) south of Kharkiv that has
been under effective Russian control since at least the
beginning of April.
Fighting was fierce on the Siversky Donets River near the city of
Severodonetsk, where Ukraine has launched counterattacks but
failed to halt Russia’s advance, said Oleh Zhdanov, an
independent Ukrainian military analyst.
“The fate of a large portion of the Ukrainian army is being decided
— there are about 40,000 Ukrainian soldiers,” he said.
However, Russian forces suffered heavy losses in a Ukrainian
attack that destroyed a pontoon bridge they were using to try
to cross the same river — the largest in eastern Ukraine — in
the town of Bilohorivka, Ukrainian and British officials said,
in another sign of Moscow’s struggle to salvage a war gone
awry.
...
The Group of Seven leading economies echoed that warning,
saying Saturday that “Russia’s war of aggression has
generated one of the most severe food and energy crises in
recent history, which now threatens those most vulnerable
across the globe.”
...
U.S. Secretary of State Antony Blinken is scheduled to meet his
NATO counterparts, including the Turkish foreign minister, this
weekend in Germany.
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May 15, 2022
A political and economic backgrounder to Ukraine’s path from 1938-2015
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May 16, 2022
In Ukraine and internationally, scenario darkens for Russia
... As fighting raged, international efforts to respond to Russia’s
aggression continued to pick up pace. The Swedish government
is expected to announce its intention to seek NATO
membership later Monday — as its neighbor Finland has
done. Those are seismic developments for the Nordic countries
that have traditionally positioned themselves as militarily
“nonaligned.”
An enlargement of NATO to include Sweden and Finland would be
a serious blow to Russian President Vladimir Putin, who has
called the alliance’s post-Cold War expansion in Eastern Europe a
threat and cited it as a reason for attacking Ukraine. NATO says it
is a purely defensive alliance.
...
Weapons from NATO countries to Ukraine and western sanctions
against Russia have helped the outgunned and outnumbered
Ukrainian forces bog down the Russian advance — and even turn
it back in places.
Stoltenberg, the NATO chief, said Sunday the war “is not going as
Moscow had planned.”
“Ukraine can win this war,” he said, adding that NATO must
continue to offer military support to Kyiv.
...
A Ukrainian patrol in the Kharkiv region, where Russian troops
have been pushed back by a counteroffensive, reached the
Russian border and made a victorious video there addressed to
President Volodymyr Zelenskyy. The video posted Sunday on
Facebook by Ukraine’s Ministry of Defense shows a dozen
fighters around a post covered with blue and yellow, Ukraine’s
colors. It was not clear exactly where the video was shot.
...

Along another section of the frontier with Russia, Ukrainian border
guards said they defeated a Russian attempt Monday morning to
send troops into the northern Sumy region. The border guard
service said Russian forces deployed mortars, grenade launchers
and machine guns in an attempt to cover a “sabotage and
reconnaissance group” crossing the border from Russia.
The border guard service said its officers returned fire and forced
the Russian group to retreat back into Russia. The area is largely
rural and hasn’t seen intense fighting in more than a month. There
was no immediate word from Russia.
In the Donbas, the Ukrainian military said that Russian forces
targeted civilian and military sites in multiple towns.
Russia troops continued air and artillery strikes around the
Azovstal steel plant in Mariupol, the last holdout of several
hundred Ukrainian forces in the strategically important city, the
Ukrainian General Staff said.
...
Despite the fighting in the wider Kharkiv region and the threat
of Russian missile attacks, many people were returning home
to Kharkiv and other cities around Ukraine, Anna Malyar,
deputy head of the Ministry of Defense, said.
Refugees were returning not just because of optimism that the war
might ebb.
“Living somewhere just like that, not working, paying for housing,
eating ... they are forced to return for financial reasons,” Malyar
said in remarks carried by the RBK-Ukraine news agency.
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May 17, 2022
Ukrainian soldiers abandon Mariupol Steel Plant
... more than 260 Ukrainian fighters, including 53 seriously
wounded soldiers, were evacuated from Azovstal Iron and Steel
Works, Ukrainian officials said. They had been holed up there for
weeks, the city’s last line of defense against Russian bombardment.

point of view, for Ukrainian forces to counterattack in other areas,
regroup, and receive also additional weapons from the West,” said
Natia Seskuria, a Russia expert and associate fellow at the Royal
United Services Institute.

Now, Ukrainian fighters are reportedly being transported to Russiancontrolled territory, where, according to Ukraine’s deputy defense
minister, they will ultimately be traded in a prisoner exchange for
Russian soldiers. Russia has said that it will treat the troops “consistent
with the respective international laws,” though some Russian officials
called for the Ukrainian fighters to face trial as war criminals. Dozens of
fighters still remain at the plant, and exactly what will happen to them is
still uncertain, though reports suggest that they, too, will be evacuated
and transported out of Mariupol.

The defiance of Ukrainian fighters at the steel plant — and earlier, that
of the civilians, who were evacuated earlier this month from the plant —
also denied Putin the symbolic victory he sought, especially in advance
of Russia’s Victory Day holiday earlier in May. The determination of
those trapped in the steel plant, under relentless Russian assault, wove
into the larger story Kyiv and its allies are telling about about the
fierceness of the Ukrainian resistance.

“The 82nd day of our defense is coming to an end,” Ukrainian
President Volodymyr Zelenskyy said in a video address Monday
evening. “A difficult day. But this day, like all the others, is aimed
precisely at saving our country and our people.”
“I want to emphasize: Ukraine needs Ukrainian heroes alive,” he
added. “This is our principle. I think that every adequate person will
understand these words.”
Mariupol, on the Sea of Azov, was a city of more than 400,000 before
Russia’s invasion. Seizing it was central to Russian President Vladimir
Putin’s propaganda that he is trying to “liberate” Russian speakers from
Ukrainian control. The city has been under Russian siege for the length
of the entire war. To finally take it, Russia had to effectively destroy it,
and empty it of its people — killing thousands of civilians, and turning
many of the rest to refugees.
But the resistance of Ukraine’s fighters in Mariupol helped bog down
Russian forces and resources, preventing them from achieving their
war aims elsewhere. “They bought very precious time, from a tactical

“Russia can take what’s left of the city. But, wow, has it lost the
narrative,” said Olga Oliker, the International Crisis Group’s program
director for Europe and Central Asia.
“On the Ukrainian side, you have these tales of heroism and selfsacrifice,” Oliker added. “And on the Russian side, all you’ve got is ‘we
kept pummeling and pummeling and pummeling and pummeling.’”
Putin had declared Mariupol “liberated” last month, and as experts said
then, besides the holdouts in the steel plant, the city was largely
already under Russian control. But the surrender of these forces still
delivers a victory to Russia, especially as the Kremlin seeks to
consolidate territory in the east and the south of Ukraine.
Right now, the war is grinding on, with Russia making incremental
gains, and Ukraine launching counteroffensives to retake some of
those gains, as Ukrainian soldiers are currently doing in Kharkiv.
Mariupol is a piece of this larger struggle, even as it stands as an
emblem of the devastation and unfathomable human toll of the Ukraine
war so far. What Putin can now claim is a city brutalized to ruins.
...
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May 18, 2022
Interrogation, uncertainty for soldiers abandoning Mariupol
...The fighters trooping out of the ruins of the sprawling
Azovstal steel mill, carrying their wounded with them and
leaving a dwindling number still inside the plant, face an
uncertain fate. Ukraine says it hopes for a prisoner swap
but Russia has said at least some could be investigated
for war crimes.
Russia called the slow but steady abandonment of the last
redoubt of resistance a surrender, but Ukraine avoided that
word. It’s unclear how many fighters remain inside
plant’s warren of tunnels and bunkers, where 2,000
were believed to be holed up at one point. Also unclear
is the status of the garrison’s commanding officers.
Both sides are trying to shape the narrative and extract
propaganda victories from what has been one of the most
important battles of the war.
“There can be just one interpretation: The troops holed up
at Azovstal are laying down their weapons and
surrendering,” Kremlin spokesman Dmitry Peskov said
Wednesday.
Meanwhile, a Russian soldier facing the first war crimes trial
since the start of the war pleaded guilty Wednesday to
killing a Ukrainian civilian. Russian Sgt. Vadim Shyshimarin,
21, is accused of shooting a Ukrainian man in the head in
the early says of the invasion. He faces up to life in prison.

On Wednesday, Russian Defense Ministry spokesman Maj.
Gen. Igor Konashenkov said that 959 Ukrainian troops have
now abandoned the stronghold since they started coming
out Monday.
Ministry video has shown troops carrying out their wounded
on gurneys and submitting to firm and thorough pat-downs.
The troops were unarmed but were not shown with their
hands raised in the air.
...
After failing to overrun Kyiv in the early days of the war,
Putin switched his focus to eastern Ukraine’s industrial
heartland of the Donbas, but his troops are now bogged
down there. He has faced a further setback with
Sweden and Finland deciding to join NATO.
The countries submitted their applications Wednesday, a
move welcomed by NATO Secretary-General Jens
Stoltenberg. The 30 member countries will now consider the
requests. Finland and Sweden could become members
within months if Turkish President Recep Tayyip
Erdogan’s reservations can be overcome. Other NATO
countries want to move quickly.
Mariupol’s defenders grimly clung to the steel mill for
months and against the odds, preventing Russia from
completing its occupation of the city and its port. Its full
capture would give Russia an unbroken land bridge to the
Crimean Peninsula, which it seized from Ukraine in 2014.
...
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May 19, 2022
Ukraine's PM and G7 finance ministers discuss steps to recover from war
KYIV, May 19 (Reuters) - Ukrainian Prime Minister Denys
Shmyhal said on Thursday he and the finance ministers of
the Group of Seven rich nations had discussed "practical
steps" to help Ukraine recover from the war with Russia.
"Ukraine protects the whole civilized world. Support of
partners will speed up our victory," he wrote on Twitter
without giving details. "Despite russia's efforts to destroy our
economy, together we will win!”
In a separate statement, the government said Shmyhal also
sought more financial aid to cover Ukraine's monthly budget
deficit of around $5 billion.
“We need at least $15 billion over the next three months to
cover these needs. For us, this is as important as the
weapons that you provide to fight Russian aggression,” the
statement quoted Shmyhal as saying.
He also welcomed the proposal of the European
Commission to provide Ukraine with 9 billion euros ($9.51
billion) in macro-financial assistance.
Ukraine also hopes for an early decision by the United
States about a $40 billion aid package, of which up to $9
billion could be allocated to the budget, the statement said.
($1 = 0.9468 euros)
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May 20, 2022
Russian forces step up east Ukraine campaign
... "The Russian army has started very intensive
destruction of the town of Sievierodonetsk, the intensity of
shelling doubled, they are shelling residential quarters,
destroying house by house," Luhansk governor Serhiy
Gaidai said via his Telegram channel.
...
"The Donbas is completely destroyed," President
Zelenskiy said on Thursday night. "It is hell there - and that
is not an exaggeration."
...
Russia's focus on the Donbas follows its failure to capture the
capital Kyiv in the early stages of the invasion launched by
Russian President Vladimir Putin on Feb. 24.
In the weeks of warfare pitting Russia's military might against
dogged Ukrainian resistance, thousands of people have been
killed and whole urban areas shattered in the gravest crisis in
Europe in decades.
Almost a third of Ukraine's people have fled their homes,
including more than 6 million who have left the country, while
others remain trapped in cities pulverised by Russian
bombardments.
Analysts say that while Russian forces have advanced in
Luhansk, they have made less progress in Donetsk. They have
also been pushed back from the city of Kharkiv, north of the
Donbas and close to the Russian border.
British military intelligence said on Friday Russia is likely

to further reinforce its operations in the Donbas once it
finally secures Mariupol - scene of a weeks-long siege and
Moscow's biggest success in a campaign of mixed fortunes.
Putin calls the invasion a "special military operation" to rid the
country of fascists - an assertion Kyiv and its Western allies say
is a baseless pretext for an unprovoked war.
In a sign of Russia's need to boost its war effort, the
parliament in Moscow said it would consider a bill to allow
Russians over 40 and foreigners over 30 to sign up for the
military.
...
The U.S. Senate approved nearly $40 billion in new aid, by far
the largest U.S. aid package to date.
The White House is also working to get advanced anti-ship
missiles to Ukraine to help defeat Russia's naval blockade,
which has largely stopped Ukraine's food exports.
U.S. Secretary of State Antony Blinken accused Russia of
using food as a weapon, holding "hostage" supplies for millions
around the world. The war has caused global prices for
grains, cooking oils, fuel and fertilizer to soar.
The European Union said it is looking into ways of using
the frozen assets of Russian oligarchs to fund the
reconstruction of Ukraine, while the United States has not
ruled out possibly placing sanctions on countries that
purchase Russian oil.
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May 21, 2022
Russia halts gas exports to Finland
... GAS DISPUTE
... Russia raised the stakes in an
energy dispute with Western
countries.
Russia's Gazprom (GAZP.MM) halted
gas exports to neighbouring Finland
on Saturday after it refused to agree
to Russian demands to pay for
Russian gas supplies in roubles
because of Western sanctions
imposed over the invasion of Ukraine.

and individual gas consuming companies in Finland have said they were
prepared for a shutdown of Russian flows and that the country will manage
without.
Most European supply contracts are denominated in euros or dollars and
Moscow cut off gas to Bulgaria and Poland last month after they refused to
comply with the new payment terms.

The move comes days after
Finland and Sweden decided to
apply to join the NATO military
alliance, a decision spurred by the
Ukraine war.
"Gas imports through Imatra entry
point have been stopped," Finnish
gas system operator Gasgrid Finland
said in a statement on Saturday.
Finnish state-owned gas wholesaler
Gasum and Gazprom also confirmed
the flows had stopped.
Gasum, the Finnish government

https://images.app.goo.gl/RSvBRyc2UwKCj6h19
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May 22, 2022
Belarusians join war seeking to free Ukraine and themselves
...Belarusians are among those who have answered a call by Ukrainian
President Volodymyr Zelenskyy for foreign fighters to go to Ukraine and
join the International Legion for the Territorial Defense of Ukraine. And
volunteers have answered that call, given the high stakes in a conflict
which many people see as a civilizational battle pitting dictatorship
against freedom.
For the Belarusians, who consider Ukrainians a brethren nation, the
stakes feel especially high. Russian troops used Belarusian territory
to invade Ukraine early in the war, and Lukashenko has publicly
stood by longtime ally, Russian President Vladimir Putin,
describing him as his “big brother.” Russia, for its part, has
pumped billions of dollars into shoring up Lukashenko’s Sovietstyle, state-controlled economy with cheap energy and loans.
Weakening Putin, the Belarusian volunteers believe, would also
weaken Lukashenko, who has held power since 1994, and create
an opening to topple his oppressive government and bring
democratic change to the nation of nearly 10 million people.
...
“We understand that it’s a long journey to free Belarus and the journey
starts in Ukraine,” said Vadim Prokopiev, a 50-year-old businessman
who used to run restaurants in Minsk. He fled the country after a rumor
spread that he would be arrested for saying publicly that the
government wasn’t doing enough for small businesses.
“When the Ukraine war will be eventually over, our war will just
start. It is impossible to free the country of Belarus without driving
Putin’s fascist troops out of Ukraine,” he said.
...
Prokopiev wants his men to gain critical battle experience, and he
hopes that one day soon a window of opportunity will open for
democratic change in Belarus. But he says it will require fighters like
himself to be prepared, and for members of the security forces in
Belarus to turn against Lukashenko.

Massive street protests against a 2020 election widely seen as
fraudulent were met with a brutal crackdown, leading to Prokopiev’s
belief that no “velvet revolution” can be expected there.
“Power from Lukashenko can only be taken by force,” he said.
...
He said he was going to fight not only to help Ukraine, “but to make
Belarus independent.” He said it was also important for him that people
realize that the Belarusian people are very different from the
Lukashenko government.
It is a dangerous mission, and several of the volunteers from the
Kastus Kalinouski unit have died.
Still, fighting in Ukraine can feel less dangerous than seeking to resist
Lukashenko at home, where many activists are in prison in harsh
conditions.
Organizing the Kastus Kalinouski recruits was Pavel Kukhta, a 24-yearold who already fought in Ukraine’s Donbas region in 2016, suffering
burns and the loss of most of his hearing in one ear. He described his
unit as a regiment, meaning it would have hundreds of members, but
he wouldn’t give its exact number.
Kukhta said that his half-brother, Nikita Krivtsov, was found dead by
hanging in a wooded area outside Minsk in 2020. Police have said
there was no evidence of foul play, but Kukhta says he and the rest of
the family are certain he was killed for joining the anti-Lukashenko
protests.
But he insisted that his support for Ukraine in the war is not about
revenge, only about fighting for democratic change.
“If Putin is defeated, Lukashenko will be defeated,” he said.
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May 23, 2022
Ukraine, Poland agree on joint customs control to ease movement of people, goods
May 23 (Reuters) - Ukraine and Poland agreed on Sunday
to establish a joint border customs control and work on a
shared railway company to ease the movement of people
and increase Ukraine's export potential.
Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskiy and Polish
President Andrzej Duda touted the increased cooperation
between the countries during a meeting in Kyiv on Sunday,
with Duda offering Warsaw's backing for the embattled
neighbour.
"The Polish-Ukrainian border should unite not divide," Duda
told lawmakers as he became the first foreign leader to give
a speech in person to the Ukrainian parliament since
Russia's Feb. 24 invasion. read more
Zelenskiy called the joint border customs control a
"revolutionary" move.
"This will significantly speed up border procedures,"
Zelenskiy said in his nightly video address, after Duda's
visit.
Most Ukrainian refugees fleeing the war, have crossed to
the European Union through border points in Poland,
Slovakia, Hungary and Romania. Poland has granted the
right to live and work and claim social security payments to
over 3 million Ukrainians.

Ukraine's Infrastructure Minister Oleksander Kubrakov said
that the two neighbours were working on easing transport
of Ukraine's goods to the European Union.
"We are also working on the creation of a joint venture
railway company to increase the export potential of the
Ukrainian economy," Kurbakov said in a statement.
The war in Ukraine, one of the world's major exporters
of wheat and corn, has caused global prices to soar.
Nearly 25 million tonnes of grains are stuck in Ukraine,
unable to leave due to infrastructure challenges.
Ukraine used to export most of its goods through
seaports but since Russia's invasion it has been forced
to export by train or via its small Danube River ports.
Zelenskiy also said that the joint customs control might
ease the country into the EU.
"It is also the beginning of our integration into the
common customs space of the European Union," he
said.
The European Commission will issue a report in June on
whether to accept Ukraine's application to become a
candidate for EU membership, which is likely to be a
drawn-out process that is already causing dissent within the
bloc.
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May 24, 2022
Russia wages all-out assault to encircle Ukraine troops in east
Russian forces waged an all-out assault on Tuesday to
encircle Ukrainian troops in twin eastern cities
straddling a river, a battle that could determine the success
or failure of Moscow's main campaign in the industrial
heartland of Donbas.
Russia is attempting to seize the separatist-claimed
Donbas' two provinces, Donetsk and Luhansk, and trap
Ukrainian forces in a pocket on the main eastern front.
Russian forces took control of three towns in the Donetsk
region including Svitlodarsk, regional governor Pavlo
Kyrylenko told a local affiliate of Radio Free Europe/Radio
Liberty.
"The situation on the (eastern) front is extremely difficult
because the fate of this country is perhaps being
decided (there) right now," said Ukrainian Defence
Ministry spokesman Oleksandr Motuzyanyk.
The easternmost part of the Ukrainian-held Donbas pocket,
the city of Sievierodonetsk on the east bank of the Siverskiy
Donets River and its twin Lysychansk on the west bank,
have become the pivotal battlefield there. Russian forces
were advancing from three directions to encircle them.
"The enemy has focused its efforts on carrying out an
offensive in order to encircle Lysychansk and
Sievierodonetsk," said Serhiy Gaidai, governor of
Luhansk province, where the two cities are among the
last territory still held by Ukraine.

Ukraine's military said it had repelled nine Russian attacks
on Tuesday in the Donbas where Moscow's troops had
killed at least 14 civilians, using aircraft, rocket launchers,
artillery, tanks, mortars and missiles.
Reuters could not immediately verify the information.
In a sign of Ukrainian success elsewhere, authorities in its
second-largest city Kharkiv re-opened the underground
metro, where thousands of civilians had sheltered for
months under relentless bombardment.
The move came after Ukraine pushed Russian forces
largely out of artillery range of the northern city, as they did
from the capital Kyiv in March.
WORLD WAR THREE?
Three months into the invasion, Moscow still has only
limited gains to show for its worst military losses in
decades, while much of Ukraine has suffered
devastation in the biggest attack on a European state
since 1945.
More than 6.5 million people have fled abroad,
uncounted thousands have been killed and cities have
been reduced to rubble.
The war has also caused growing food shortages and
soaring prices due to sanctions and disrupted supply
chains. Both Ukraine and Russia are major exporters of
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May 25, 2022
Russian Rockets Hit Eastern Ukrainian Town of Pokrovsk
(AP) — The Russian rocket strikes came early in the
morning in the eastern Ukrainian town of Pokrovsk on
Wednesday, shaking buildings, jolting people out of bed and
sending chunks of concrete and jagged pieces of metal
flying through the air.
One of the two rockets left a crater at least three meters
deep, remnants of the projectile still smoldering as nearby
residents picked through the debris of their homes, trying to
salvage whatever they could.
A row of low terraced houses nearby suffered significant
damage, with roofing tiles blown off, door frames ripped
from the walls and pieces of brick, concrete and asphalt
scattered on the ground.
Four civilians were wounded, said Pavlo Kyrylenko, head of
the Donetsk military administration. At least one of them
suffered a head wound and was ferried to the local hospital
by ambulance, blood seeping through the bandages and
trickling down the side of his neck.

terraced houses. The windows had been blown out by an
earlier strike about a month ago, and they had replaced
them with plastic sheeting. That, she said, probably saved
their lives as at least there was no glass flying around.
She had been asleep when the strike hit, just meters from
her house.
“There was a really big flash and a lot of dust,” Kurbonova
said, standing outside her home still in her pajamas, her
legs and arms blackened by soot. Her 4-year-old son
wandered around, clutching a toy train, while her 2-year-old
daughter smiled in a stroller nearby.
“I was reaching for my child and I couldn’t find him in the
dust,” she said. The boy had been sleeping in the same
room as her, while her daughter had been in the next room
with Kurbonova’s mother. They were all shaken, but none
were hurt.

The strikes in Pokrovsk were among several over the past
two days that have hit towns and villages as Russia
pressed forward in its offensive in the Donbas, Ukraine’s
eastern industrial heartland.

Kyrylenko said Russian strikes killed 12 civilians the
previous day in the Donetsk region, and wounded another
10. Another strike on the city of Kramatorsk, northeast of
Pokrovsk, hit a multi-story building under construction,
damaging it and blowing out windows in nearby buildings
but causing no casualties.

“There’s no place left to live in, everything is smashed,” said
Viktoria Kurbonova, a mother-of-two who lived in one of the

“Russians continue hitting the cities that are away from the
front line,”Kyrylenko said on his Telegram channel. “They
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May 26, 2022
Ukraine pleads for more weapons to tackle Russian onslaught in Donbas
Fierce battles have continued to rage in eastern Ukraine
with Russian troops on the verge of encircling a key
industrial city, bringing a sharp rebuke of the west from
Volodymyr Zelenskiy for not doing enough to help Kyiv
win the war.
As the Ukrainian military reported on Thursday that 40
towns in the Donbas region were under Russian
bombardment, Luhansk governor Sergiy Gaiday described
fighting outside Sievierodonetsk, a key military goal for
Russia, as “very difficult”, saying Russian troops were
shelling the city from the outskirts with mortars.
“The coming week will be decisive,” Gaiday said in a video
posted on Telegram, adding he believes Russia’s goal is
to “capture the Luhansk region no matter what cost”.

war aim.
“The occupiers shelled more than 40 towns in Donetsk
and Luhansk region, destroying or damaging 47
civilian sites, including 38 homes and a school. As a
result of this shelling five civilians died and 12 were
wounded,” the joint task force of Ukraine’s armed forces
said on Facebook.
The statement said 10 enemy attacks were repelled, four
tanks and four drones destroyed, and 62 “enemy
soldiers” were killed.
Gaiday said police in Lysychansk were collecting bodies of
people killed in order to bury them in mass graves. About
150 people have been buried in a mass grave in one
Lysychansk district, he added.

“There is a colossal amount of shelling,” he added.
Having failed to seize Ukraine’s capital or its second
city, Kharkiv, after invading in February, Russia is trying
to take full control of the Donbas, comprised of two
eastern provinces Moscow claims on behalf of separatists.
Russia has poured thousands of troops into the region,
attacking from three sides in an attempt to encircle
Ukrainian forces holding out in Sievierodonetsk and its
twin, Lysychansk. Their fall would leave the whole of
Luhansk province under Russian control, a key Kremlin

Families of people buried in mass graves will be able to
carry out a reburial after the war, and police are issuing
documents enabling Ukrainians to secure death certificates
for loved ones, Gaiday said.
Zelenskiy said in his nightly address on Wednesday
that Russian troops “heavily outnumber us” in some
parts of the east and echoed pleas from his foreign
minister Dmytro Kuleba to the World Economic Forum
in Davos for more weaponry from the west.
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May 27, 2022
‘Relentless’: Russia squeezes Ukrainian strongholds in east
Russia-backed separatists claimed they captured a
railway hub city in eastern Ukraine as Moscow’s forces
pushed to gain more ground Friday by pounding another
Ukrainian-held area where authorities say 1,500 people
have died since the start of the war.
With Russia’s offensive in Ukraine’s industrial Donbas
region showing incremental progress, Ukrainian
officials characterized the battle there in grave terms
and renewed their appeals for more sophisticated
Western-supplied weaponry. Without that, Ukraine’s
foreign minister warned, Ukrainian forces won’t be able to
stop Russia’s advance on the east.
Some European leaders sought dialogue with Russian
President Vladimir Putin toward ending a war in its 93rd
day that has ravaged both Europe and Russia’s
economies, while Britain’s foreign minister worked to
rally the West’s continued support for Ukraine.
“There should be no talk of ceasefires, or appeasing
Putin. We need to make sure that Ukraine wins. And that
Russia withdraws and that we never see this type of
Russian aggression again,” U.K. Foreign Secretary Liz
Truss said.
But in Ukraine’s east, Russia has the upper hand. The
fighting Friday focused on two key cities: Sievierodonetsk
and nearby Lysychansk. They are the last areas under

Ukrainian control in Luhansk, one of two provinces that
make up the Donbas and where Moscow-backed
separatists have controlled some territory for eight years.
An assault was underway in the city’s northeastern
quarter, where Russian reconnaissance and sabotage
groups tried to capture the Mir Hotel and the area around it
Friday, Striuk said.
At least 1,500 people have died in Sievierodonetsk
because of the war since Russia invaded Ukraine on Feb.
24, he said.
The figure includes people killed by shelling or in fires
caused by Russian missile strikes, as well as those
who died from shrapnel wounds, untreated diseases, a
lack of medicine or while trapped under rubble,
according to the mayor.
About 12,000 to 13,000 people remain in the city –
down from a pre-war population of about 100,000, he
said. Those remaining are huddled in shelters, and largely
cut off from the rest of Ukraine.
In Donetsk, the Donbas region’s other province, the
Russia-backed rebels said Friday they took control of
Lyman, a large railway hub north of two more key cities
that remain under Ukrainian control.
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May 28, 2022
Ukrainian MiG-29 shoots down a Russian Su-35 Flanker-E fighter jet
Ukraine claims to have shot down another
Russian 4 ++ generation Su-35 fighter jet.
According to the Ukrainian Air Force, a battle
took place over the skies of the Kherson region
on May 27, in which the Ukrainian MiG-29 shot
down a Russian Su-35, without specifying
whether it happened in a close air battle or by
using an air-to-air missile. The information was
published in the official profile of the Ukrainian
Air Force
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May 29, 2022
Russia 'using latest multiple rocket system’
Russia is reported to have fired its latest multiple-rocket
system against Ukrainian targets in the Kharkiv area – a
weapon described as a giant flamethrower.
That is what a Russian security official told the state-run
Tass news agency. It has not been confirmed officially.
The TOS-2 Tosochka is a thermobaric fuel-air weapon:
it creates massive explosions by igniting gas clouds on
impact, depriving anyone in the area of oxygen.
Ukraine has pushed Russian forces back from the outskirts
of Kharkiv, the second city, which was visited by President
Volodymyr Zelensky on Sunday.
Earlier Russia confirmed that it was using TOS-1
Solntsepyok (“Blazing Sun”) rockets against targets in the
Donbas, where Ukrainian forces are under constant,
intense bombardment.
TOS-1 is also thermobaric, with a range of up to 10km (six
miles). The TOS-2’s manufacturer Rostec says TOS-2 has
a longer range, better automatic targeting and more
versatility. TOS-2 rockets are carried on an armoured truck,
not a tank chassis.
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May 30, 2022
Ukraine may soon get US long-range MLRS rocket system
The US government appears close to sending a long-range
multiple-rocket system (MLRS) to Ukraine.
Russia sees such deliveries of heavy weapons as a
provocative escalation.
President Volodymyr Zelensky and other Ukrainian officials
have urged delivery of the MLRS to counter Russia's heavy
bombardments in the eastern Donbas region.
But President Joe Biden said the US would not send
Ukraine rocket systems "that can strike into Russia".
There are concerns that such action would risk drawing the
US and its Nato allies into direct conflict with Moscow.
Moscow has welcomed President Biden's decision not to
send weapons to Ukraine that could reach deep inside
Russia.
Russia continues to pound Severodonetsk and other parts
of Donbas with rockets, tanks and air strikes.
Kyiv's forces are already using US-delivered M777
howitzers, which have a range of about 25km (16
miles). But the MLRS would allow Ukraine to reach
targets much further away than that.

An M270 MLRS battery can fire a range of munitions,
with the most advanced able to hit targets up to 300km
(186 miles) away. However, it can also fire shorter-range
rockets with a range of around 70km (43 miles).
Limiting Ukraine to the smaller rockets could be a way for
the US to avoid escalating the conflict, while still
significantly improving Ukraine's arsenal.
A senior US official quoted by the Washington Post said the
White House was comfortable with giving Ukraine the
MLRS, but would withhold the longest range weapons
compatible with the system.
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May 31, 2022
EU leaders agree to ban 90% of Russian oil by year-end
European Union leaders agreed to embargo most Russian
oil imports into the bloc by year-end as part of new
sanctions on Moscow worked out at a summit focused on
helping Ukraine with a long-delayed package of new
financial support. The embargo covers Russian oil
brought in by sea, allowing a temporary exemption for
imports delivered by pipeline, a move that was crucial
to bring landlocked Hungary on board a decision that
required consensus.
The sanctions came at a time when Ukrainian President
volodymyr Zelenskyy said Russian forces shelled the
northeastern city of Kharkiv again on Monday, as well as the
border region of Sumy, which was hit from inside Russia.
Russian shelling has reduced much of Sievierodonetsk to
ruins, but the Ukrainian defence has slowed the wider
Russian campaign across the Donbas region. Luhansk
governor Serhiy Gaidai said Russian troops had advanced
into Sievierodonetsk’s southeastern and northeastern
fringes, but Ukrainian forces had driven them from the
village of Toshkivka to the south, which could frustrate a
push to encircle the area. With temperatures rising, there
was a “terrible smell of death” on the outskirts of
Sievierodonetsk, Gaidai said.
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June 1, 2022
Russia cuts off natural gas supply to Denmark, company says
COPENHAGEN, Denmark (AP) — Denmark’s largest energy company
said Russia cut off its gas supply Wednesday because it refused to pay
in rubles, the latest escalation over European energy amid the war in
Ukraine.

two companies refused to abide by the ruble-payment mechanism.

Russia previously halted natural gas supplies to Finland, Poland
and Bulgaria for refusing a demand to pay in rubles. And on
Tuesday, the tap was turned off to the Netherlands.

The Danish Energy Agency said that in the first 18 weeks of 2022,
Russian gas amounted to approximately 25% of EU gas
consumption. The agency said that Denmark losing its supply
would not have immediate consequences.

Danish energy company Ørsted said it still expected to be able to serve
its customers.
“We stand firm in our refusal to pay in rubles, and we’ve been preparing
for this scenario,” Ørsted CEO Mads Nipper said. ”The situation
underpins the need of the EU becoming independent of Russian gas by
accelerating the build-out of renewable energy.”
In response to Western sanctions imposed against Russia for its
invasion of Ukraine, Russian President Vladimir Putin signed a decree
saying foreign buyers needed to pay in rubles for Russian gas as of
April 1.
Moscow offered customers receiving its natural gas to establish an
account in dollars or euros at Russia’s third-largest bank,
Gazprombank, then a second account in rubles. The importer would pay
the gas bill in euros or dollars as specified in contracts and direct the
bank to exchange the money for rubles.
“This is totally not acceptable,” Danish Prime Minister Mette Frederiksen
said. “This is a kind of blackmailing from Putin. We continue to
support Ukraine, and we distance ourselves from the crimes that
Putin and Russia commit.”
Russian state gas giant Gazprom confirmed Wednesday that it stopped
gas supplies to Shell Energy Europe and Denmark’s Ørsted after the

Gazprom said it hadn’t received payments from either company for gas
supplied in April and therefore was halting deliveries.

“We still have gas in Denmark, and consumers can still have gas
delivered,” Kristoffer Böttzauw, head of the Danish Energy Agency. said
in a statement Monday. “But we have plans ready if the situation
worsens.”
Since there is no pipeline going directly from Russia to Denmark,
Russia will not be able to directly cut off gas supplies to Denmark,
which still will be able to get it, Ørsted said. Russia’s move means
that Denmark must purchase more gas on the European gas
market, the company added.
Denmark has been a net exporter of natural gas for many years, but
because its Tyra field in the North Sea is being renovated, the country
currently imports about 75% of its gas consumption via Germany. The
Tyra field is expected to reopen in mid-2023.
In Denmark, some 380,000 households use natural gas for heating via
gas boilers, the agency said.
On Tuesday, the leaders of the European Union agreed to cut around
90% of all Russian oil imports over the next six months. The 27-nation
bloc has relied on Russia for 25% of its crude and 40% of its natural
gas.
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June 2, 2022
Sweden to supply more military aid including anti-ship missiles to Ukraine
STOCKHOLM, June 2 (Reuters) Sweden will provide Ukraine with
more economic aid and military
equipment, including anti-ship
missiles, rifles and anti-tank
weapons, Finance Minister Mikael
Damberg and Defence Minister Peter
Hultqvist said on Thursday.
"The proposals that are submitted (to
parliament) mean that allocated
funds for the central government
budget will increase by SEK 1.0
billion ($102 million) in 2022," the
Nordic country's finance ministry said
in a statement.
"In solidarity with Ukraine, and as
part of the international response
to Russia's actions, the
government sees a continuing
need to support Ukraine," it said.
Sweden in February announced it
would send military materiel including
5,000 anti-tank weapons, helmets
and body armour to Ukraine, and in
March announced it would send
another 5,000 anti-tank weapons.

A Ukrainian service member inspects destroyed Russian military vehicles
at his new position retaken by the Ukrainian forces,
amid Russia's attack on Ukraine, in Donetsk region, Ukraine
May 31, 2022. REUTERS/Dmytro Smolyenko
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June 3, 2022
EXPLAINER: At 100 days, Russia-Ukraine war by the numbers
... THE HUMAN TOLL ... Nobody really knows how many
combatants or civilians have died, and claims of casualties by
government officials — who may sometimes be exaggerating or
lowballing their figures for public relations reasons — are all but
impossible to verify.
Government officials, U.N. agencies and others who carry out the
grim task of counting the dead don’t always get access to places
where people were killed.
And Moscow has released scant information about casualties
among its forces and allies, and given no accounting of civilian
deaths in areas under its control. In some places — such as the
long-besieged city of Mariupol, potentially the war’s biggest killing
field — Russian forces are accused of trying to cover up deaths and
dumping bodies into mass graves, clouding the overall toll.
With all those caveats, “at least tens of thousands” of Ukrainian
civilians have died so far, President Volodymyr Zelenskyy said
Thursday in comments to Luxembourg’s parliament.
In Mariupol alone, officials have reported over 21,000 civilian
dead. Sievierodonetsk, a city in the eastern region of Luhansk
that has become the focus of Russia’s offensive, has seen
roughly 1,500 casualties, according to the mayor.
...
THE DEVASTATION ... Ukraine’s parliamentary commission on
human rights says Russia’s military has destroyed almost 38,000
residential buildings, rendering about 220,000 people homeless.
Nearly 1,900 educational facilities from kindergartens to grade
schools to universities have been damaged, including 180
completely ruined.

Other infrastructure losses include 300 car and 50 rail bridges,
500 factories and about 500 damaged hospitals, according to
Ukrainian officials.
The World Health Organization has tallied 296 attacks on
hospitals, ambulances and medical workers in Ukraine this
year.
FLEEING HOME ... The U.N.’s International Organization for
Migration estimates that as of May 23 there were more than 7.1
million internally displaced people — that is, those who fled their
homes but remain in the country. That’s down from over 8 million in
an earlier count.
LAND SEIZED ...Ukrainian officials say that before the February
invasion, Russia controlled some 7% of Ukrainian territory including
Crimea, which Russia annexed in 2014, and areas held by the
separatists in Donetsk and Luhansk. On Thursday, Zelenskyy said
Russian forces now held 20% of the country.
...
THE ECONOMIC FALLOUT IN RUSSIA AND UKRAINE ...
Ukraine, meanwhile, has reported suffering a staggering
economic blow: 35% of GDP wiped out by the war.
“Our direct losses today exceed $600 billion,” Andriy Yermak, the
head of Zelenskyy’s office, said recently.
Ukraine, a major agricultural producer, says it has been unable to
export some 22 million tons of grain. It blames a backlog of
shipments on Russian blockades or capture of key ports. Zelenskyy
accused Russia this week of stealing at least a half-million tons of
grain during the invasion. ...
...
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June 4, 2022
NATO chief speaks with Turkey’s President Erdogan about Finland, Sweden joining
BRUSSELS (AP) — NATO Secretary-General Jens
Stoltenberg has met with Finland’s prime minister and
spoken to Turkey’s president as he seeks to overcome
Turkish resistance to Finland and Sweden joining the
alliance.
Stoltenberg, who visited Washington this week, tweeted late
Friday that he met with Finnish Prime Minister Sanna Marin
while there and discussed “the need to address Turkey’s
concerns and move forward” with the Finnish and Swedish
membership applications.
Russia’s war in Ukraine pushed the Nordic countries to
apply to join NATO, but Turkish President Recep Tayyip
Erdogan accuses Sweden and Finland of supporting
Kurdish militants deemed by Turkey to be terrorists.
Stoltenberg said he had a “constructive phone call”
with Erdogan, calling Turkey a “valued ally” and
praising Turkish efforts to broker a deal to ensure the
safe transportation of grain supplies from Ukraine amid
global food shortages caused by Russia’s invasion.
Stoltenberg tweeted that he and Erdogan would
continue their dialogue, without elaborating.
Erdogan’s office released a statement in which it said
the president had emphasized that Sweden and Finland
should “make it clear that they have stopped
supporting terrorism,” have lifted defense export

restrictions on Turkey and are “ready to show alliance
solidarity.”
The Nordic states, among other countries, imposed
limitations on arms sales in the wake of Turkey’s 2019
military incursion into northern Syria.
The NATO chief’s diplomatic efforts came before a
gathering of senior officials from Sweden, Finland and
Turkey next week in Brussels, where NATO is based, to
discuss Turkey’s opposition to the applications.
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June 5, 2022
Russia hits Kyiv with missiles; Putin warns West on arms
... Putin warned that any Western deliveries of long-range
rocket systems to Ukraine would prompt Moscow to hit
“objects that we haven’t yet struck.”
The cryptic threat of a military escalation from the Russian leader
didn’t specify what the new targets might be, but it comes days
after the United States announced plans to deliver $700
million of security assistance for Ukraine. Those weapons
include four precision-guided, medium-range rocket systems,
helicopters, Javelin anti-tank weapon systems, radars, tactical
vehicles and more.
Military analysts say Russia is hoping to overrun Ukraine’s
embattled eastern industrial Donbas region ...before any U.S.
weapons that might turn the tide arrive. The Pentagon said
last week it will take at least three weeks to get the precision
U.S. weapons onto the battlefield.
Ukraine’s General Staff said Russian forces fired five X-22 cruise
missiles from the Caspian Sea toward Kyiv, and one was
destroyed by air defenses. Four others missiles hit “infrastructure
facilities,” but Ukraine said there were no casualties. Nuclear plant
operator Energoatom said one cruise missile buzzed close to the
Pivdennoukrainsk nuclear plant, 350 kilometers (220 miles) to the
south, and warned of the catastrophic dangers if such a near miss
turned into a direct hit.
In a posting on the Telegram app, the Russian Defense Ministry
said high-precision, long-range air-launched missiles were used. It
said the strikes on the outskirts of Kyiv destroyed T-72 tanks
supplied by Eastern European countries and other armored
vehicles located in buildings of a train car repair business.

But the head of Ukraine’s railway system rejected the claim that
tanks were inside. Oleksandr Kamyshin said four missiles hit the
Darnytsia car repair plant, but no military equipment has been
stored there. He said the site was used to repair gondolas and
grain carriers for exporting products.
“Russia has once again lied,” he wrote on Telegram. “Their
(Russia’s) real goal is the economy and the civilian population.
They want to block our ability to export Ukrainian products.”
In a television interview that aired Sunday, Putin lashed out at
Western deliveries of weapons to Ukraine, saying they aim to
prolong the conflict.
“All this fuss around additional deliveries of weapons, in my
opinion, has only one goal: To drag out the armed conflict as much
as possible,” Putin said. He insisted such supplies were unlikely to
change the military situation much for Ukraine’s government,
which he said was merely making up for losses of similar rockets
that they already had.
If Kyiv gets longer-range rockets, he added, Moscow will “draw
appropriate conclusions and use our means of destruction, which
we have plenty of, in order to strike at those objects that we
haven’t yet struck.”
The U.S. has stopped short of offering Ukraine longer-range
weapons that could fire deep into Russia. The four medium-range
High Mobility Artillery Rocket Systems included in the security
package include launchers on wheels that allow troops to strike a
target and then quickly move away — which could be useful
against Russian artillery on the battlefield.
...
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June 6, 2022
Ukraine partially repels Russian Black Sea fleet
KYIV: The Ukrainian army said Monday that it had pushed
the Russian fleet back more than a hundred kilometres from
Ukraine's Black Sea coast, where Moscow's ships have
been carrying out a naval blockade for weeks.
"As a result of our active actions aimed at defeating enemy
naval forces, the group of ships of the Russian Black Sea
Fleet was pushed back from the Ukrainian shores at a
distance of more than a hundred kilometres (62 miles),"
Ukraine's defence ministry said on Telegram.
According to the ministry, the Russian forces had to deploy
coastal defence missile systems in Crimea and in the
Ukraine's southern Kherson region which is now occupied
by them.
They also sent additional forces to Snake Island, a small
territory in the Black Sea captured by Russian forces on the
first day of the invasion.
"We have deprived the Russian fleet of total control over the
northwestern part of the Black Sea, which has become a
'grey zone'," the ministry said, adding that Moscow was
currently trying to regain control there.
But according to Kyiv, "the threat of Russian missile strikes
from the sea remains".
Russian ships also continue "to block civil navigation" in this

area, according to the same source.
The naval blockade of Ukrainian ports raises fears of a
global food crisis, while grain exports from Ukraine are
blocked and world prices soar.
While Russia has an obvious naval superiority, Ukrainian
forces have claimed they managed to sink several Russian
ships since the beginning of the invasion, including the
cruiser Moskva, the flagship of Moscow's Black Sea fleet.
Russia says the vessel sank following an incident on board.
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June 7, 2022
Russian ministry site hacked, latest cyber attack against Moscow
since Ukraine invasion
... resistance in the form of cyber attacks persisted as the
Russian Ministry of Construction, Housing and Utilities
website appeared to have been hacked. Reports said that
an attempt to open the website through an internet search
led to a “Glory to Ukraine” sign in Ukrainian.
Massive cyber-attacks from Russian-sponsored threat
actors commenced on the day Ukraine was invaded,
prompting Kyiv to assemble an ‘IT army’. The ‘IT Army’, also
endorsed by Ukrainian officials, sought help from
technology leaders to fight these cyber attacks.
“We are creating an IT army. We need digital talents. There
will be tasks for everyone. We continue to fight on the cyber
front. The first task is on the channel for cyber specialists,”
tweeted Mykhailo Fedorov, Ukraine’s Vice Prime Minister
and Minister for Digital Transformation.
The retaliation began as early as the day of invasion on
February 24, with the hacker group Anonymous
declaring it has commenced a “cyber war” against
Kremlin. Within a day, the group claimed to have
brought down several government websites, including
that of the state news agency RT News.
Over the next week, the group was behind leaking the
database of the Russian Ministry of Defence,
intercepting Russian military communications, and

hacking TV channels to broadcast the “reality of what
is happening in Ukraine”.
By February 28, the Russian government’s website was
down and maritime data was manipulated to make it appear
as if President Vladimir Putin’s luxury yacht had crashed
into Ukraine’s Snake Island and was making its way to the
destination “hell”.
Further, Anonymous and its affiliate groups sent 7 million
text messages to Russian citizens about the war in Ukraine
in March.
The collective announced it disrupted streaming services
Wink and Ivi and that an affiliated group had shut down
Russia’s space agency so Putin ‘no longer has control over
spy satellites’. The head of Roscosmos Control Center,
where the space agency server was allegedly shut down,
denied Anonymous’ claim. “The information of these
scammers and petty swindlers is not true,” according to the
head. Altinfo TV channel in Georgia, which distributed
Russian propaganda and supported Russia, was asp
hacked and all the content on it was deleted.
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June 8, 2022
More bodies found in Mariupol as global food crisis looms
BAKHMUT, Ukraine (AP) — Workers pulled scores of
bodies from smashed buildings in an “endless caravan of
death” inside the devastated city of Mariupol ... At least
21,000 Mariupol civilians were killed during the weekslong Russian siege, Ukrainian authorities have
estimated.
The consequences of the war are being felt far beyond
Eastern Europe because shipments of Ukrainian grain are
bottled up inside the country, driving up the price of food.
Ukraine, long known as the “bread basket of Europe,”
is one of the world’s biggest exporters of wheat, corn
and sunflower oil, but much of that flow has been
halted by the war and a Russian blockade of Ukraine’s
Black Sea coast. An estimated 22 million tons of grain
remains in Ukraine. The failure to ship it out is
endangering the food supply in many developing
countries, especially in Africa.
Russia expressed support Wednesday for a U.N. plan to
create a safe corridor at sea that would allow Ukraine to
resume grain shipments. The plan, among other things,
calls for Ukraine to remove mines from the waters near the
Black Sea port of Odesa.
But Russia is insisting that it be allowed to check incoming
vessels for weapons. And Ukraine has expressed fear that
clearing the mines could enable Russia to attack the coast.
Ukrainian officials said the Kremlin’s assurances that it

wouldn’t do that cannot be trusted.
European Council President Charles Michel on Wednesday
accused the Kremlin of “weaponizing food supplies and
surrounding their actions with a web of lies, Soviet-style.”
While Russia, which is also a major supplier of grain to the
rest of the world, has blamed the looming food crisis on
Western sanctions against Moscow, the European Union
heatedly denied that and said the blame rests with Russia
itself for waging war against Ukraine.
“These are Russian ships and Russian missiles that are
blocking the export of crops and grain,” Michel said.
“Russian tanks, bombs and mines are preventing Ukraine
from planting and harvesting.”
The West has exempted grain and other food from its
sanctions against Russia, but the U.S. and the EU have
imposed sweeping punitive measures against Russian
ships. Moscow argues that those restrictions make it
impossible to use its ships to export grain, and also make
other shipping companies reluctant to carry its product.
Turkey has sought to play a role in negotiating an end to
the war and in brokering the resumption of grain shipments.
Turkish Foreign Minister Mevlut Cavusoglu met on
Wednesday with his Russian counterpart, Sergey Lavrov.
Ukraine was not invited to the talks.
...
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June 9, 2022
Russian forces control most of the city of Sievierodonetsk in eastern Ukraine
... with Ukrainians holding ground in its industrial zone, the
governor of Luhansk said on social media.
Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy described the
battle as the epicenter and key to the fate of the Donbas
region. Both sides are believed to be suffering heavy losses
in the urban fighting but are keeping casualty figures quiet.
Western intelligence agencies say that a Russian victory in
Sievierodonetsk would allow Russia to continue pushing
farther into parts of eastern Ukraine.
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June 10, 2022
Ukraine says they are almost out of ammunition and relying on western arms
... “Everything now depends on what [the west] gives us,” said Skibitsky.
“Ukraine has one artillery piece to 10 to 15 Russian artillery pieces.
Our western partners have given us about 10% of what they have.”
...
Ukraine is using 5,000 to 6,000 artillery rounds a day, according to
Skibitsky. “We have almost used up all of our [artillery] ammunition
and are now using 155-calibre Nato standard shells,” he said of the
ammunition that is fired from artillery pieces.
“Europe is also delivering lower-calibre shells but as Europe runs out,
the amount is getting smaller.”
...
Skibitsky emphasised the need for the west to supply Ukraine with
long-range rocket systems to destroy the Russian artillery pieces
from afar. This week the Ukrainian presidential adviser Oleksiy
Arestovych told the Guardian that Ukraine needed 60 multiple-rocket
launchers – many more than the handful promised so far by the UK and
US – to have a chance of defeating Russia.
...
“We have noticed that Russia is carrying out far fewer rocket attacks
and it has used H-22 rockets; they are old 1970s Soviet rockets,” said
Skibitsky. “This shows that Russia is running low on rockets.”
Skibitsky said Russia was unable to produce rockets quickly because of
the sanctions and that it had used around 60% of its supplies.
The sound of sirens has become a daily feature for Ukrainians. Sirens
regularly sound in multiple regions simultaneously but most of the time,
for people on the ground, it passes without a bang. According to
Skibitsky, each siren signals a rocket has entered Ukrainian airspace
but its impact is not always reported for security reasons.
“The rockets take anywhere from 40 to 90 minutes to impact, depending
on where they are launched from … We don’t know where they are
going to land,” said Skibitsky. He noted that Russia was currently

using long-range bombers which can reach anywhere in Ukraine
without leaving Russian airspace.
In terms of the three frontlines, Skibitsky said most of Russia’s forces
were now concentrated in the Donbas region and seeking to
occupy the administrative borders of both the Donetsk and
Luhansk republics. This was the area, he said, where the artillery
battles were the heaviest.
In north-east Ukraine, around Kharkiv, he said Russian forces were
focusing on defence after Ukraine’s counteroffensive pushed them out
of several towns and villages in the region in May.
“The threat to Kharkiv has lessened,” said Skibitsky, of Ukraine’s
second-biggest city, which has been shelled regularly since the
beginning of the war.
Lastly, in Zaporizhzhia and Kherson, two southern Ukrainian regions
that Russia almost completely occupies, Russian forces were digging in
for the long haul, said Skibitsky. According to him, they are building
double, sometimes triple, lines of defence.
“It will now be harder to get that territory back,” said Skibitsky. “And
that’s why we need weapons.”
“If they succeed in the Donbas, they could use these territories to
launch another attack on Odesa, [the city of] Zaporizhzhia [and]
Dnipro,” said Skibitsky of major cities under Ukrainian control which are
in close proximity to the southern Russian-occupied areas. “Their aim is
the whole of Ukraine and more.”
Ukraine’s military intelligence believes that Russia can continue at its
current rate without manufacturing more weapons or mobilising the
population for another year.
...
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June 11, 2022
Who controls what in the Donbas region?
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June 12, 2022
Kyiv returns to a sense of normal, though signs of war remain
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June 13, 2022
The battle of Donbas could prove decisive in Ukraine war
... If Russia prevails in the battle of Donbas, it will mean that
Ukraine loses not only land but perhaps the bulk of its most
capable military forces, opening the way for Moscow to grab more
territory and dictate its terms to Kyiv. A Russian failure could lay
the grounds for a Ukrainian counteroffensive — and possibly lead
to political upheaval for the Kremlin.
Following botched early attempts in the invasion to capture Kyiv and
the second-largest city of Kharkiv without proper planning and
coordination, Russia turned its attention to the Donbas, a region of
mines and factories where Moscow-backed separatists have been
fighting Ukrainian forces since 2014.
Learning from its earlier missteps, Russia is treading more carefully
there, relying on longer-range bombardments to soften Ukrainian
defenses.
It seems to be working: The better-equipped Russian forces have
made gains in both the Luhansk and Donetsk regions that make up the
Donbas, controlling over 95% of the former and about half of the latter.
Ukraine is losing between 100 and 200 soldiers a day, presidential
adviser Mykhailo Podolyak told the BBC, as Russia has “thrown pretty
much everything non-nuclear at the front.”
...
When the war was going badly for Russia, many thought President
Vladimir Putin might claim victory after some gains in Donbas and then
exit a conflict that has seriously bruised the economy and stretched its
resources. But the Kremlin has made clear it expects Ukraine to
recognize all the gains Russia has made — including its 2014
annexation of the Crimean Peninsula — something Kyiv has ruled out.
Russian forces control the entire Sea of Azov coast, including the
strategic port of Mariupol, the entire Kherson region — a key gateway
to Crimea — and a large chunk of the Zaporizhzhia region that could

aid a further push deeper into Ukraine. Few expect that Putin will
stop.
On Thursday, he drew parallels between the war in Ukraine and
the 18th-century wars with Sweden waged by Peter the Great “to
take back and consolidate” historic Russian lands, Putin said.
Moscow has long regarded Ukraine as part of its sphere of
influence.
Unlike earlier battlefield failures, Russia appears to be using more
conservative tactics now. Many had expected it to try to encircle
Ukrainian forces with a massive pincer movement, but instead it has
used smaller moves to force a Ukrainian retreat and not overextend its
supply lines.
...
A senior Western official who spoke on condition of anonymity
because he wasn’t authorized to discuss the sensitive issue in
public said the Russian campaign “continues to be deeply
troubled at all levels,” noting that Moscow’s forces are taking
“weeks to achieve even modest tactical goals such as taking
individual villages.”
Last month, the Russians lost nearly an entire battalion in a
botched attempt to cross the Siverskyi Donets River and set up a
bridgehead. Hundreds were killed and dozens of armored
vehicles were destroyed.
“There is a sense of strategic improvisation or muddling through,” the
official said.
Russia has a clear edge in artillery in the battle for Donbas,
thanks to a bigger number of heavy howitzers and rocket
launchers and abundant ammunition. The Ukrainians have had to
be economical in using their artillery, with the Russians
constantly targeting their supply lines. ...
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June 16, 2022
EU leaders decry Russian brutality in visit to Ukraine
... leaders of France, Germany, Italy and Romania headed to Irpin,
which was seized and briefly held by Russian troops along with other
areas near the capital. Mass graves have been unearthed in the area,
most notably in Bucha, and French President Emmanuel Macron
decried the massacres and said there were signs of war crimes.
...
The visit, which included a meeting with President Volodymyr
Zelenskyy, carries heavy symbolic weight since the three Western
European powers have faced criticism for continuing to engage
with Russian President Vladimir Putin — and failing to provide
Ukraine with the scale of weaponry that it has said is necessary
to fend off the Russians.
...
Ahead of the meeting with Zelenskyy, the leader German Chancellor
Olaf Scholz observed that officials must keep the destruction in
mind in all their decisions.
...
Italian Premier Mario Draghi said during the tour of Irpin that
Ukraine’s backers will rebuild “everything” with European help.
...
President Klaus Iohannis of Romania ... wrote on Twitter that
there are “no words to describe the unimaginable human tragedy
and horrible destruction” and called for “all Russian perpetrators
to be held responsible by the international criminal justice”
system.
...
Many leaders and regular people in not only Ukraine but the Baltic
and Central European nations, which were controlled by Moscow
during the Cold War, believe that Putin only understands force, and
have viewed the efforts by Macron and others to keep speaking to
Putin following his invasion as unacceptable.
Tamara Malko, a resident of the Donetsk region that is part of the
Donbas, said Macron and Scholz had been “very cold” toward

Ukrainians so far, and hoped for a change.
“We want peace very much ... and have high hopes for Macron and
Scholz,” she said. “We want them to see and understand our pain.”
Gov. Serhiy Haidai of Luhansk, which is also part of the Donbas,
said the visit would not bring anything if the leaders ask Ukraine
to sign a peace treaty with Russia that involves giving up
territory. He said that is something Ukrainians would never
accept.
“I am sure that our president, Volodymyr Zelenskyy, is not going to
make concessions and trade our territories. If someone wants to stop
Russia by giving them territories, Germany has Bavaria, Italy has
Tuscany, the French can concede Provence, for instance,” he said.
“Today it will be one territory, tomorrow another one, the day after
tomorrow another,” he said.
The visit comes as EU leaders prepare to make a decision June 2324 on Ukraine’s request to become a candidate for EU membership,
and ahead of an important NATO summit June 29-30 in Madrid.
In Ukraine, Macron responded to criticism of France’s response,
including his recent comment that Russia shouldn’t be
“humiliated,” which deeply angered Ukrainians. He insisted that
“France has been at Ukraine’s side since the first day.”
...
Germany on Wednesday announced that it will provide Ukraine
with three multiple launch rocket systems of the kind that Kyiv
has said it urgently needs.
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June 18, 2022
US officials plan to double the number of rocket launchers sent to Ukraine
... Even if the number of HIMARS would be doubled, senior
Ukrainian officials say they need many more such systems, as well
as longer-range ammunition, to destroy Moscow’s artillery on a
battlefield that stretches for hundreds of kilometres.
...
The rocket systems made by Lockheed Martin are a step up
from the M777 howitzers – a towed artillery with a range of 20
miles – that the United States sends to Ukraine. The first group of
60 Ukrainians have completed training on the HIMARS, and the
four systems already approved for donation will be delivered
to the front lines by the end of the month, General Mark Milley,
chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff , said in Brussels this week.
Senior US officials say the new rocket launchers, along with
precision ammunition, will prove effective in countering the
advance of Russian forces in Donbass.
“If they’re using the weapon correctly and it’s being used correctly,
they should be able to take out a significant number of targets,”
Milley said. “It will make a difference.”
But Kyiv asks for more, much more. Mykhailo Podolyak, adviser to
President Volodymyr Zelenskyy, asks the West to provide 300
rocket launchers, 500 tanks and 1,000 howitzers.
“If Ukraine does not receive weapons, heavy weapons, air defense
and missile defense today, then we will not be able to survive this
war,” the deputy defense minister said this week. Hanna Maliar at
POLITICO.
But not only does Kyiv want hundreds more rocket launchers,
officials are also advocating for longer-range munitions.
HIMARS can be equipped with rockets that can hit targets

nearly 200 miles away, but the Biden administration has so
far decided against providing the longer-range munitions for
fear of pushing Vladimir Putin into escalating the conflict.

Ukrainian officials say they need longer-range ammunition to
gain a critical advantage on a battlefield that now stretches
hundreds of miles.
“The problem is that the front line is about 800 miles away
now,” David Arakhamia, majority leader of Ukraine’s parliament
and chief negotiator between Russia and Ukraine, told POLITICO.
Kyiv must be able to destroy Russian air defense systems
hundreds of kilometers away so that Ukrainian forces can
use drones and other weapons without fear of being shot
down.
White House fears Ukraine may use long-range rockets to
strike targets inside Russia, but Arakhamia said Kyiv assured
Washington the weapons would only be used inside from
Ukraine.
“We are ready to sign all guarantees in written form,” he said,
even offering to vote in parliament. Ukrainian Defense Minister
Oleksii Reznikov recently wrote a letter to Defense Secretary
Lloyd Austin making that guarantee, Ustinova said.
Ustinova said 500 soldiers die or are injured on the battlefield
every day.
“One of the strategies considered by foreign partners is to exhaust
Putin. I’m sorry, we’re exhausting our own people. We are literally
losing our people,” she said. “Four HIMARS is nothing.”
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June 21, 2022
As Russia threatens captured American Vets, U.S. invokes laws of war
Aday after the Kremlin said two American veterans captured
by pro-Russian forces in Ukraine had committed war crimes
and could face the death penalty, the Biden Administration
expressed outrage and called on Russia to abide by
international law.
The State Department said Tuesday that U.S. officials are in
talks with Russian authorities about the two men, Alexander
Drueke, 39, and Andy Huynh, 29, who had volunteered to
fight with the Ukrainian government’s forces. The U.S. is
also in touch with the families of the two men, both of whom
are from Alabama, and with the International Committee of
the Red Cross, the department said.
Drueke and Huynh were detained by pro-Russian forces
while fighting in eastern Ukraine, and their case raises
concerns about the status of thousands of foreign
volunteers currently fighting in the war-torn country. Human
rights observers and legal scholars say foreign fighters
serving under Ukrainian military command are entitled
to prisoner-of-war (POW) status and according to longstanding rules laid out by the Geneva Conventions
should not be prosecuted.
But Russian officials have instead labeled all foreigners
who fight alongside the Ukrainians “mercenaries,” a
legal term that means many international protections
do not apply. Earlier this month, two British men and a
Moroccan national caught fighting in Ukraine were

sentenced to death by firing-squad for “war crimes” in
a legal process that was widely condemned as a “show
trial” in the pro-Russian breakaway republic of
Donetsk.
Those men had spent more than a year in Ukraine,
reportedly as part of the Ukrainian marines, and have a
month to appeal their verdicts. But even other foreigners,
like Drueke and Huynh, who were part of Ukraine’s
International Legion should also be entitled to POW status,
international law experts say. “If they were incorporated into
the Ukrainian military, then they would be entitled to POW
status,” said Laura Dickinson, a professor at the George
Washington University Law School. “Even if they were not,
if they were carrying arms openly, then in many cases they
would be entitled to POW status.”
Every fighter claiming to be a legal combatant is entitled to
a hearing to learn if their conduct in any way violated the
law of war, such as failing to wear a uniform or some form
of insignia while engaging in military operations, said Mary
Ellen O’Connell, a professor of international law at the
University of Notre Dame. “U.S. officials are right to insist
that Russia comply with international law, which says that
no person in the power of a foreign enemy during armed
conflict may be mistreated,” she said. “It protects due
process in any type of trial or hearing.”
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June 22, 2022
Turkey to host talks on Black Sea export of Ukraine grain
Turkey is planning to host Russian, Ukrainian and United Nations
officials for talks in the coming weeks aimed at resuming the
export of grain that is currently stuck in Black Sea ports,
according to media reports.
The planned meeting in Istanbul will be preceded by a visit to
Moscow this week by a Turkish defence delegation to discuss
details of a possible safe sea corridor in the Black Sea, local
Turkish broadcasters NTV television and CNN Turk, and the
Reuters news agency, cited Turkish presidential sources as
saying on Tuesday.

They said 30 to 35 million tonnes of grain could be shipped from
the port in the next six to eight months.
Asked about the plans outlined by the sources, UN spokesman
Stephane Dujarric said “the discussions on these issues are
continuing”, without further elaborating.
Kyiv cautious
According to the Turkish foreign ministry, the UN has submitted a
plan to facilitate exports that would see safe corridors set up
around known mines in the sea.

Russia’s TASS agency also confirmed plans for the Turkish
military delegation’s talks, citing Kremlin spokesman Dmitry
Peskov.

That plan would not require lengthy and complex demining
operations, Turkish Foreign Minister Mevlut Cavusoglu said last
week.

Millions of tonnes of wheat and other grains are currently
stuck in Ukrainian ports, either blockaded or occupied by
Russian forces, and vessels face the danger of mines that
have been laid in the Black Sea.

The initiative has been backed by the European Union, but
received a cautious response from Kyiv, which is looking for
ways to export the grain by land, without having to engage
with Russian officials.

The sources speaking to Reuters said a four-way meeting
between Turkey, Ukraine, Russia and the Un would be held in
Istanbul in the coming weeks, possibly with the participation of
Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan and UN SecretaryGeneral Antonio Guterres.

Earlier this month, Cavusoglu hosted his Russian counterpart,
Sergey Lavrov, in Ankara to discuss the issue, but without
conclusive results.

The sources said that the plan envisaged creating three
corridors from Ukraine’s Black Sea port city of Odesa under
Kyiv’s supervision, and that both Ukrainian and Russian
food products would be shipped from there.

President Erdogan also discussed grain exports with the UN’s
Guterres on Monday.
Turkey is “exerting joint efforts with the United Nations for
the export of Ukrainian grain via the Black Sea in a bid to
avert a global food crisis,” Erodgan’s office said on Tuesday.
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United States
... barring Russian financial institutions – such as the
Russian Central Bank – from making transactions in
American dollars.

Washington also put sanctions on people it described as
“corrupt billionaires” and their families who are close to
the Kremlin.

The US also imposed sanctions on the state-owned
Russian Direct Investment Fund, calling it a “known
slush fund” for Putin and his inner circle.

It said it would cut off 13 major state-owned companies
from raising money in the United States, including
energy giant Gazprom and Sberbank, Russia’s largest
financial institution.

The aggressive moves were taken to prohibit Russia from
accessing a “rainy day fund” that officials said Moscow had
been expecting to rely upon during the invasion of Ukraine.
Instead of using the reserves to buffer a plummeting ruble,
Russia will no longer be able to access the funds it
keeps in US dollars.

The White House also vowed to sanction two dozen
Belarusian individuals and companies, which include
“two significant Belarusian state-owned banks, nine
defense firms, and seven regime-connected officials
and elites.”

US President Joe Biden on Thursday unveiled another set of
harsh measures against Russia, saying: “Putin chose this
war.”
Those sanctions include export blocks on technology, a
centerpiece of Biden’s approach that he said would severely
limit Russia’s ability to advance its military and aerospace
sector.
In a statement, the White House said “this includes Russiawide restrictions on semiconductors,
telecommunication, encryption security, lasers, sensors,
navigation, avionics and maritime technologies.”

Page down for details
on remaining countries
that have placed
sanctions on Russia
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The European Union
... pledged Saturday to remove Russia from SWIFT, a global
messaging service that connects financial systems, as part of
stricter moves to remove Russia from the international finance
system.

nation" trade status would be part of the package, a move
that could open the door to the bloc banning or imposing
punitive tariffs on Russian goods and putting Russia on the
same level with North Korea or Iran.

The Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication
[SWIFT] is used by over 11,000 financial institutions to send
secure messages and payment orders – kicking Russia out of it is
considered a “nuclear move.”

Diplomats said sanctions were set to include an import ban on
Russian steel and iron, an export ban on luxury goods
including cars worth more than 50,000 euros ($55,000), and a
ban on investments in oil companies and the energy sector.

... also committed to imposing “restrictive measures” that
would prevent the Russian Central Bank from deploying its
international reserves in ways that undermine the impact of
sanctions. EU Commission President Ursula von der Leyen said
the measures will paralyze Russia’s central bank assets and
freeze its transactions, making it impossible to liquidate its assets.
...
The sanctions are aimed to hit Russia’s financial, energy and
transport sectors, and include export controls and trade
financing bans.

Chelsea soccer club owner Roman Abramovich and 14 other
individuals would also be added to the EU list of sanctioned
Russian billionaire oligarchs, diplomats said.

https://www.rferl.org/a/eu-sanctions-russia-invasion/31752636.html

EU members agree new package of
Russia sanctions
European Union member states have agreed on a fourth
package of sanctions against Russia following its invasion of
Ukraine, the office of the French EU presidency has announced.
The French presidency said revoking Russia's "most-favored

Britain already placed sanctions on Abramovich last week, with an
asset freeze and travel ban. Abramovich's net worth was recently
estimated at $7.2 billion by Forbes magazine.
European Commission President Ursula von der Leyen has also
said the package agreed upon by EU leaders at a summit last
week also blocks Russia's access to funds from the
International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank.
The latest sanctions will be formally in place once they have been
published in the EU's official journal, which the French presidency
said will follow "soon."
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United Kingdom
The United Kingdom imposed fresh sanctions on Russian
banks Monday and said it had a “hit list” of oligarchs to
be sanctioned, according to Foreign Secretary Liz Truss.
The country will prevent Sberbank, Russia’s largest bank,
from clearing payments in Sterling. And three more
Russian banks – Otkritie, Sovcombank and VEB – will
face a full asset freeze.
Truss said the UK will bring a full asset freeze on all Russian
banks “in days” to Parliament on Monday.
The UK joined other Western countries over the
weekend to ice Russian banks out of SWIFT.
The United Kingdom is also set to sanction 100
individuals and entities as part of further sanctions against
Russia, British Prime Minister Boris Johnson said Thursday.
An asset freeze will be imposed on Russian state bank
VTB, he added, following the sanctioning of five Russian
banks on Tuesday. Russian state and private companies
will also be prevented from fund raising in the United
Kingdom.
The United Kingdom will ban Russia’s national airline,
Aeroflot, and apply sanctions to Belarus “for its role in
the assault on Ukraine,” the prime minister added.

Going forward, Britain is also hoping to bring in
legislation this week to ban the export of certain
technologies to Russia, particularly “in sectors
including electronics, telecommunications, and
aerospace,” according to Johnson.
“We will continue on a remorseless mission to squeeze
Russia, from the global economy, piece by piece. Day
by day, and week by week,” Johnson told lawmakers.
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France
The French finance minister Bruno Le Maire said Monday
that the country will go after luxury goods owned by
Russians targeted by sanctions, following a defense
council meeting called by French President Emmanuel
Macron.
“We are pursuing the complete census of financial
assets, real estate, yachts and luxury vehicles that
would belong to Russian personalities under European
sanctions,” Le
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Japan
... will impose more sanctions on Russia, aligning with the G-7.
Specifically, Prime Minister Fumio Kishida said Japan will limit
transactions with Russia’s central bank and that it would
impose sanctions on Belarus, Reuters reported. Over the
weekend, the country indicated it will deny certain Russian
banks access to SWIFT and that it will freeze Putin’s assets.
Kishida announced a range of measures last week, including
freezing the assets of certain Russian individuals and
financial institutions while also banning exports to Russian
military organizations.
“In response to this situation, we will strengthen our sanction
measures in close cooperation with the G7 and the rest of the
international community,” Kishida said in a press conference on
Friday.

Apr-20: Japan formally revokes Russia's 'most
favored nation' status
https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/japan-formally-revokes-russiasfavored-nation-status-84183721

TOKYO (AP) — Japan formally revoked Russia’s “most favored
nation” trade status Wednesday over its invasion of Ukraine, as
Tokyo steps up sanctions amid revelations of the Russian
military’s widespread atrocities against civilians.
The stripping of Russia’s trade status is Japan’s latest move

against Moscow and was part of a list of sanctions measures
Prime Minister Fumio Kishida announced last month that also
included a decision to expel eight Russian diplomats and trade
officials.
The revocation of Russia’s trade status by Japan’s Parliament,
combined with other sanctions collectively imposed by other
countries, is expected to intensify pressure on Russia, but the
moves could also prompt reprisals from Moscow.
The revocation of the trade status applies to tariffs on all
Russian imports, allowing Tokyo to impose higher duties on
such products. It followed a decision along with the U.S. and
other Group of Seven member nations to do so.
Wednesday’s parliamentary decision also included a revision
to a foreign exchange law to prevent the transfer of virtual
currency held by those subject to asset freezing.
Japan is taking a greater role in the international effort against
Russia because of concerns about the impact of the invasion in
East Asia, where China’s military has grown increasingly
assertive.
Japan has also frozen the assets of hundreds of Russian
individuals and groups and banned new investment and trade,
including the export of goods that could be used for military
purposes. Japan also announced plans to phase out imports of
Russian coal.
...
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Switzerland
Even historically neutral Switzerland is adopting the EU’s
sanctions against Russia, President Ignazio Cassis
announced Monday. The country, which is a major center for
wealthy Russian oligarchs, said it’s freezing the assets of
certain individuals “with immediate effect.”
The sanctions and asset freeze will apply to Putin, Prime
Minister Mikhail Mishustin and Foreign Minister Sergey
Lavrov.
Switzerland affirmed its commitment to neutrality and said it
will examine further EU sanctions on a “case-by-case basis.”
“Russia’s unprecedented military attack on a sovereign
European country was the deciding factor in the Federal
Council’s decision to change its previous stance on
sanctions,” a statement said.
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Taiwan
TAIPEI, April 6 (Reuters) - Taiwan's government said on
Wednesday it was tightening export curbs to Russia as
part of sanctions on the country for its invasion of Ukraine,
detailing rules to prevent technology and chips from
being using for military purposes.
Taiwan has condemned Russia's attack and already joined
the Western-led sanctions effort, though it is largely symbolic
as there is only minimal direct trade between the island and
Russia.
Taiwan's Cabinet said in an announcement that any
companies wishing to export a long list of tech-related
goods to Russia would need to seek permission.
The move has been made "in order to prevent our
country from exporting high-tech goods to Russia for
the production of military weapons", the Cabinet added.
The list includes equipment for making semiconductors,
the production of which Taiwan is a world leader in, as
well as lasers and navigation systems.
The Economy Ministry added in a separate statement that it
"urges industry to follow the export control laws,
conduct due diligence before exporting, and avoid
exporting products from the 'Russian export list' that
can be used for weapons proliferation to Russia without
approval".

It said it had produced the list based upon what other allied
countries were doing and that in total it covered 57
"controlled items".
A U.S. official said last week that Taiwan's TSMC
(2330.TW), the world's largest contract chipmaker, had
exited the Russian market, cutting off the Moscow
Center of SPARC Technologies' (SPN.AX) access to
Elbrus chips, which are widely used in Russian
intelligence and military systems.
Ukraine's plight has won broad public sympathy in Taiwan
due to what many people view as the parallels between
what it happening in the European country and what could
happen if China ever uses force to bring the island it claims
as its own territory under Chinese control.
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New Zealand
... prohibiting the export of goods to the Russian military
and security forces in response to the invasion of Ukraine.
Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern announced Friday that it
would cut trade with Russia and impose travel bans
against Russian officials as it continued to call for a return
to diplomatic dialogue to resolve the crisis.
“Right here and now we need to take immediate action,”
Ardern said in a press conference in Wellington.
“This is the blatant use of military might and violence that will
take innocent lives and we must stand against it.”
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Germany
Germany has put a stop to a key Russian gas pipeline
following Vladimir Putin's orders to send troops into Ukraine.
On Monday the Russian president recognised two
breakaway Ukrainian regions as independent states and
ordered Russian troops to deploy to both.
Western nations largely see the action as a pretext for a
wider invasion.
In response, Germany halted approval of the Nord
Stream 2 pipeline and other Western nations issued
sanctions.
Sanctions can take various forms - the term can refer to
many actions used by one country to harm another, usually
to deter aggressive actions or breaches of international law.
The Nord Stream 2 pipeline has been supported by
Germany despite opposition from countries such as the US,
UK, Poland and Ukraine. It cost €10bn (£8.4bn), with the
funding split between Russian and Western energy
companies.
But following Mr Putin's order to send troops to the rebelheld Ukrainian regions of Donetsk and Luhansk, Germany
announced it was suspending the process of giving the
pipeline between it and Russia an operating licence effectively stopping the project until further notice.
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Australia
Australia’s leader said Friday that it would “begin imposing
further sanctions on oligarchs, whose economic weight is of
strategic significance to Moscow and over 300 members of
the Russian Duma, their parliament.”
Speaking at a press conference on Friday, Prime Minister Scott
Morrison added that Canberra was “also working with the
United States to align with their further sanctions overnight
on key Belarusian individuals and entities complicit in the
aggression, so we are extending those sanctions to Belarus.”
The new round of measures came after Australia imposed travel
bans and targeted financial sanctions on eight members of
the Security Council of the Russian Federation on Thursday.
https://www.foreignminister.gov.au/minister/marise-payne/mediarelease/australia-joins-uk-and-us-sanctioning-key-russian-oligarchs

Australia joins the UK and US in sanctioning key
Russian oligarchs
Media release
14 March 2022
The Australian Government today announces fresh sanctions on
33 Russian oligarchs, prominent businesspeople and their
immediate family members.
The sanctions announced today reinforce Australia's commitment
to sanction those people who have amassed vast personal wealth
and are of economic and strategic significance to Russia,
including as a result of their connections to Russian President

Vladimir Putin.
They include Roman Abramovich, Chelsea Football Club
owner, Alexey Miller the CEO of Gazprom, Dmitri Lebedev
Chairman of Rossiya, Sergey Chemezov Chair of Rostec,
Nikolay Tokarev CEO of Transneft, Igor Shuvalov Chairman
Vnesheconombank (VEB.RF) and Kirill Dmitriev CEO of
Russian Direct Investment Fund (RDIF).
We strongly support recent announcements by Canada, the
European Union, New Zealand, the United Kingdom, and the
United States of further restrictive measures against key Russian
individuals.
Australia has joined with our partners in establishing strong,
sequential sanctions, with over 460 sanctions placed on
individuals and entities in past weeks. This includes the
Central Bank of Russia; their national sovereign wealth fund,
Russian Direct Investment Fund (RDIF); Russia's Armed
Forces; political and military figures including President
Putin, his Security Council and his strategic drivers of
disinformation; and a number of oligarchs.
We will continue to coordinate closely with our partners to impose
a high cost on Russia for its actions.
The Australian Government reiterates our strongest support
for Ukraine's sovereignty and territorial integrity and for the

people of Ukraine.
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Canada
Canada further amended the Special Economic Measures
(Russia) Regulations twice. In the first instance,
amendments were made in response to the Russian
recognition of the independence and sovereignty of
Ukraine’s Donetsk so called people’s Republic (DNR) and
Luhansk people’s Republic (LNR) regions and added 351
members of the State Duma to Schedule 1, three (3) entities
to Schedule 3.1, two (2) entities to Schedule 1, new
prohibitions on Russian sovereign debt, and new criteria for
listing targets. In the second instance, amendments were
made in response to the Russian military attack against
Ukraine’s territory in the so called DNR and LNR regions and
added 31 new individuals and 19 new entities to Schedule 1
of the Regulations. These are subject to a broad dealings
ban. In addition, five (5) entities were moved from Schedule
2 to Schedule 1 and three (3) entities were moved from
Schedule 3 to Schedule 1, which resulted in broader
prohibitions imposed on these entities.
On February 28, 2022, Canada further amended the Special
Economic Measures (Russia) Regulations to add eighteen
members of the Security Council of the Russian Federation
responsible for these actions, including President Vladimir
Putin, Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov, Minister of Defence
Sergei Shoigu, Minister of Justice Konstantin Chuychenko,
and Finance Minister Anton Siluanov. The amendments also
moved three entities from Schedule 3.1 to Schedule 1.
On March 4, 2022, Canada further amended the Special
Economic Measures (Russia) Regulations to add 10

executives in the energy sector, working for the state-owned
or controlled oil entities Rosneft or Gazprom.
On March 6, 2022, Canada further amended the Special
Economic Measures (Russia) Regulations to add 10 current
or former senior government officials and their close
associates, as well as agents of disinformation. Canada also
prohibited any ship that is registered in Russia or used,
leased or chartered, in whole or in part, by or on behalf of
or for the benefit of Russia, a person in Russia or a
designated person from docking in Canada or passing
through Canadian waters.
On March 10, 2022, Canada further amended the Special
Economic Measures (Russia) Regulations to add 32
defense entities, most of which are owned by the state or
have contracts with the Government of Russia; to add five
(5) individuals who are current and former senior officials
and associates of the regime; as well as to prohibit any
person in Canada and any Canadian outside Canada
from importing specific petroleum products listed in a
new Schedule 5.
On March 14, 2022, Canada further amended the Special
Economic Measures (Russia) Regulations to add 15 senior
officials of the Government of Russia, who are now subject
to a broad dealings ban.
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South Korea
South Korea has joined the U.S. and the European Union in
banning transactions with Russia's central bank and
sovereign wealth funds, toughening sanctions following the
Russian invasion of Ukraine.
South Korean transactions with the Bank of Russia as well
as the National Wealth Fund of the Russian Federation and
the Russian Direct Investment Fund should stop beginning
Tuesday, the finance ministry said late Monday. The country
also plans to join the EU in blocking Russian banks from
the Swift global interbank network starting at 8 a.m. local
time on March 13, the ministry added.
The ministry also said it added Rossiya Bank to the South
Korean sanctions list. Seven other Russian banks already
had been added to the list since March 1. South Korea last
week decided to ban its public and financial institutions
from trading with any sanctioned Russian banks and in
new Russian government bonds.
The country also pledged to restrict its exports of
strategic and nonstrategic items to Russia.
South Korean banks' exposure to Russia is estimated at
$1.47 billion. South Korea has also set aside 2 trillion won
($1.62 billion) in emergency aid for local businesses affected
by the Russian-Ukraine conflict.
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The Bahamas
NASSAU, March 13 (Reuters) - The Bahamas has ordered
its financial institutions to halt all transactions with
Russian entities that have been put under sanction by
Western nations, the country's financial regulators said in a
statement.
The government of the Caribbean nation has vocally
condemned Russia's invasion of Ukraine, but appears to
remain conflicted over how aggressively it can participate
sanctions efforts without damaging its relatively small
economy.
Reuters on Monday reported that oil and fuel tankers
controlled by Russia's Sovcomflot (FLOT.MM) had been
rerouted to the Bahamas after they had been unable to
deliver cargoes due to the sanctions. read more
"Regulated entities, that are licensed or authorised to
operate from or within the Bahamas, (are directed) not to
engage in transactions with sanctioned persons, entities or
business linked to Russia and Belarus," reads the late
Saturday statement signed by the central bank and four
other regulatory agencies.
It was not immediately evident how much Russia-linked
money is held in Bahamian financial institutions.
Regulatory agencies, including the central bank, have not
responded to requests for details on local banks' exposure to
Russian funds.
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Poland
WARSAW, Poland (AP) — Poland announced steps
Wednesday to end all Russian oil imports by year’s end,
while Germany issued a warning about natural gas levels
and called on people to conserve, new signs of how Russia’s
war in Ukraine has escalated tensions about securing energy
supplies to power Europe.
Poland, which has taken in millions of Ukrainian refugees,
has taken the lead in the European Union on swiftly cutting
off Russian fossil fuels. The 27-nation bloc has declined to
sanction energy because it depends on Moscow for the fuel
needed for cars, electricity, heating and industry, but it has
announced proposals to wean itself off those supplies.
“We are presenting the most radical plan in Europe for
departing from Russian oil by the end of this year,” Polish
Prime Minister Mateusz Morawiecki said at a news
conference.
It comes a day after Poland said it was banning Russian
coal imports, expected by May. Morawiecki says Poland
will take steps to become “independent” of Russian
supplies and is calling on other European Union
countries to “walk away” as well. He argues that money
paid for Russia’s oil and gas is fueling its war machine.
While some in Europe are calling for an immediate boycott of
all Russian oil and natural gas, the EU plans to reduce
Russian gas imports by two-thirds by the end of the year and
eliminate them before 2030. In the meantime, rattled energy

markets have pushed up already high oil and natural gas
prices for Europeans and others worldwide.
The EU is turning to investments in renewable energy as a
long-term fix but also is scrambling to shore up alternative
sources of fossil fuels, including a new agreement with the
U.S. to receive more liquefied natural gas, or LNG, that
arrives by ship.
Poland is expanding an LNG terminal to receive
deliveries from Qatar, the U.S., Norway and other
exporters. A new Baltic pipeline bringing gas from
Norway is expected to open by the end of the year. It
also has been reducing dependence on Russian oil
through contracts with Saudi Arabia, the U.S. and
Norway and is considering imports from Kazakhstan.
...
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Lithuania
Lithuania refuses Russian gas as EU vows new sanctions
over Bucha executions
April 3 (UPI) -- Prime Minister Ingrida Šimonytė said Sunday
that Lithuania would become the first member of the
European Union to refuse the import of Russian gas.
"From now and so on, Lithuania won't be consuming a cubic
centimeter of toxic Russian gas," Šimonytė said in a tweet.
"Lithuania is the first EU country to refuse Russian gas
import."
Her statement came as Charles Michel, president of the
European Commission, said that the European Union will
issue further sanctions on Russia after Ukraine's Defense
Ministry accused Russian forces of executing civilians in the
Ukrainian city of Bucha.
"Shocked by haunting images of atrocities committed by
Russian army in Kyiv liberated region," Michel said in a tweet
with the hashtag #BuchaMassacre.
https://www.upi.com/Top_News/World-News/2022/04/03/ukraine-lithuaniarefuses-russian-gas-eu-voys-new-sanctions-buchaexecutions/7611648996832/

Lithuania Announces Cessation Of Russian Oil, Gas And
Electricity Imports From May 22
The Ministry of Energy of the Republic of Lithuania
announced that from May 22, Lithuania will no longer receive

gas, oil and electricity from Russia.
The Ministry of Energy of the Republic of Lithuania
announced that from May 22, Lithuania will no longer
receive gas, oil and electricity from Russia. According to the
government, the operator of the energy exchange Nord Pool
has chosen to halt Russian electricity trade with its sole
Baltic importer, the Inter RAO group of enterprises.
Lithuanian Energy Minister Dainius Kreivis stated,
“This is an extremely important milestone not only on
Lithuaniaʼs path to energy independence. This is an
expression of our solidarity with the warring Ukraine —
we cannot allow our money to finance the Russian
military machine."
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Italy
March 5 - Italy seizes property, yachts of wealthy
Russian individuals
https://www.aa.com.tr/en/europe/italy-fully-supports-new-eu-sanctions-onrussia/2556076

May 4 - Italy fully supports new EU sanctions on Russia
Italy threw its weight Tuesday behind the latest round of EU
sanctions against Russia, hours after Rome announced the
expulsion of 30 Russian diplomats from its territory.
The sanctions, proposed by the European Commission and
needing approval from EU governments, include a ban on
coal imports and Russian or Russian-operated ships
entering EU ports.
“Italy is fully aligned with the rest of the European Union and
supports with conviction the measures,” Prime Minister Mario
Draghi said during a visit to the northwestern city of Turin.
The Italian leader again condemned the atrocities blamed on
retreating Russian forces in Bucha, Irpin and other Ukrainian
cities, saying “they deeply shake our consciences as
Europeans, committed democrats and Italians.”
“Independent investigations must shed full light on what
happened. War crimes must be punished,” he said,
warning that Russian authorities, including the army and
President Vladimir Putin, “must answer for their actions.”

Draghi cast the Ukraine war as “pointless” for “the great
Russian people,” leading only to “shame, isolation and
poverty,” and urged the Kremlin “cease hostilities, stop
the massacres of civilians, and to declare a cease-fire.”
Hours earlier, Italian Foreign Minister Luigi Di Maio
announced the expulsion of 30 Russian diplomats over
“national security” concerns – mirroring similar moves by
other EU countries, including France, Germany, Spain, and
Denmark.
“This measure, taken in coordination with other European
and Atlantic partners, was made necessary by motives
related to our national security, in the context of the current
crisis situation stemming from the unjustified aggression of
Ukraine by the Russian Federation,” Di Maio told RAI public
broadcaster.
Italian media quoted Russian officials as saying that Russia
would respond in kind to the diplomatic expulsions.
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Norway
Feb 27 - Norway says its sovereign fund will divest
from Russia
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Singapore
March 5 - Singapore bars four Russian banks, bans
exports of electronics, computers and military items
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Finland
March 25 - Finland's national railway operator suspends
services between Helsinki and Saint Petersburg, closing
the rail link between Russia and the European Union
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Albania
Feb 28 - Foreign Minister Olta Xhacka said Albania was
joining EU sanctions on Russia, including asset freezes
on over 650 individuals and a complete ban on Russian
flights.
Economic sanctions include measures in the finance,
energy, transport and technology fields. Albania also joined
the EU and UK in closing its airspace to all aircraft registered
in Russia, excluding only cases when flights need to take
place for emergency, humanitarian or medical purposes.
Albania joined the EU in imposing sanctions on the assets of
Russian President Vladimir Putin, Foreign Minister Sergey
Lavrov and members of Russia’s National Security Council.
“Economic sanctions include restrictive measures in finance,
energy, transport and technology. In total, these restrictive
measures will apply to 654 individuals and 52 entities,”
Xhacka said.
“In addition, a travel ban has been imposed on Albanian
territory for persons listed by the EU,” Xhacka added.
Albania was ready to offer military and medical help to
Ukraine, she noted. “We are working to provide military and
hospital assistance to Ukraine within our means,” she said.
Prime Minister Edi Rama held an “extraordinary conference”
on Friday where he talked about Albania’s position towards
Russia and clarified that Albania was ready to receive
Ukrainian refugees.

A protest was held outside the Russian Embassy in Tirana
on Sunday where Albanian and Ukrainian citizens gathered
to protest against the war. The Ukrainian Ambassador in
Tirana, Volodymyr Shkurov, participated in the protest and
said: “The war must stop”.
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Iceland
Iceland joined the European Union’s sanctions following
Russia’s military intervention in Ukraine. The Icelandic
Government was a strong critic of Russia’s actions.
Gunnar Bragi Sveinsson, who was Foreign Minister at the
time, condemned the invasion as a violation of International
Law, and Prime Minister Sigmundur Gunnlaugsson already
in March 2014 warned that Russia’s actions in Ukraine could
create a ripple effect that could affect international
cooperation in the Arctic.
It is out of the question for Iceland to be the first country
to break the solidarity of the Western countries and back
away form sanctions against Russia, Lilja Alfredsdottir
said to till Vísir after returning from a meeting of NATO
foreign ministers in Brussels, Islandsbloggen reports.
“Relations [between NATO and Russia] have been limited of
late. There is a strong will within NATO countries to show
firmness and determination while also keeping conversation
open with Russia and Russian authorities. At the meeting in
Brussels it was agreed to invite to a meeting of the NATORussia Council during the summit in Warsaw in July this
year,” said Lilja Alfredsdottir, who was appointed Minister of
Foreign Affairs in April 2016.
Russia imposed an embargo on foodstuffs from the
U.S., EU, Norway, Iceland and several other countries in
August 2014 as a countermeasure to sanctions
previously imposed by these countries. The sanctions
have affected Iceland more negatively than most other

countries subject to the sanctions due to the
importance of seafood exports to the Icelandic national
economy and the relative importance of Russia as a
market for these same exports, a report by Reykjavik
Economics from January 2016 reads.
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Andorra
The package includes the possible freezing of assets in
the country from a list of 50 companies and 700 people
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Liechtenstein
Adopted EU sanctions and said last week it had frozen
around 260 million Swiss francs linked to Russia.
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Jersey
The island’s government has instructed finance industries to
freeze the assets of five Russian banks and three
billionaires.
The sanctions come after Russian President Vladimir Putin
ordered troops into two regions of eastern Ukraine.
Jersey external relations minister Ian Gorst said Jersey was
also prepared to take "further measures" in line with
other jurisdictions.
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Gibraltar
$75m superyacht belonging to Russian oligarch seized
in Gibraltar
The $75m (£57m) Axioma belonging to billionaire Dmitry
Pumpyansky – owner and chairman of steel pipe
manufacturer OAO TMK, which is a supplier to Russian
state-owned energy company Gazprom
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Montenegro
The newly appointed Government of Montenegro
prepares a package to implement all sanctions against
Russia, previously imposed by the European Union.
A corresponding statement was made by Minister of Foreign
Affairs of Montenegro Ranko Krivokapić during his visit to the
Embassy of Ukraine.
"During a conversation with Natalia Fialka, Chargé d'Affaires
of Ukraine in Montenegro, the Minister of Foreign Affairs of
Montenegro expressed clear Government’s support for
Ukraine and Ukraine's struggle for territorial integrity,
sovereignty and independence against brutal Russian
aggression," the Embassy informs.
Among other things, Minister Krivokapić noted that
Montenegro understood the Ukrainian people well,
emphasizing the closeness of the two peoples' destinies with
their “big neighbors.” He added that assistance of the new
government to Ukraine would increase and that Montenegro
was preparing to implement all packages of anti-Russian
sanctions.
"As in every great historical case, it is not just about politics
and pragmatics. It’s about much more than that: a sense of
common values and strong emotions about the suffering of
the Ukrainian people," the Embassy quoted the foreign
minister of Montenegro as saying.
As a reminder, the previous government of Montenegro

managed to adopt a decision on anti-Russian sanctions on
the third attempt. Prior to that, various versions of
compromise resolutions were proposed, which formally
supported the EU's restrictive measures against Russia but
did not actually implement them.
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British Virgin Islands
... the territory is following UK sanctions and has some
of the strictest controls of any financial centre globally.
...
VI is “actively implementing UK-imposed sanctions on
Russia,” she wrote. “As a leading financial centre, we will
continue to tackle money laundering and corruption,
while making a positive economic contribution globally in the
UK and in the BVI,” Ms. Donovan added.
...
Aki Corsoni-Husain, head of regulatory in the firm’s global
tax and regulatory department, explained in the webinar that
all major Russian banks will have their UK assets frozen
and will be excluded from the UK financial system,
stopping them from accessing sterling and clearing
payments from the UK.
This means they cannot raise finance or borrow money on
UK markets, he said. Further, 100 individuals or entities
connected to Russia will be added to the UK’s sanctions list,
he added, citing UK government announcements.
“I think what we’ve seen with the Russia-Ukraine crisis has
been that the world has taken notice [and] the West has
been galvanised to act in a totally unified way. And we can
certainly have the overseas territories into that as well,” said
Mr. Corsoni-Husain.
He added that Russian oligarchs have already had their
assets frozen around the world, including “yachts
registered in places like Cayman and BVI.”

According to the presenters, following the introduction of the
post-Brexit UK Sanctions and Anti-Money Laundering Act
2018, the UK more closely oversees the implementation of
sanctions measures in the overseas territories.
The UK’s cornerstone 2019 Russia Regulations, as
amended over time, are directly extended to most OTs,
according to Mr. Corsoni-Husain’s presentation.
Furthermore, under a 2020 UK order in council, sanctions
on Russia are now automatically extended to the VI and
other territories.
Under the VI Financial Sanctions Guidelines produced by
the Office of the Governor, all firms are required to check
whether they maintain any accounts for individuals
listed in the Annex to the Financial Sanctions Notice
and freeze them, reporting findings to the office.
Those findings may then be passed on to other
regulatory authorities or law enforcement.
Failing to comply with financial sanctions legislation or
seeking to circumvent its provisions is a crime,
according to the guidelines. ...
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Micronesia
Federated States Of Micronesia Breaks Ties
With Russia Over Ukraine War
The tiny Federated States of Micronesia severed
diplomatic ties with nuclear power Russia on Friday over
the "unambiguously villainous" invasion of Ukraine, warning
relations would only be reopened if Moscow displayed a
"love" of humanity.
Leaders of the Pacific archipelago -- which has a population
of just over 100,000 people -- said it was acting in solidarity
with Ukraine, which has already suspended diplomatic
relations and called on others to do the same.
Ties between FSM and Russia were formally established in
1999, but Moscow has no embassy there and state-to-state
contacts are limited.
"Diplomatic relations between our two countries have
been severed," President David Panuelo said expressing
solidarity with Kyiv.
"Ukraine has been violently and unjustifiably invaded by the
Russian Federation," he said.
"While it may be little comfort, the people and government of
the FSM supports your sovereignty, and supports your right
to exist."

Panuelo called the Russian invasion an "unjustified and
brutal assault", which his country views as "unambiguously
villainous and holds in the highest form of contempt."

